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PREFACE 

 

 The author has been a lone wolf free lance particle 

physicist since 1981, when I first began the science of chonomic 

structure codes, and an aether relativisist since 1964, when I first 

believed in an aether and I believed Einstein was part wrong in his 

Special Relativity and I aspired to be the one to derive the correct 

aether theory of relativity.  In 1977 I did derive “Relativity in an 

Ether” [aether], but later I discovered that both the principle of 

relativity and the principle of equivalence, while correct in the 

main, were false in the absolute; and thus it was not relativity in an 

aether exactly, but quasi-relativity in an aether (relativity up to a 

point).  Following general quasi relativity in an aether, I wrote in 

1982 a paper entitled “Manipulating Gravity and Inertia Through a 

New Model of the Universe.”  In 1990 I incorporated this 

intelligence in a manuscript entitled The Unified Universe, which 

was a precursor of a manuscript Formulating the Universe (1994), 

which was a precursor of the book Electrino Physics (2013) and 

Electrino Physics, Draft 2 (2014). I have been almost totally 

isolated from the scientific community all those years, being 

published in a peer reviewed journal only by Galilean 

Electrodynamics Journal (that does not yet have large 

readership).  I have not read very many particle physics journal 

articles, and have only learned major physics news items on 

particle physics from the media.   

The work of the author highly developed an alternate 

model of particle physics, which I called the Electrino Fusion 

Model of Elementary Particles.  This model was quite different 

than the Standard Model of Physics.  But on reading the book THE 

PARTICLE AT THE END OF THE UNIVERSE, HOW THE HUNT 

FOR THE HIGGS BOSON LEADS US TO THE EDGE OF A NEW 

WORLD, by Sean Carroll, the author became very excited by the 

realization that the H
0
 and H

±
 particles (Higgs zero and Higgs plus 

and Higgs minus particles) are clearly identified in the author’s 

Electrino Fusion Model of Elementary Particles, and that the 
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author has a lot more experience with the Higgs particles in 

particles than the Standard Model Physicists at CERN, SLAC, 

FERMI LAB, etc.   

The Higgs bosons are the great link between the two 

models of physics!  The two models are almost totally independent 

of each other: the Standard Model is an aether-less model; my 

model is an aether model.  The Standard Model has ± 2/3 e and ± 

1/3 e for quarks and anti-quarks for fractons; my model has ± 1 e, 

± ½ e, ± ¼ e and ± ⅛ e electrinos for fractons, but not ± 1/16 e, 

which would violate spin rules, spinning the un-spin able.  The 

Standard Model is a quantum mechanical model with vibrating 

fields requiring renormalizations of answers; my model utilizes 

some quantum mechanical values, but is more like a classical 

model with accurate or even exact particle mass calculations, that 

do not require renormalizations, as was noted by the mathematics 

and physics Professor Emeritus J. G. Gilson at Queen Mary 

College at London, England in 1997.  But both models clearly 

point to the Higgs particles as the grand unifier of the two models.  

We can learn from both models, and make appropriate corrections 

in the two.  The reason that the Quark Model makes correct 

particle predictions like the Electrino Model is that the proton and 

neutron and other particles are made to be whole particles in the 

Quark Model, just as the particles are in the Electrino Model; and 

the particle mass calculation system (chonomics in my model) is 

based on whole particles and combinations of whole particles.   

The Higgs particle was considered to be the particle that 

gave every other particle its mass.  But as Sean Carroll presented 

the situation, it was the Higgs boson that gave permission for the 

other particles to have mass, but there were still unknown coupling 

coefficients to the Higgs field for each particle.  Thus, even with 

the Higgs boson, there was no clue as to how to calculate the 

confusing array of different particle masses.   

In my model, free electrinos have large imaginary masses 

in the relativistic frame, but 0 masses in the non-relativistic frame, 

and go in straight lines at the speed of light as zero mass particles.  
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When electrinos travel in the same direction, they can never catch 

up with the particles traveling in front of them, traveling at the 

speed of light.  But when the particles are aimed in opposite 

directions, while in the non-relativistic frame they have zero 

attraction for each other, in the relativistic frame, the electrinos 

with large minus imaginary masses attract each other with a real 

force (m
2
 is plus real, and at the speed of light and faster, like 

charges and masses attract), and attract each other into real orbits. 

But while the electrinos go in straight lines as zero mass 

particles, the same particles become massive when they go into 

orbit.  The orbital radius defines the mass, which is different for 

each kind of particle.  The science of chonomics teaches how to 

calculate orbits of each particle from first principles from each 

particle’s chonomic structure codes.  The author has learned how 

to create masses out of nothing (ex-nihilo creation, which God is 

reputed to be able to do, but men [creatures] are not able to do).  

My theory teaches men to have the prerogatives of God in 

performing ex-nihilo creation—at first stars or suns, and eventually 

planets.  (The Physics of Genesis, Draft 3, Chapter 3.)   

The law that mass-energy cannot ever be created or 

destroyed (conservation of energy) is only half correct.  Mass-

energy cannot ever be destroyed.  It is eternal.  But it can be 

created, fueling the expansion of the Universe, which is a good 

thing.  For if the Universe ever collapsed on itself, all joy and 

happiness and past achievements would have an end and be a 

failure.  In all our future we should make sure the Universe 

expands faster and faster.   

Sean Carroll said the Higgs boson has no charge.  What has 

been discovered at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is a neutral 

charge boson (is it the H
0
 particle?), not the H

±
 particles.  But the 

2008 Particle Data Group Particle Summary Tables list searches 

for H
±
 as well as H

0
 particles.  H

±
 particles should exist, but it is a 

tenet of the author’s model of particle physics, however, that a 0 

charged massive particle can only have 0 charge if there are two 

particles in it with cancelling opposite charges.  The theorized H
0
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is in reality a partially ionized H
+
 and H

-
 pair of particles 

superimposed on each other with 0 spin, close to annihilation.   

There may be a simple back of the envelope calculation to 

predict the mass of the H
0
 particle.  I thought of this method 

yesterday (October 15, 2015), but I haven’t done it yet.  I will now 

try to do it here.  It takes high energy to pull the H
+
 and H

-
 apart 

from near zero separation to the separation of the orbit of the 1 

spin photon.  The author is having great difficulty evaluating the 

following particle formula as concerning the 2 constants.  The 

force spreading the Higgs particles H
+
 and H

-
 may be                     

–{e(-e)/[4πε0α(2r)
2
]} from the exnihilo meso-electric force holding 

the particles together (see Electrino Physics Draft 2, Chapter 7, 

Uniting the Forces [which is my Unified Field Theory, which I 

have had at least as far back as 1994, possibly 1990 or before]).   

We have to know what we are looking for, before we can 

finalize on a formula for the mass of the H
0
.  It is possible that both 

photons in the correct decay scheme are new photons from the H
0
 

decay (that is possible in particle decay schemes).  Or, it is possible 

that only one photon is created directly in the H
0
 decay, and the 

other observed photon is a reenergized unobserved incoming 

photon into the H
0
 decay process, reemitted in the decay.  Such 

incoming-outgoing photons are common in other γγ decay modes 

for other particles.  For a way to start this back of the envelope 

calculation, let us assume what has been observed at CERN LHC 

is the single created photon mode, with the other photon being an 

in-out photon to conserve energy and momentum.  Where E0 is the 

total energy of the theorized H
0
, 1/2 E0 = Eγ is the energy of one 

photon.     

 

½ E0 = Eγ = hν = hc/2πr = ħc/r; E0 = 2ħc/r.  

[                        one photon                      ] 

 

We next want to formalize the energy in the f·dr of the energy 

equation for useable results: 
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  E0 = the energy in the separation of the H
+
 and H

-
 = 

 ∫-{e(-e)/[4πε0α(2r)
2
]}d2r may be -e

2
/4πε0αr + C. 

[            H
±
 pair (the 2’s are questionable)          ]                               

] 

We cannot take the definite integral, because we do not yet 

know the smaller limit (non 0).  The energy is actually greater at 

smaller separations, and we would take the backwards definite 

integral, which would introduce one more – sign in the result.  At r 

= ∞, the energy is 0.  At any r less than ∞, there is a finite energy.  

The rule is that H
±
 particles exist, but they never come alone.  They 

must have some particle orbiting around them, to be free in space.  

Usually, it is a + spin electron (the lowest energy + spin electron 

facilitated H
+
 particle, surprisingly enough, is the common and 

understood neutron n), but in the Σ baryons, the companion 

particle to the H
+
 particle is the pion. 

For the purpose of solving for the energy of the H
0
, we can 

dispense with the constant C above.  We can take the result of the 

integral to be E0 = 2e
2
/4πε0αr (I’m not sure about the 2).  In 

Predicting the Masses, Volume 1, Introducing Chonomics, the 

author uses an important identity, which can greatly simplify this 

equation:  e
2
/4πε0α = ħc.  Thus, the result of the above integral may 

be E0 = 2ħc/r.   The r in the photon is not the separation of the H
±
 

particles in the spreading Higgs pair.  They differ by a factor of 2.  

The space between the Higgs particles is 2r from the photon orbit 

r.  But the photon automatically has 2r separations in the orbit of r 

radius, so we don’t have to put any more 2s anyplace in the above 

equation.  The energy of the orbiting H
+
 and H

-
 orbiting around it 

is E± = ± ħc/r.  By the way, there is no such thing as a 0 radius 

particle [P. A. M. Dirac notwithstanding]).     

In the non-relativistic frame, the size of the H
+
 orbiting the 

H
0
 is like a baseball orbiting a stadium, but in the relativistic 

frame, the H
+
 touches the H

-
 as they orbit around each other.  

Therefore, the radius of the Higgs plus or minus particles is the 

same as one half the separation of the H
0
 problem.  This is 

important in our later calculations. 
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E0 = 2ħc/r or 

 

r = 2ħc/E0 

 

We can try the spin relation for the +1ħ photon for a second 

independent equation in r and E0, to solve simultaneously for r: 

 

 mcr = 2ħ (minimum energy state of the photon [see 

Predicting the Masses, Volume 1, Introducing Chonomics, pp.73-

182]), or 

 

E0cr/c
2
 = 2ħ, or E0r/c = 2ħ, or E0 = 2ħc/r, or 

 

r = 2ħc/E0. 

 

Unfortunately that is not an independent equation.  It is the same 

equation as above.  At least, that gives us confidence that the above 

calculations are correct.  But we need a new independent equation 

to solve for the energy of the H
0
 and H

+
. 

 But there is no need now to re-invent the wheel!  From first 

principles, I derived the mass of the H
+
 particle by 1994 or before 

in Electrino Physics, Draft 2, Chapter 6, pp. 181-185.  Back then I 

did not know about the Higgs particle.  I called the particle a 

uniton, with the symbol of ● in chonomics structure codes.  I 

realized sometime in 1982 that I needed a ● to distinguish a nearly 

point charge of 0 spin electrino particle from a 0 net spin orbital 

particle of the pion family that I symbolized as a o in my chonomic 

structure codes.  All particles in the universe, matter, antimatter, 

ordinary photons, gravitons, magnetons, and Higgs particles can be 

constructed in chonomics particle structure codes with -, +, o, and 

● symbols.  But let us get back to solving for the mass-energy of 

the H
0
. 

 The mass of the H
+
 uniton ● M0 is the imaginary Planck 

mass in Electrino Physics, Draft 2, Chapter 6, pp. 181-185: 
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, which is the value I calculated 

for it in 1994, or as early as 1990.  The mass-energy of the Higgs 

particle, which we have sought, is  
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exactly
G

c
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but the mass of the H
+
 is as above = 

 

exact
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 ≈ -i 2.176437408e-08 kg. 

 

using old values of ħ, c, and G.  You can update those yourself.  If 

you define ħ exactly, you can calculate G exactly.  If you won’t do 

it, I will!  See Electrino Physics, Draft 2, Chapter 8, Section N, pp. 

262-265.   

 

 The above calculations imply that E0 = 2ħc/r, and E+ = ħc/r. 

 

Therefore E0 = 2E+ = 

2/1
5
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e
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≈ -i3.912168783e
9
 j ≈ 2.441763326e28 eV 

 

We can calculate the MeV of a particle directly from its mass in 

kg, because the mass of an electron in kg equals 9.109 382 15e-31 

kg (old units) and the mass of the electron in MeV equals 

0.510998910 MeV (old units).  The mass of the H
+
 by this method 

is -i2.4417e22 MeV ≈ -i2.4417e28eV ≈ -i2.4417e19GeV, which 
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agrees with the former calculation, considerably more than the 

mass of what has been thought to be the Higgs boson.  The particle 

calculated by the author could never be detected by LHC.    The 

calculated particles should exist, but we could never measure them.  

They could never exist free at any energy we could produce at 

LHC.  The rule is the H
0
 and H

±
 exist, but they never come alone.  

The 125 GeV boson discovered is not the extreme H
0
 and H

±
 

particles calculated here by the author.  But this exercise 

demonstrates how masses of particles can be exactly calculated 

through the Higgs boson methodology.  The author has prepared a 

roadmap for calculating the mass of any particle that can be 

correctly identified by a chonomics code in Predicting the Masses, 

Volume 1, Introducing Chonomics by Gordon L. Ziegler according 

to the Neils Bohr method from two to four place accuracy.  It is 

most accurate for light weight particles, and up to now considered 

less accurate for heavy weight particles because of omitted 

relativistic considerations for the more massive particles.   

 The THE PARTICLE AT THE END OF THE UNIVERSE, 

HOW THE HUNT FOR THE HIGGS BOSOM LEADS US TO THE 

EDGE OF A NEW WORLD book by Sean Carroll  has inspired me 

to write this book—The Higgs et. al. Universe.  Sean included the 

names, dates, and stories in his book, and explanations even of 

Feynman diagrams.  This has inspired me to write my major 

findings in this preface, and present the theory and calculations in 

the book text.  I first thought of quoting my entire Predicting the 

Masses, Volume 1, Introducing Chonomics book as Section 1 in 

this book.  But I have since been inspired in this book to make a 

new attempt to calculate exactly the masses of all the particles by 

this new Higgs boson intelligence.  If I find I cannot do it, I will 

revert to my original plan. 

 Guess what!  There are two Higgs bosons in every photon 

in the Universe (one H
+
 and one H

-
 orbiting around each other at 

the speed of light and traveling linearly at some angle at the speed 

of light), and one Higgs boson in every baryon (H
+
 as the heavy 

core particle in every baryon) and every anti-baryon (H
-
 as the 
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heavy core particle in every anti-baryon) in the Universe!  And all 

particles can be constructed of “sums” of various fractions of 

Higgs bosons.  For example, the proton p can be represented by  

 

p = {(4[1/4H
+
]) “+” (2[1/2H

-
]) “+”(H

+
)}.    

      {[    pion   ]        [electron]       [H
+
]} 

 

 

The neutron n can be represented by 

n = {(2[1/2H
-
]) “+” (H

+
)} 

       {[electron]        [H
+
]} 

 

The “+” symbolizes not simple addition, but specific processes 

according to the chonomics structure codes.  But every 

fundamental and combined particle can be represented by particle 

“sums” like this.  Wish me well as I attempt to calculate all particle 

masses like this.  The Higgs bosons are everywhere and in 

everything in the Universe! 

 The CERN scientists can immediately make new 

experiments testing for the reliability of such intelligence.  

Originally there were experiments to probe the quark structure of 

protons and neutrons.  The results were messy.  It did appear that 

there were indeed smaller structures in the proton and neutron, 

which might be quarks, but the exact number was unclear.  Redo 

the experiments using gamma lasers (if such exists).  Find out on 

one level if there are three whole particles in the proton, and seven 

sub-particles in the proton on the lowest levels.  See if there are 

really three quarks in the neutron, or if there are two whole 

particles in the neutron on one level, and three sub-particles in the 

neutron on the lowest level.  

 There is more than symmetry in the sub-particles, making 

better parsimony in the system: 

 

(4[1/4H
-
])                         →                              (2[1/2H

-
]); 

1 anti-pion    electrino fusion process of o’s    1 electron 
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(See Advanced Electrino Physics, Draft 3, Chapter 1.) 

 

2(2[1/2H
-
])                             →                               {2[H

-
]} 

 2 electrons     electrino fusion process of –’s   2 separate H
-
, 

  

which must scavenge sub-particles from the graviton sea to make 

whole anti-protons and/or anti-neutrons.  If the terminal voltages of 

the electron accelerators are 940 MeV, there will be a mixture of 

anti-protons –p and anti-neutrons –n produced.  If the terminal 

voltages of the electron accelerators are 939 MeV, there will be 

only –p negatrons produced.  In all electrino fusion processes, 

charges are conserved, but there is a switch from matter to 

antimatter or vice versa in every electrino fusion process.  We can 

use this phenomenon to reverse the order to disorder arrow in the 

second law of thermodynamics in a given controlled area (see 

Rejuvenating the Sun through a New Model of Science).  And if 

such technology is operating, we could create free electricity with 

no radioactive wastes (see also the same source).  

 The first electrino process above would be powerful life for 

the perfectly righteous, but would be death to the wicked in lab 

scale experiments.  And right now, we are all wicked on this 

planet.  Therefore we should not experiment with this electrino 

process, but note the natural process from cosmic rays already 

reported in the Particle Data Group Particle Summary Tables.  (See 

Advanced Electrino Physics, Draft 3, Chapter 1.) 

 The second electrino process is perfectly safe to all 

righteous and wicked persons, and is highly desirous for its 

“miraculous” effects.  (See Child Science, by the Author, chapter 

4, or Rejuvenating the Sun and Earth through a New Model of 

Science, Chapter 5.) 

 There is an experiment that could be done at LHC to check 

for this second particle reaction (fusing the constituents of 

electrons to the core particles of anti-protons and anti-neutrons).  

This process could be performed at a much less expensive 
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accelerator facility—less than $100 million dollars, but LHC 

already exists, and it could save us a lot of time to just use the LHC 

for this experiment. 

 The particles accelerated at LHC are protons (which for our 

purposes we could consider as bags of particles).  We really want 

to collide electrons with electrons (not electrons with positrons, 

which have been done at very high energies).  The Standard Model 

predicted that above 939 MeV the collisions of electrons with 

electrons would only be like below 938 MeV—just Coulomb 

scattering.  But this prediction of the Standard Model was never 

put to the test.  Up until now, no theories could be tested until the 

Standard Model could be disproved.  I have disproved the Standard 

Model (see Rejuvenating the Sun and Earth through a New Model 

of Science, Chapter 8, “Correcting the Standard Model.”  So let us 

test a new model of physics.  We want to collide electrons with 

electrons.  But we can collide protons with protons.  In our 

experiment, a proton is a bag of particles containing H
+
 particles, + 

spin electrons orbiting the H
+
 particles,  and pions stuck to that pair 

of particles (neutrons) with the strong electric force.  We are not 

interested in the H
+
 and the pions—that is just background noise in 

our experiment, but we want to collide the electrons in the bag.  If 

we do it right, the fused electrons should produce anti-protons and 

anti-neutrons, which will drift off and annihilate protons making an 

explosive flash of gamma rays.  (Try to do the experiments with 

the lowest possible beam currents at first to avoid dangerous 

gamma ray explosions.) 

 To do the experiment right, the electrons have to have axial 

spins, and the electrons coming one way must be spin flipped close 

to their collision, so that the colliding electrons can have the same 

spin orientation in the center of mass frame  (I don’t know if this is 

possible working with proton bags.  We may have to do this in a 

dedicated electron-electron collider.) 

 Another great problem is the H
+
 is not going to want to let 

loose of its companion particle the + spin electron, unless we can 
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do this test in the Σ particle energy range, and let the H
+
 trade the + 

spin electron for the attached pion as a companion particle. 

  Take care of safety in this experiment.  But this experiment 

should have the most significance of any experiment in modern 

history. 

 In his book, THE PARTICLE AT THE END OF THE 

UNIVERSE, HOW THE HUNT FOR THE HIGGS BOSON LEADS 

US TO THE EDGE OF A NEW WORLD, Sean Carroll went into 

current problems and questions, and what we would like our Higgs 

theory to solve for us, such as dark matter and dark energy, and 

why there is more matter in the Universe than antimatter.  

 In the first question, what is dark matter, the author’s model 

gives a possible answer.  The author agrees with the Standard 

Model physicists’ reasoning that dark matter cannot be any particle 

in the current Standard Model of Physics.  But it does not have to 

be some high energy exotic particle.  Remember that the graviton 

is not in the Standard Model of Physics.  The simple graviton can 

provide us an easy answer.  With the road map for calculating the 

masses of elementary particles in Predicting the Masses, Volume 1, 

Introducing Chonomics, by the author (can be purchased 

inexpensively from amazon.com or barnsandnoble.com or 2,500 

book stores), the masses of six different kinds of lowest energy 

gravitons (up and down spins of three different kinds of gravitons) 

were calculated in only a few minutes.  The result:  All six types of 

lowest energy gravitons had almost exactly the same mass:  70.0 

Mev.  The assumption that gravitons are massless and travel at c is 

a false assumption.  All the gravitons in a galaxy have significant 

mass, and they are user friendly.  They all have almost exactly the 

same mass, which could easily be worked with in back of the 

envelope cosmological calculations.  And gravitons do not travel 

only at c.  They travel at any velocity less than c, c, and any 

velocity greater than c. 

 Most of the gravitons are really spin 2, and two types of 

gravitons (up and down spins) could be theorized by the Standard 

Model of Physics—by leptons.  Such gravitons would be electrons 
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orbiting positrons with half spin each with orbital 1 spin:  ½ + 1 + 

½ = 2 spin and -1/2 -1 -1/2 = -2 spin.  But the other four types of 

lowest energy gravitons cannot be theorized by the Standard 

Model of Physics.  They cannot be made without electrinos.  They 

cannot be made with quarks. 

 The aether sea is made up of different spin bosons—mostly 

spin 2 gravitons, and spin 1 gravitons, and 0 spin particles like the 

π
0
 particle.  The gravitons are magnetically neutral particles (their 

magnetic moments cancel out).  Not so magnetons.  The 

magnetons are dipole magnets, and carry zero magnetic fields if 

they are randomly oriented, but they can be polarized in magnetic 

lines of force in a magnetic field.  Due to their density in space, 

there is a limit to how strong a magnetic force can be sustained due 

to their magnetic moments.  If you theorize the strength of the 

magnetic dipoles of the magnetons, that is one way of estimating 

the magneton density in a local space. 

 One could think that if creation were a Big Bang, as many 

anti-gravitons would be produced as gravitons, and soon they 

would annihilate each other and destroy the Universe—disproving 

the Big Bang Theory.  But it doesn’t work that way.  The gravitons 

are their own anti-particle.  An upside down graviton is an anti-

graviton.  The simplest graviton is an electron orbiting a positron 

with ± 1 spin, for a total of ± 2 spin.  A graviton has equal 

quantities of matter and antimatter, which are held apart by their 

mutual orbit.  And gravitons do not annihilate each other like 

fermions.  They are bosons.  And they can be piled one on top of 

another without interacting.  Their boson character makes them 

safe and a long lasting aether sea. 

 The boson aether, with spin 2 gravitons, is truly a torsion 

field.  And some inventers have made torsion field communication 

electronics.  They have tested the devices, and have found their 

signal to penetrate mountains without attenuation, and have found 

the signal to travel much faster than the speed of light.  My Unified 

Field Theory and Unified Particle Theory can theorize a faster than 

c velocity of torsion field electric signals.  In my book, Electrino 
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Physics, Draft 2, Chapter 6, problem 9, p. 212 (at the end of the 

chapter) is the following: 

 

“What is speed c in the relativistic frame relative to the non-

relativistic frame?  How long would this relativistic velocity of 

light take to go 15 billion light years of non-relativistic light?  How 

long would it take to go the radius of an electron?  In the 

dimensions of a particle, this velocity appears to be instantaneous.”   

 And in Problem Solutions at the end of the book, problem 

set 6, problem 9 (p. 524) there is the following: 

 cre/R0 = 3.582 x 10
30

 m/sec.  3.961 x 10
-05

 sec. to travel 15 

billion light years (about the radius of the Universe).   5.390 x 10
-44

 

sec to go the radius of an electron.   

 The speed of this fast relativistic c is 3.582 x 10
30

 m/sec.  

For a number of years, scientists have been carefully listening for 

radio signals from extra terrestrials.  But they would be foolish to 

attempt to contact us through radio signals which travel at the 

ordinary speed of light c.  It would take several years for a radio 

signal to come from the nearest star, let alone a distant galaxy.  But 

a torsion field signal could go the radius of the observed Universe 

in 3.961 x 10
-05

 sec.  We should nationally and internationally 

quickly set up torsion field listening devices, and eves drop on the 

Universe, and see if they are talking about us, and have any 

messages for us.  I personally do not know how to make torsion 

field signal sending or receiving devices.  And I do not know the 

names or addresses of those experimenting with torsion field 

communications.  But they are friends of my friend Gary 

Vesperman, garyvesperman@yahoo.com and 

gvesperman@hotmail.com.  (One of these he uses daily, and one 

only about once a month.  I am not sure which.) 

 When James Clerk Maxwell unified electricity and 

magnetism in his Maxwell equations, the door was open for radio 

and television.  The author hopes that his Unified Field Theory and 

Unified Particle Theory will now open the door to torsion field 

communications.  And that the earth’s scientists and government 

mailto:garyvesperman@yahoo.com
mailto:gvesperman@hotmail.com
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officials will now treat these torsion field innovators as heros, not 

crazy fringe kooks. 

 The author also has the theory in his mind how to make 

inertia less craft.  But he has not put it in any hard drive, which 

could be searched for it.  That secret is in his mind that terrorists 

could not get hold of it.  With even a crude inertia less craft, 

terrorists could deliver a dirty bomb from the Middle East to a U.S. 

city in one second.  No plane or missile could bring down the 

inertia less craft.  The inertia less craft could out maneuver any 

plane or missile.  It could only be resisted by other inertia less craft 

or the Refresher, which would stop or reverse the explosion of any 

bullet, bomb (conventional or atomic or thermonuclear), land 

mine, IED, or torpedo, in a controlled area, which could be made 

as large as the entire earth (see Rejuvenating the Sun and Earth 

Through a New Model of  Science).   

 The reason there is more matter than antimatter in the 

Universe is that, after pair production from nothing, positrons 

(antimatter) are consistently fused to the core particles of protons 

and neutrons (H
+
) (matter), and not that electrons (matter) are 

fused to anti-protons and anti-neutrons (H
-
) (antimatter).  This 

distinction can never be done accidentally by some natural law in 

the Universe, but must be done deliberately and consistently by 

some benevolent intelligent Higher Power. 

 

Gordon L. Ziegler, November 26, 9:24 pm PST.  
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Chapter 1 

 

The “Higgs-ness” of All Matter and Light 

 

 As brought out in the Preface, all matter and light can be 

expressed as “sums” or “products” of fractions of Higgs masses.  

For example, the pion can be expressed as (4[1/4H
+
]).  The [1/4H

+
] 

part of the pion is algebraically correct—there are four particles in 

the pion that have ¼ the mass of the H
+
 particle.  But the 

(4[1/4H
+
]) is symbolically correct, but not algebraically correct.  

The four [1/4H
+
] (large minus imaginary masses) in the pion are in 

orbits about each other according to the chonomic structure codes 

in Predicting the Masses, Volume 1, Introducing Chonomics, and 

have much smaller real masses.  The smaller real masses can be 

calculated from first principles according to the road map for 

calculating particle masses in the above book, and later in this 

book, according to the Niels Bohr’s style of particle mass 

calculations, which are accurate only for low mass particles, and 

are inaccurate for higher mass hadrons and baryons.  In this book, 

we will experiment with an additional relativistic factor RF to try 

to make the calculations more accurate or even exact if possible. 

 [Chonomics comes from “chons,” which are the endings of 

echons and yachons, which derive from the Hebrew for different 

types of unity—unity of parts (echad) and unity of a single part 

(yachid).  Whole particles made up of parts we call echons.  Whole 

particles made up of a single part we call yachons.] 

 Electrons also can be expressed in Higgs notation as   

(2[1/2H
-
]).  Again, the [1/2H

-
] for the electron is algebraically 

correct.  Half particles in electrons (semions) actually have the 

minus imaginary mass equal to ½ H
-
 mass.  While (2[1/2H

-
]) is 

symbolically correct, it is not algebraically correct.  Again that is 

because the semions are in orbit in the electron (See Electrino 

Physics, Draft 2, Chapter 21.), and have a lower defined mass.     

 The neutron—the H
+
 core particle orbited by the + spin 

electron companion particle could be expressed in Higgs notation 
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as  [2(1/2H
-
)[H

+
]].  Both the H

+
 and H

-
 particles have large minus 

imaginary masses.  But the combined [2(1/2H
-
)[H

+
]] neutron has 

moderate real mass. 

 All whole particle masses except photons ([H
+
][H

-
]) can be 

symbolized by different energy states of the above three types of 

particles.  But the author’s original chonomic structure codes for 

particle masses are more parsimonious with symbols -, +, o, and ● 

in chonomic grids.  (See next Section.)  
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Introduction to Mass Calculations 

 

 As is shown in the Preface, the H
0
, H

+
, and H

-
 all have 

imaginary masses isolated.  There is no magic ratio to convert 

those imaginary masses to real masses.  But if, say, the H
+
 has a 

particle orbiting around it, like the + spin electron or the pion, then 

the pair has real mass.  In general, orbiting particles have real 

masses, which can be calculated from first principles.  The Higgs 

particles may never be isolated, but come with orbiting whole 

particles and real masses like the neutron. 

 The author’s books, Electrino Physics, Draft 2; Advanced 

Electrino Physics, Draft 3; and Predicting the Masses, Volume 1, 

Introducing Chonomics, all have Niels Bohr style calculations of 

the masses of particles.  These calculations are best for particles of 

low masses, like the electron.  This style of mass calculations is not 

very accurate for heavier particles.  The author is tired of 

calculations of only one place accuracy for mesons and baryons.  

He would like to calculate the masses exactly, if possible.  But for 

particles in various energy states, the Neils Bohr style of 

calculations is indispensible.  The Sommerfeld corrections of 

ellipses, instead of the simple circular orbits in the Niels Bohr’s 

style of mass calculations, may not be necessary for electrino 

orbits in the lowest structures of matter.  The old idea of circles 

within circles may be correct on the lowest levels of electrino 

structures of particles.  If so, relativistic corrections to the mass 

calculations would be much simpler if the orbiting charges do not 

change mass in going around the orbits as in ellipses.  A simpler 

relativistic term RF could be multiplied by the polynomial term, 

the Energy Factor EF, and the g/2 factor of the author’s mass 

calculating method employed in the above books.   

 The orbital velocity v0 of the semions is c in electrons, and 

greater than c for higher energy smaller orbits.  The RF factor we 

wish would reduce to 1.0 for electrons, and greater than 1 for orbits 

of v0 greater than c.  The RF factor we will try is simply [v0
2
/c

2
]
1/2

 

= v0/c.  But that may give way too large corrections.  We may need 
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to have an α in the RF term to make the RF small enough.  We will 

experiment with that RF term in Section 2.  But first the reader 

must be familiar with the chonomic structure codes and mass 

calculating theory.  Section 1 of this book will revise the material 

in Predicting the Masses, Volume 1, Introducing Chonomics. 
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Section 1 

 

Introducing Chonomics 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Section 1 Preface 
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 The masses of every known particle (as of 2008) are arranged 

to be calculated from first principles in this book set (Predicting 

the Masses, Volume 1, Introducing Chonomics; Volume 2, 

Predicting the Mesons; and Volume 3, Predicting the Baryons) 

making use of the data in “Prediction of the Masses of Every 

Particle, Step 1”, by the authors and Advanced Electrino Physics 

Draft 3.  This feat is impossible in the Quark Model, the Standard 

Model, the String Theory, and the Many Dimensional Theory.  It is 

possible only with the Electrino Fusion Model of Elementary 

Particles with the Electrino Hypothesis that fracton charges come 

in ± e, ± e/2, ± e/4, and ± e/8, not the Quark Hypothesis that 

fracton charges come in ± 2e/3 and ± e/3.   

 All particle bonds in this book set, except pions in protons, are 

assumed by the authors to be orbital bonds.  The strong nuclear 

force is active in nuclei (entities with two or more particles with 

dot unitons in them (H
+
), but not in composite particles with only 

zero or one particles with a dot uniton in them.  The strong nuclear 

force derives from the strong gravitational force and is mediated by 

the pion.  The strong nuclear force is a stick-on force—like 

magnetism, but we do not have to be concerned with the strong 

nuclear force in this book set (Predicting the Masses, Volumes 1-3 

or this Section 1.)  We do have to be concerned with magnetism a 

few times in this set—mostly not.   Some calculational basics, 

however, remain the same in the new system:  For the different 

particle types, there are at least three different spin relations, which 

are taken as postulates.   

 The errors in the calculation of masses may be due to the fact 

that the calculations are solely with the n and s parameters, 

omitting the l (elliptical) and m (tilt or magnetic) parameters and 

relativistic considerations.  The calculations may be more accurate 

with those.  All that is used in this section are the Electrino 

Hypothesis, the Niels Bohr style of mass calculations, the spin 

postulates, and the measured mass of the electron, the different 

forces, and algebra.  The results generally are calculated masses at 
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one to four place accuracies as compared to the measured masses 

of the particles, where measurements have been made. 

 Chapters 3 to 12 in this book are a road map on how to 

calculate the masses of particles.  Of aid to the investigator are 

Electrino Physics, Draft 2 by Gordon L. Ziegler and Iris Irene 

Koch and Advanced Electrino Physics, Draft 3 by Gordon L. 

Ziegler and Iris Irene Koch.  Chapters 9 and 10 in this book revise 

Appendix A and Appendix B in the first work, employing a tenth 

criteria in deriving the structures of particles—namely, forcing 

gravitons and other particles to not have any sub particles in 

ground state so the particles can be calculated and not needing to 

be defined.  The first work lists the structures of the masses to be 

calculated in Appendix B (updated by the work in Chapter 10 of 

this book).   The second work, Advanced Electrino Physics, Draft 

3, except for pions in protons, solves for the masses of 22 particles 

through orbital bonds only, and providing a bank of g/2 factor 

calculations in Chapter 5 useful in calculating the masses of 

particles. 

 Particle physics is exploding with seemingly endless particle 

decay modes for massive particles, with no known periodic chart 

of the elementary particles to guide the particle physicists.  This 

book set will supply the lack and make sense of particle physics for 

the theorist and the experimenter. 

 Chapter 18 applies the road map for calculating the masses of 

particles from first principles to neutrinos and anti-neutrinos. We 

find that neutrinos are minus imaginary masses and anti-neutrinos 

are positive imaginary masses.    

 Chapter 19 solves for three very different structures of 

gravitons, and discovers that all three different types of gravitons 

have the same array of particle masses and the same minimum 

mass—about 70.0 MeV per graviton.  This is not insignificant or 

negligible.  The gravitons are all massive—on the order of lower 

mass mesons.  The sea of gravitons in a galaxy would entail a 

significant mass to the galaxy that, while invisible and not 
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luminous to us, nevertheless would add a significant galaxy mass 

to astronomers’ galaxy orbital calculations. 
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Chapter 3 

 

Introducing Chonomics 

 

 Electrinos are postulated particles (not yet detected) that lie 

at the foundation of everything we can see, hear, taste, smell, or 

feel.  The use of the word electrino is not intended to validate the 

extant use of the word to describe the assumed easy polarizability 

and ionizability of electron fragments in liquid hydrogen.  Our 

model of electrinos agrees that they are tiny pieces of electric 

particles, but that they are not easily ionizable pieces of electrons.  

Our model (the electrino fusion model) has them in speed of light 

containment barriers, not possible of being ionized or blasted apart.  

Our apologies go to the original coiner of the name electrino.  We 

shamelessly appropriate it to our model as the only descriptive and 

succinct word to describe the most important particles in the 

Universe.    

 All matter, light, and gravitons are made up of electrinos.  

Electrinos are all tiny spheres of charge—but not solid spheres.  

They are all thin film spheres of charge like soap bubbles with 

calculable radii, charge, and mass (zero mass at rest and fractions 

of the minus imaginary Planck’s mass at the speed of light relative 

to the aether.  In our terms, the mass of the largest electrino (the 

uniton or H
+
), derived from first principles in [2](pp. 181-185) is  

 

M0 ≈ -i 2.176 51(13) x 10
-08

 kg.                            (3-1) 

 

Its radius (derived from first principles in [2](pp. 181-185)) is  

 

R0 = 2GMq/-c
2
 = i(ħG/c

3
)
1/2

 
 
≈ i 1.616 199(97) x 10

-35
 m,  (3-2) 

 

where Mq is the strong mass of the particle due to charge alone 

(half of the mass of the particle—the other half of the mass of the 

particle is from the kinetic motion relative to the aether), G is 

Newton’s gravitational constant, and ħ is Planck’s constant h/2π. 
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M0 is our term for the minus imaginary Planck mass of the whole 

particle, the uniton; R0 is our term for the corresponding positive 

imaginary radius of the spherical thin film of charge in the uniton. 

 Semions, quartons, and octons (½, ¼, and ⅛  charges) are 

also of interest to us.  From equations parallel to equations (6-12) 

through (6-14) in [2](p. 183) we see that, while the rest masses of 

all the electrinos relative to the aether are zero, the net imaginary 

total masses and radii of the particles at aether relative velocity c 

are: 

 

mocton = ⅛ muniton ≈ -i 2.720 637(02) x 10
-09

 kg.                    (3-3) 

 

rocton = ⅛ runiton ≈ i 2.020 2484(12) x 10
-36

 m.                        (3-4) 

 

mquarton = ¼ muniton ≈ -i 5.441 275(03) x 10
-09

 kg.                 (3-5) 

 

rquarton = ¼ runiton ≈ i 4.040 4975(24) x 10
-36

 m.                    (3-6) 

 

msemion = ½ muniton ≈ -i 1.088 25(07) x 10
-08

 kg.                   (3-7) 

 

rsemion = ½ runiton ≈ i 8.080 99(49) x 10
-36

 m.                        (3-8) 

 

 All electrinos not only have zero rest masses, they also 

have zero spins.  The only way they can contribute detectable spins 

to the system is if they are in orbit in the particle.  Total masses 

and spins can be calculated higher than the detectable masses and 

spins, but typical spin reactions in particles model after detectable 

spins. 

 All detectable particles are mass singularities and are in 

one, up to three, concentric particle scale black holes.  The speed 

of light barriers of the black holes put matter on a solid foundation.  

The particle black holes renormalize the masses and spins of 

particles, because the observer cannot see through a black hole to 

see a mass or spin on the opposite side of the black hole.  He/she 

can only see on the front side of the black hole at or outside the 
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event horizon of the black hole.  For instance, the total spin of the 

electron (counting all sides of the black hole) is ± 1 ħ, but the 

observable spin of the electron is ½ ħ, which is the value utilized in 

all the particle reactions.  Also the masses of all faster than the 

speed of light orbital velocities are within the black hole, and are 

not observable, but the overall binding orbit of the sub particles is 

of the slower than the speed of light velocities relative to the 

aether, where opposite charges attract, and where the masses and 

spins of the orbit are detectable. 

 Let us now define the terms that are used in the system of 

chonomics codes (structure, decay, and reactions of particles).  The 

word chonomics is taken from the common roots of two different 

kinds of whole particles in the Hebrew.  A unity of a whole made 

up of a sole, single, but one entity is called yachid in the Hebrew.  

We take the name of a whole particle made up of only one particle 

as a yachon.  A unity made up of parts is called an echad.  We take 

a particle whole made up of parts as an echon. [2](Chapter 6).  

Notice that both yachons and echons end in chons.  Thus we take a 

particle study of whole particles as chonomics.  While allowing for 

various sub particles in the particles, chonomics is the structure, 

decay, and reactions of whole particles.  Fractional particles can 

only be in the speed of light barrier containments, except for 

octons, but whole echons are free to combine or disassociate as the 

need may arise, recombine to different whole particles. 

 The masses of light particles cannot be calculated in the 

Quark Model, The Standard Model, the String Theory and the 

Many Dimensional Theory.  It is not that the physicists have not 

yet figured out how to do it in those models.  It is because it is 

impossible in those models.  But it is possible to do this in a new 

Theory of Particle Physics—The Electrino Fusion Model of 

Elementary Particles.  That feat is done in a prior paper 

(“Prediction of  the Masses of Every Particle, Step 1”) and the 

book (Predicting the Masses, Volume 1, Introducing Chonomics) 

without tensors, matrices, Hamiltonians, Schrödinger’s Equations, 

Isospin and many other advanced mathematical tools and concepts.  
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Section 1 of this book will use only the Niels Bohr style of particle 

mass calculation, three spin postulates, the measured mass of the 

electron, algebra, and the Electrino Hypothesis—that fractional 

charged particles come in ± e, ± e/2, ± e/4, and ± e/8, not in ± 2e/3 

and ± e/3 of the Quark Hypothesis.  There were errors in all 

previous works by the authors on this subject.  The particle force 

bonds in this book will be orbital bonds only (except for pions).  

This book is the most up-to-date work by the authors so far 

(11/16/2015).  But we will not warrant this book to be error-free 

either. 

 The next thing to consider is that every known particle 

(except photons) can be constructed with various states of 

electrons, various states of pions, various states of neutrons, and 

various combinations of those particles.  Because in the new theory 

there is a postulate that smooth symmetrical charge distributions 

cannot have detectable spin, the theory does not allow electrons to 

be spinning point charges.  In the new theory electrons are 

composed of two half particles (semions) orbiting about each other 

at the speed of light.  Pions are composed of four fourth charges 

(quartons)—with more than one possible spin orientation. A 

neutron is composed of a whole e particle (uniton or H
+
) orbited by 

an electron (which is composed of two half charges orbiting about 

each other).  Now if we could predict the masses of various states 

of electrons, pions, and neutrons, and learn how to put them 

together in compound particles and learn how to calculate the 

masses of multi-particle particles, we would learn how to predict 

the masses of almost every particle (photons excepted).  We did 

the first step in the “Step 1” paper.  Through the Electrino 

Hypothesis, Neils Bohr style of mass calculations, and algebra, we 

predicted the known electron, pion, and neutron family members to 

two to four place accuracies.  Our challenges in this book are 1) to 

make a road map on how to do all the step 2 calculations of all the 

known particles in the first six states (states 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) and 2) 

to calculate the masses of all known particles as of 2008.  
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 The quark and lepton model of particle physics divides 

charges in quarks to ± 2e/3 and ± e/3.  The electrino model of 

particle physics does not do that.  Instead, it divides charges in 

electrinos to ± e, ± e/2, ± e/4, and ± e/8.  The electrino model of 

particle physics does not hold that the quark and lepton model of 

particle physics is correct.  Nevertheless, to facilitate cross 

referencing with the existing data, this book will employ quark 

model titles and classifications in the subsequent classification of 

particles. 

 The chonomic structures contained in the following 

material are the author's, but most of the particle data come from 

[1].  The author’s chonomic structures in this book are induced 

from the following ten criteria:  particle charge, spin, parity, mass, 

spin feasibility, preceding particles (to avoid duplication), decay 

schemes, the Pauli Exclusion Principle, the b-state laws, and the 

providential ruling that all particles in the Universe except 

electrons should be calculable and predictable from first principles 

without definition. The use of isospin in the precursor data, instead 

of the simple charge, made the author’s work difficult; so too the 

convention of listing any charge π as π, and decay products of 

baryons as N . . ., where N can stand for many different baryons.  

For accurate results, please change to precise reporting 

conventions.   These results are highly valuable, and worth doing 

right.  

 This book proves that all known matter, light, and gravitons 

can better be constructed of electrinos rather than quarks and 

leptons.   All particles may be formulated with yachons and 

echons, or with +’s, -‘s, o’s, and ●’s.  The key to understanding 

chonomics is in [2], Chapter 10 and this book, chapters 3-12.  . 

 The symbols in the grid are combinations of -, +, o, and ●.  

These are not charge symbols—they represent the spins and sizes 

of the relevant particles. The symbol – stands for spin – ½ ħ, or – 

½ h/2π, of a particle in the particle system.  The symbol + stands 

for a particle with + ½ ħ spin.  The symbol o stands for a particle 

with net zero orbital spin like the pion.  The symbol ● stands for a 
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zero spin nearly point charge.  The ●’s are found only in state 2 

energy levels.   

 This section is for particles only, not nuclei.  The strong 

nuclear force (the force between like charged ●’s) will not be 

studied in this book set.  Except for photons, particles will have at 

most one ● in them.   

____________________ 

 

 [1]  J. Beringer et al (Particle Data Group) PR D86, 010001 

(2012) and 2013 partial update for the 2014 edition (URL: 

http://pdg.lbl.gov). 

 

  [2]  Gordon L. Ziegler, Electrino Physics 

(http://benevolententerprises.org Book List; 11/23/2013,  Xlibris 

LLC;  Electrino Physics, Draft 2 is now available at 

Amazon.com.).  
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Chapter 4 

 

Positional Chonomic Grids 

 

 The authors here introduce a new kind of pictorial diagram 

different than Feynman diagrams used extensively in physics: 

 

    3 _|_ 

    2 _|_ 

    1 _|_ 

    0   | 

 

 In the middle of the diagram is a vertical line.  All symbols 

positioned on the left side of the line in the chonomic grid codes 

represent negatively charged particles.  All symbols positioned on 

the right side of the vertical line in the chonomic grid represent 

positively charged particles.  The symbols utilized in the diagram 

are only -, +, o, and ●.  These are not charge symbols.  Their 

charge information is portrayed by which side of the vertical line 

they are placed on.  The different symbols portray different kinds 

of whole particles combined in the overall particle portrayed.  The 

different symbols represent different spin and size characteristics 

of the whole particles considered in the overall particle.  The – 

particle represents a sub whole particle with – ½ ħ intrinsic spin.  

The + particle represents a sub whole particle with + ½ ħ intrinsic 

spin.  The o particle represents a net 0 orbital spin particle.  We 

choose the o symbol instead of the 0 symbol because the orbits at 

rest are circular, not elliptical.  They are elliptical only when they 

are in motion, but their long axis is not along the x axis, but is 

perpendicular to the x axis.  Neils Bohr’s system of electron orbits 

in Hydrogen were the easy circular orbits—which were made 

better and more precise by Sommerfeld taking into account 

elliptical orbits.  Not so with electrino orbits.  Circular orbits are 

adequate in this science.   
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 The dot yachon ● H
+ 

is, like the o echon, a net 0 spin 

particle, but it is not an orbital system.  It is a 0 spin nearly point 

charge particle. 

 The horizontal lines in the chonomic grid separate different 

energy states that a particle may be in.  (The numbers on the left 

side of the chonomic grid aid in specifying the state numbers.) The 

bottom state is the 0 state.  Only electrons or positrons (- or + 

particles [- ½ ħ or + ½ ħ spin electrons or positrons]) singly may 

be in the zero state, but – and + particles may appear in any or all 

elevated states if there are none in the 0 state.   The reason for that 

is the particle masses are calculated partly through a sort of an 

exponential polynomial b/nα
n/b

, where b is the state number, and n 

is defined to correspond to b by the following arrangement: 

 

b   0   1   2   3   4   5   6 . . . 

 

n   0   1   3   6  10 15 21 . . . 

 

j    0   1   2   3    4   5   6 . . . 

 

Table 2-1.  Relation of n to b and j 

 

 The exponential polynomial is calculable for all of the 

above b except b = 0, in which case the polynomial must be 

defined.  It is all right in that case, because the electron must be 

measured and defined anyway.  But we do not want the electron as 

part of most higher particles, for we do not want most particle 

masses to have to be defined.  The Universe is designed in such a 

way that all the particle masses, except the electron, can be 

calculated from first principles, not needing ad hoc definitions.  

For instance, the η particle has the -++- sub particles.  If they were 

in ground state, the whole particle would have to be measured and 

defined, not calculated from first principles. But providentially 

they are all in the 1 state!  Thus we can calculate the η mass from 

first principles.  (See later chapters in this book.) 
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 The positional grid has horizontal lines.  These separate 

spaces at different levels in the grid.  These represent the different 

possible orbital energy states a non-dot echon can have.  The 

bottom level is the ground state or 0 state.  The next level is the 1 

state, and the next level is the 2 state.  As higher energy particles 

are discovered, we will need more energy state levels to explain 

particle energies.  We would simply make more levels in the grid.  

But three levels explain most common particles. 

 For example, an electron can have either a minus ½ spin or 

a plus ½ spin (can be either a - or +) and is in the ground state for a 

plus or minus semion echon.  It is electrically negative.  We could 

write it as either 
        e

-
                  e

-
 

       _|_                 _|_  

       _|_       or        _|_ 

       -|                  +| 

 

depending on its spin.  Let us just focus on the - spin right now.  

The same echon could have the higher energy state 

 
                       μ

-
 

                      _|_ 

                      -|_ , as a muon, 

                       | 

 

or the still higher energy state 
 

 

                       τ
-
 

                      -|_ 

                       |_, as a tauon. 

                       | 

 

This model regards the muon and tauon the same as electrons, 

except for differences of energy states of the electrinos. 
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 Similarly π
-
, K

-
, and D

-
 mesons are related to each other.  They 

are simply composed of negative or positive zero echons in various 

states.   
 

 π
+
     π

-
     K

+
       K

-
     D

+
     D

-
 

_|_    _|_    _|_     _|_    _|o   o|_ 

_|_ ,  _|_ ,  _|o ,   o|_ ,  _|_ , _|_. 

_|o    o|_    _|_     _|_    _|_   _|_ 

 |      |      |       |      |     | 

 

The bar over a particle symbol indicates it's an antiparticle.  But we 

do not give both the bar and the charge sign.  It is like a double 

negative.   

 The + or – spin echons can have a minimum of 0 state, and can 

go up from there.  o echons can have a minimum of 1 state, and 

can go up from there.  Recent evidence indicates that zero spin 

nearly point charge uniton dot yachons can be only in the 2 state, 

and can never come alone.  Often they come with a 0 state + 

echon.  They are always only nearly point charges.  Therefore we 

write them as dots in the 2 level of the grid: 
                             _ 

            n                n 

           _|●              ●|_                

            |_ , and        _|_ 

           +|                |+ 
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Chapter 5 

 

Matter, Antimatter, and Multi-echon Particles 

 

 

1. Matter, Antimatter 

 

 Notice the difference between matter and antimatter—particles 

and antiparticles:  Negatively charged semion echons (minuses or 

pluses) are matter, whereas positively charged semion echons are 

antimatter.  With quarton echons (o’s) it is just the opposite.  

Positively charged quarton echons (o’s) are matter, whereas 

negatively charged quarton echons are antimatter.  Positively 

charged dots (uniton yachons) are matter, whereas negatively 

charged dots are antimatter. 

 

 

2. Multi-echon Particles 

 

 We must now begin to figure the composition of multi-echon 

elementary particles.  To begin with, neutrinos seem to be two-

component particles. [1]  One component is a o and the other a 

minus or plus: 
       _             _            _                                   

 νe    νe     νμ      νμ     ντ     ντ 

 |     |      |      |     -|      |- 

 |o , o|  ,  -|o ,  o|- ,   |o ,  o|  .   

-|     |-     |      |      |      | 

 

____________________ 

 

 [1]  Francis Halzen and Alan D. Martin, QUARKS AND 

LEPTONS:  An Introductory Course in Modern Particle Physics 

(New York:  John Wiley & Sons, 1984), p. 114. 
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Chapter 6 

 

Spin Hatches, Mass, etc. 

 

1. Spin Hatches 

 

 Whereas the positional grid can keep track of the spins of one 

component particles, it cannot correctly keep track of multi-

component particles if they orbit about one another.  Some 

component particles orbit around each other with some spin (whole 

units of spin—generally spin ± 1).  To make our chonomic 

pictorial equations complete with all the pertinent spin data, we 

need to add something to the scheme.  Let us add an additional 

hatch below the positional grid to be used for spin numbers: 
                      νe 

                     _|_   

                     _|o 

                     -| 

 

                     1|½  . 

                      | 

 

 The top left number in the hatch is the orbital spin (if any) of 

the component echons.  In the case of the electron neutrino above, 

it is one since the two echons orbit about each other.  The top right 

number in the spin hatch is the total particle spin.  It is the sum of 

the orbital spin (in the top left corner of the hatch) and the total 

spin shown in the positional grid (intrinsic echon spin).  In the 

above case one echon is an o (has 0 spin) and one echon is a - (has 

-½ spin).  The total intrinsic echon spin is therefore -½.  Add that 

result to the orbital spin (top left hand number in the hatch), and 

the result is +½—the total expressed in the top right number in the 

hatch. 

 Besides the total particle spin, particles in a reaction can 

contribute or take away angular momentum due to the off-
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centeredness of their collisions or lines of retreat.  This angular 

momentum is part of the total angular momentum in the system.  

Total angular momentum is conserved, but particle spin is not 

always.  Therefore we need to keep track of off-centered collision 

momentum (positional-kinetic angular momentum) in particle 

equations, and this we will do in the bottom left position of the 

hatch.  The bottom right number in the hatch will be the total spin 

or angular momentum a particle will contribute to a reaction or 

carry off from it.  It is the total of the particle spin in the top right 

position of the hatch and the positional-kinetic angular momentum 

in the bottom left position of the hatch. 

 

2. Mass, Mean Life, Percent Pathway, and Maximum Momentum 

Per Particle  

 

 The symbolic pictorial scheme lacks one more thing.  It lacks a 

relative indication of the masses of the particles.  Let us put a mass 

value (in MeV) under the particle symbol and above the positional 

grid in each particle description in our chonomic codes.  This will 

give us a feel for conservation of energy in the reactions.  Mean 

life, percent pathway, and maximum momentum per particle are 

important particle parameters also.  But for simplicity we will not 

list them in the chonomic pictorial codes.  These constants are 

listed in the headers above the chonomic codes in the appendices 

in Electrino Physics and Electrino Physics Draft 2 and in this book 

Chapter 10.  We will use referenced values in this book. [1]  [It is 

difficult to keep up with the data in this science.  The first chapter 

on this was based on 1990 data; adjustments had to be made with 

1992, 1996, 1998, 2002, 2006, 2008 and now 2010 and 2014 data.  

Physical constants like masses continue to change.  However this 

book is valuable in demonstrating a basic concept.] 

___________________ 

[1]  ]  J. Beringer et al (Particle Data Group) PR D86, 010001 

(2012) and 2013 partial update for the 2014 edition (URL: 

http://pdg.lbl.gov).  
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Chapter 7 

 

Balancing a Simple Reaction 

 

 We are almost ready to do particle decay schemes.  The plan of 

balancing the echons and yachons in reactions or decay schemes is 

that echons and yachons should be conserved in reactions.  There 

should be the same number of positive echons and yachons before 

and after a reaction.  And there should be the same number of 

negative echons and yachons before and after a reaction.  As it 

turns out, however, the energy state and type of echon or yachon 

may not be conserved in a reaction.  Echons can be bumped up or 

down in energy states in reactions.  Also echons may be fused, 

changed from - or + to ●’s, etc.  Yet the total number of negatively 

charged echons and yachons should be conserved in a reaction, and 

the total number of positively charged echons and yachons should 

be conserved in a reaction. 

 Let us try balancing a simple reaction. 

 

π
+
 → e

+
 + νe 

 

   π
+
                 e

+
                         νe 

139.57018     0.510998928  -i0.525 eV 
_|_       |          _|_  

_|o  →    |     +    _|o   

 |        |-         -| 

 

0|0      0|-½        1|½ 

 |        |           |   

 

 The equation as it is written does not balance.  Something is 

missing on the left hand.  There are one negatively charged - echon 

and one positively charged - echon on the right side of the equation 

that do not appear on the left side of the equation.  It is just as 

though a 
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                     _|_  

                     _|_   

                     -|- 

 

particle is missing on the left hand side of the equation.  H. C. 

Dudley in "Is There an Ether?" [1] theorized there is no such thing 

as spontaneous radioactive decay, but all radioactive decay results 

from unseen neutrinos combining with the parent particles 

according to particle-neutrino cross sections.  We also need an 

unseen particle to combine with the parent particle in our equation.  

But we don't need a neutrino.  A neutrino is a combination of a o 

echon and a - or + echon.  We need the minus-minus particle 

above.  It has spin -1 on the face of the grid. A minus-minus 

particle may be obtained by having an orbital spin of -1.  The total 

particle spin, then would be -2.  Our minus-minus particle that we 

are missing then would be a graviton with medium mass.  

Gravitons are plentiful.  Apparently our missing particle is a 

graviton.  Except in a quasi particle, however, a 

 
                     _|_  

                     _|_   

                     -|- 

 

is not allowed in this Universe, because such a particle could not 

have a calculable mass, but would have to be defined, and 

providence rules that all particles except electrons should be 

calculable from first principles.  The closest particle to that would 

be 
 

                     _|_  

                     -|-   

                      |   , 
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which is the lowest state possible graviton.  This graviton, 

however, would not have trivial or negligible mass.  All gravitons 

would have significant mass, which could explain Dark Matter or 

Dark Energy.    

 Unseen particles of one kind or another are in decay schemes 

of all unstable elementary particles.  Often more than one particle 

combines with the parent particle in the decay process.  Other 

particles that we need are 

 
  |              ●|●              _|_   

 -|-              |               o|o  

  |  ,            |  ,             |  . 

  

 1|0             1|1              1|1 

  |               |                |                                     

The respective particles are a π
0
 particle, a photon, and a spin 1 

graviton.  (There are also spin 2 gravitons.)  Pions and photons 

have been previously known.  Spin 1 gravitons are previously 

unknown.  They are plentiful in decay schemes, however. 

 We have a confusing array of gravitons.  Gravitons may be 

composed of -, +, or o echons, and may be in different energy 

states.  We need compact symbols to differentiate these particles.  

Let us call gravitons g
xxyy

 where x is the type of echon (-, +, o, or 

o- or o+), and y is the energy level of the graviton.  As an 

abbreviation we may omit the energy level for lowest state.  The 

following are examples of that terminology: 

 
  g

+
       g

-1
        g

o
        g

oo-2
 

  |        |         |        o|o   

 +|+ ,    -|- ,     o|o ,     _|_ . 

  |        |         |         | 

 

 1|2     -1|-2      1|1      -1|-1 

  |        |         |         | 

 Let us now try to go back and balance our decay equation. 
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π
+
 → e

+
 + νe . 

 
 π

+
      g

-
      q.p.     e

+
       νe 

139.570 70.0      ?     0.5109 -i0.525 eV 

 |       |        |      |_      _|_     

 |o +   -|-  →    |o →   |    +  _|o    

 |       |       -|-     |-      -| 

 

0|0    -1|-2      |      0|-½    1|½ 

 |       |        |       |       | 

     |        | 

     un-observed 

      particle 

We insert an intermediate step in the reaction, a combined particle 

called q.p. for quasi-particle.  The o echon knocks the graviton -- 

pair to the ground state as it combines with the parent particle to 

form a jumbo particle which redivides into the daughter particles.  

This intermediate step will appear more necessary in later decay 

schemes. 

 Now let us try to balance the spins in the equation.  The echons 

on the face of the positional grids are balanced, except for energy 

states.  The total particle spins, however, are not balanced.  That 

means there must be some positional-kinetic angular momentum in 

the particles coming in to or going out of the reaction, or both, to 

make the total spins balance.  We wish to write our decay schemes 

in the frame of reference of the parent particles.  Therefore, we 

never assign positional-kinetic angular momentum to a parent 

particle.  We can put a 0 in the bottom left hand corner of the spin 

hatch for the π
+
.  Adding the spins for the π

+
, that means there will 

be a total 0 spin in the bottom right hand corner of the spin hatch 

for the π
+
 as well. 

 The graviton probably has +1 positional-kinetic angular 

momentum, because, in this problem, there is no other incoming 

particle that can have positional-kinetic angular momentum.  And 

positional-kinetic angular momentum can be at most +1, or at 
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least, -1 per particle.  So we can write 1 for the bottom left hatch 

position for the g
-
.  The bottom right positions in the hatches are 

just particle totals, the sum of the upper right numbers and the 

lower left numbers.  Thus there will be a 1 and -1 for the bottom 

left and bottom right hand positions in the spin hatch for the 

graviton.  Our equation now looks like the following: 

 
π
+
 → e

+
 + νe . 

 

 π
+
      g

-
        q.p.     e

+
       νe  

139.5  70.0        ?    0.5109   -i0.525 eV 

 |       |         |       |_       _|_   

 |o +   -|-   →    |o  →   |    +   _|o   

 |       |        -|-      |-       -| 

 

0|0    -1|-2       |      0|-½      1|½ 

0|0     1|-1       |       |         |  

     |        | 

     un-observed 

      particle 

  

 Now we can find the spin hatch numbers for the quasi particle.  

Total spin is conserved.  So the sum of the bottom right hatch 

numbers on the left hand side of the equation is the total spin 

(bottom right hand position of the hatch) of the quasi particle.  

That number is -1.  There is never any positional-kinetic angular 

momentum for a quasi-particle.  So we can immediately fill the 

bottom left hatch position with a zero.  The top right hatch number 

is the difference between the bottom right and bottom left 

numbers.  So in this instance the top right number is -1.  The top 

right number minus the spin on the face of the positional grid 

equals the top left number in the spin hatch.  In this case we have 

two - echons and a o echon in the positional grid.  The o echon 

contributes no spin.  Each - echon contributes -½ spin, so the total 

on the face of the positional grid is -1.  The top right hand spin 
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hatch number is -1.  Therefore the top left hand spin hatch number 

is 0 net (total particle spin minus intrinsic spin on the face of the 

positional grid), which we denote as 1-1 (to keep track of 

oppositely orbiting particles within the system).  This is the net 

orbital spin in the quasi particle.  The - echons are orbiting in the - 

direction with -1 spin.  Because of the positional-kinetic angular 

momentum in the graviton, the minus echons orbit with +1 spin 

relative to the o echon.  Now we can write the quasi particle as 

 
                      q.p 

                      _|_    

                       |o . 

                      -|- 

 

                    1-1|-1 

                      0|-1 

 

 Now we can try to balance the right hand side of the equation.  

The total spin of the quasi particle is -1.  But the total of the 

particle spins on the right side of the equation is 0.  So we need 

positional-kinetic angular momentum to balance the equation.  The 

νe probably should not have positional-kinetic angular momentum 

because it is a balanced two-component system.  Thus we should 

add a positional-kinetic angular momentum of -1 to the e
+
 particle.  

The equation now balances perfectly. 

 
π
+
 → e

+
 + νe . 

 π
+
      g

-
        q.p.     e

+
       νe 

139.57  70.0       ?     0.5109   -i0.525 eV 

 |       |         |        |       _|_   

 |o +   -|-   →    |o   →   |    +  _|o   
 |         |          -|-         |-        -| 

 

0|0    -1|-2    1-1|-1     0|-½     1|½ 

0|0     1|-1      0|-1    -1|-1½    0|½ 

   [un-observed] 
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 These pictorial equations are powerful, for they show not only 

what echons are involved in the reactions, but whether they are 

upside down or right side up, what energy state they are in, what 

are their intrinsic spins and orbital spins, and whether or not and in 

what direction the particles are off-centered in the collisions and 

recoil paths.  The mass numbers above the positional grids show 

whether particle reactions are possible.  In all systems where the 

second law of thermodynamics is in force, the combined mass of 

the particles on the left hand side of the equation must be greater 

than the combined mass of the particles on the right side of the 

equation, so that energy may be released in kinetic energy and heat 

to increase entropy.  The mass relationships can be seen at a glance 

with these equations. 

 Notice in the above equation, echons are conserved.  What 

comes in goes out.  That quality does not exist in current quark and 

lepton models of physics.  Echons can construct all leptons.  

Yachons and echons can construct all hadrons.  Each lepton does 

not have to be a separate elementary particle.  In yachons and 

echons (•, o, +, -), we have found something truly elementary. 

____________________ 

 

 [1]   H. C. Dudley, Ind Res. 43, 44 (Nov. 15, 1974). 
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Chapter 8 

 

Electrino Process Types 

 

 There are hundreds or thousands of possible particle decay 

schemes.  This section will illustrate a few basic types. 

 

A. Wrenching Echons From Orbits to Straight-Forward, Simple 

Echon Recombinations.   

 

 The sample equation in Balancing a Simple Reaction, fits in 

this category.  The following are two more examples. 
                   

1. n → p + e
-
 + νe 

 

 Let us consider magnetism and beta decay.  One echon cannot 

mediate the magnetic force between echons.  For a mediating 

particle, such as the graviton, there must be positive and negative 

echons with whole orbital spins.  When a graviton gravitationally 

combines with a semion echon, the magnetic moment of the 

semion echon tries to realign the magnetic moments of the positive 

and negative orbital echons.  At a distance from the semion echon, 

the gravitons have zero magnetic moments, since the orbital 

magnetic moments of the positive and negative echons cancel.  But 

as the graviton approaches the semion echon, its magnetic moment 

tries to align the orbital moments of the positive and negative 

echons.  This is impossible without wrenching the echons out of 

orbit, which is done by the magnetic force. 

 Let us review two particles introduced in [1]Chapter 6, the 

proton and the neutron.  Experimental tests seem to indicate that 

the proton is a three component particle.  It is a baryon, and baryon 

number is conserved in reactions.  That is, it is a heavy particle.  In 

all reactions where there is a heavy particle, there will always 

result a heavy particle after the reaction.  The proton must 

therefore have a different stable constituent than have leptons and 
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mesons which we have studied already (composed of -, +, and o 

echons in their various states).  A proton, then, must contain a dot 

(•) yachon.  Try the following for the formula for a proton. 
                      p 

                  938.272046 

                     _|●   

                      |o    

                     +| 

 

                   1-1|½  . 

                      | 

The ●, o, and + are all in their respective minimum states.  The 

proton is stable. The + echon orbits about the dot yachon with -1 

orbital spin. The o echon orbits about the dot yachon with +1 

orbital spin.   Thus we have a total of 1-1 for the orbital spin 

number. 

 The neutron is also a baryon, but has one less positive charge 

compared to the proton.  It has ∓ ½ spin.  A proton can trade a π
+
 

(o echon) with a neutron, converting it into another proton.  

Therefore it is logical that the formula of the neutron should be 
                      n 

                  939.565379 

                     _|●  

                     _|_   

                     +| 

 

                    -1|-½  . 

                      | 

 

With these formulae we can balance the decay scheme for an 

upside down neutron. 
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              _ 

n → p + e
-
 + νe 

                           _        

   n     g
o
     g-    q.p.    p    e

-
    νe 

939.565 70.0  70.0    ?  938.2 0.510 +i0.525 eV 

   |●    |_    |       |●     |●    |    _|_     

   |  + o|o + -|- →   o|o →   |o  + |  + o|_    

  -|     |     |     --|-    -|    -|     |- 

 

  1|½   1|1  -1|-2  2-1|-½ 1-1|-½  0|-½  1|½ 

  0|½   0|1   0|-2    0|-½   0|-½  0|-½  0|½ 

      |             | 

        un-observed 

        particles 

 

A g
o
 graviton and a g

-
 graviton gravitationally combine with an 

upside down neutron.  The dot in the neutron and the - in the 

neutron go to the upside down proton.  The negative - echon in a 

graviton goes to the electron.  The positive - echon and negative o 

echon from the gravitons go to the electron anti-neutrino with +1 

orbital spin.  The positive o echon goes to the proton.  With two 

different gravitons, this reaction takes place without any extra 

positional-kinetic angular momentum. This is the first instance we 

have seen more than one unobserved particle in a reaction.  This 

will be prevalent in the future.   

 Straight-forward, simple echon recombinations is the simplest 

of a variety of electrino processes possible.  We will give another 

example of this category of electrino process. 

 Before we balance the next decay scheme, let us consider a 

prevalent graviton—a neutrino orbiting about an anti-neutrino.  

The graviton can be composed of a - echon orbiting about a o 

echon in the neutrino, with +1 orbital spin; with a - echon orbiting 

about a o echon in the anti-neutrino, with +1 orbital spin; and the 

neutrino orbiting about the anti-neutrino with another +1 orbital 

spin.  The total orbital spin of this graviton is +3, and the total 

intrinsic spin is -1.  Thus the total spin of the particle is +2.  The 

particle is a graviton.  We will assign it the symbol  g
o-

.  A graviton 
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with opposite intrinsic spins and orbital spins would be g
o+ 

with -2 

net spin. 
                                     _ 

          g
o-
              (νe    νe) 

        70.0           -i0.525 eV +i0.525 eV 

          |_                |    _|_   

         o|o        =       |o   o|_    

         -|-               -|     |- 

 

         3|2                3|2 

         0|2                0|2    . 

             _ 

2. τ
-
 → μ

-
 + νμ + ντ 

                                _           

  τ
-
     g

o+
     q.p.    μ

-
      νμ       ντ  

1777.05 70.0      ?   105.65  i1.686    -i14.40   

 +|      |       +|      |      |      +|_   

  |  +  o|o  →  +o|o+ → +|   + o|+   + _|o     

  |     +|+       |      |      |       | 

 

 0|½   -3|-2    -3|-1½  0|½   -1|-½   -1|-½ 

 0|½    0|-2     0|-1½ -1|-½   0|-½    0|-½ 

      |       | 

     un-observed 

      particle 

 

Straight forward recombinations. 
 

 

B.  Echons Knocked To Other Energy States 
            

1. Λ → p + π
-
 

 

 Let us introduce a new particle here, the Lambda particle.  It is 

heavier than a neutron and has the same spin as a neutron.  In 

yachon-echon balancing particle decay schemes it seems to have 

the same yachons and echons as a neutron.  It must be a neutron in 

a more energetic state.  It must be a  
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                      Λ 

                   1115.683 

                      |●  

                     +|_   

                      | 

 

                    -1|-½ 

                      |  . 

 

Λ → p + π
-
 

                                          

  Λ      g
o 
       q.p.       p        π

-
 

 1115.6 70.0       ?    938.27204 139.57018 

  |●     |         |●        |●        |_  

 +|   + o|o   →   o|o   →    |o  +    o|_  

  |      |        +|        +|         | 
 

-1|-½   1|1     1-1|½      1-1|½      0|0 

 0|-½   0|1       0|½        0|½      0|0 
     |______| 

un-observed particle 

 

As a g
o
 graviton forms a quasi particle with a Λ particle, the 1 state 

+ echon in the Λ is knocked to the 0 state in the quasi-particle.  

The echons redivide into a p and a π
-
.  The right side of the 

equation is too heavy to do this with the neutron as the parent 

particle, it must start with the Λ particle.   

 

C. Reversal of Orbital Spins 

 

 Some decay schemes demonstrate the reflection of orbiting 

yachons and echons in the collisions of different particles.  The 

following are two examples. 

 
1. K

+
 → π

+
 + π

0
 + γ 

 

 Here we introduce a new particle—a π
0
.  The π

+
 and π

-
 are 

composed of o echons.  That is all they are.  A π
+
 is a positively 
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charged o echon, and a π
-
 is a negatively charged o echon.  A π

0
 

also has about the same mass and also has zero spin, but has 0 

charge.  To have 0 charge the π
0
 must have two oppositely charged 

echons in it.  But the echons cannot be o echons, for the echons 

must have ± 1 orbital spin or the particles will annihilate.  If the 

echons were o echons, the total particle spin would be ± 1.  That is 

the formula for a g
o
 graviton.  We need 0 spin for the π

0
.  The only 

way we can get that is to make the echon intrinsic spin cancel the 

echon orbital spin.  This can be done if the echons are - or + 

echons and if the orbital echon spins are +1 or -1, respectively.  

Besides, the balancing of echon equations indicates that this is the 

formula for the π
0
. 

 

                      π0 

                   134.9766 

                      |_  

                     -|-   

                      | 

 

                     1|0 

                      |  . 

 

Let us now use this information to balance decay scheme 1 above. 
 

 K
+
    g

-1
    γ     q.p.    π

+
    π

0
    γ 

493.6 70.0   0      ?  139.570 134.976 0 

 |o    |    ●|●   ●|●_     |     |    ●|●  

 |  + -|- +  | →  -|o- →   |o + -|- +  |_   

 |     |     |     |       |     |     | 

 

0|0  -1|-2  1|1 1-1|-1   0|0   1|0  -1|-1 

0|0   0|-2  0|1   0|-1   0|0   0|0   0|-1 

    |            | 

      un-observed 

      particles 
 

A graviton or a photon knocks a K
+
 echon to the 1 state (π

+
) as 

they combine with it to form a quasi-particle.  The echons of the 
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graviton and the yachons of the photon collide, exchanging their 

orbital spins.  Thus a graviton is converted into a π
0
 particle.  The 

yachons and echons separate into π
+
, π

0
, and γ.  Again, the right 

side of the equation is too heavy to start with a π
+
, but there is 

enough mass on the left side of the equation starting with the K
+
 

particle. 
                     _ 

2. K
+
 → e

+
 + ν + π

0
 + π

0
 

 

   K
+
    g

-
     g

-
    g

+
       q.p. 

493.677 70.0   70.0  70.0       ? 

   |o     |     |     |        |___     

   |_  + -|- + -|- + +|+ →   -+|o+- → 

   |      |     |     |       -|- 

 

  0|0   -1|-2 -1|-2  1|2    2-2|-1  

  0|0    1|-1  0|-2  0|2      0|-1 

      |                 | 

      un-observed particles 

                                 

                                 _ 

     e
+
        νe       π

0
        π

0
 

0.510998  -i0.525eV 134.9766 134.9766 

     |         |        |        |_  

→    |    +    |o   +  -|-   +  +|+  

     |-       -|        |        | 

 

    0|-½      1|½      1|0     -1|0 

   -1|-1½     0|½      0|0      0|0 

 

A graviton knocks the K
+
 echon to the 1 state as two g

-
 and a g

+
 

graviton combine with it to form a quasi particle.  The echons of a 

g
+
 and a g

-
 graviton collide in the quasi particle, and reflect, 

exchanging their orbital spins.  They go out as a π
0
 and its anti-

particle. 
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D. Flipping Intrinsic Spins 

 

 Echons do not always come as --, ++, or oo in positional grids.  

Every conceivable combination is employed in chonomics, such as 

-+ or +-, as in the ω(782) employed in the decay schemes below. 

 
1. ω(782) → π

-
 + π

+
 + π

0
 

 

ω(782)
 
  g

o
     q.p.     π

-
      π

+
      π

0
  

782.65  70.0     ?    139.57 139.57  134.97   

  |      |     _ | _     |      |      |_   

 -|+ +  o|o →  -o|o- →  o|   + _|o +  -|-   

  |      |       |       |      |      | 

 

-1|-1   1|1     1|0     0|0    0|0    1|0 

 0|-1   0|1     0|0     0|0    0|0    0|0 

     |      | 

un-observed particle 

 

A g
o
 graviton combines with an ω(782) to form a quasi-particle.  

The +1 orbital spin of the graviton flips the + echon of the ω(782) 

right side up to a - echon.  After that, straight-forward 

recombinations yield π
-
, π

+
, and π

0
.  Balancing the spins in this 

decay scheme is tricky, however.  Since the intrinsic spin of an 

echon is flipped, the intrinsic spins on the face of the grids in this 

scheme do not balance, as is usually the case.  Therefore the orbital 

spins in the quasi-particle do not balance with the left hand side of 

the equation either.  But the total spins still balance. 
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2. ω(782) → π
0
 + γ 

 

ω(782)
 
   γ       q.p.        π

0
       γ 

782.65    0                134.97     0    

  |      ●|●       ●|●        |      ●|●  

 -|+  +   |    →   -|-   →   -|-   +  |_  

  |       |         |         |       | 

 

 1|1    -1|-1    1-1|-1      1|0    -1|-1 

 0|1    -1|-2      0|-1      0|0     0|-1 

      |       | 

 unobserved particle 

 

A photon with -1 positional-kinetic angular momentum strikes an 

ω(782), flipping over its + echon to be a - echon.  Straight-forward 

recombination yields a π
0
 and an outgoing photon. 

 

3. τ
-
 → ω(782) + π

-
 + ντ 

  τ
-
     g

o-
     q.p.  ω(782)

 
     π

-
     ντ 

1776.82 70.0     ?    782.65   139.57 -i14.40 
 -|    _ |_      -|       |       |     -|_  

  |  + -o|o- →  -o|o+ →  -|+   + o|   +  |o  

  |      |        |       |       |      | 

 

 0|-½   3|2      2|1½    1|1     0|0    1|½ 

 0|-½   0|2      0|1½    0|1     0|0    0|½ 

     |       | 

 un-observed particle 

 

Because of the overall +1 spin of the g
o-

 graviton, the tauon knocks 

the positive - echon of the g
o-

 graviton upside down to a + echon as 

the graviton and tauon combine to form a quasi-particle.  Straight-

forward recombinations result in an ω(782), π
-
, and ντ. 
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E. Fusion of Electrinos 

 

 A significant aspect of electrinos is that they may fuse.  

Elementary particle fusion is not theorized in any other model of 

physics.  In the author's model, electrino fusion has several major 

impacts. 

 One is that electrino fusion unites the particles completely.  All 

"elementary" particles can be constructed of quartons, semions, 

and unitons.  But all those are only fusion states of positive and 

negative octon pairs.  Octons have such high charge per mass 

ratios they can ionize octon pairs out of absolutely nothing.  This is 

significant in the creation and evolution of the Universe.  All the 

Universe could be created from one octon.  Quartons could be 

fused anti-octons, semions fused anti-quartons, and unitons fused 

anti-semions.  The great variety of "elementary" particles can all be 

constructed from the quartons (in o echons), the semions (in - or + 

echons) and the H
+
 unitons (• yachons) and their anti-particles 

 A second major impact of the fusion of electrinos is that each 

time the electrinos are fused the particles switch from being matter 

to antimatter, or vice versa.  Current popular models of physics do 

not predict that, but our model of chonomics shows this already 

occurs naturally with common particles of physics in laboratories 

without the physicists' knowledge.  When this process is 

controlled, it is a way of making matter into antimatter (without 

pair production) for use in annihilating other matter as an energy 

source and other practical applications.   

 How do electrinos fuse?  There are two semion electrinos in a - 

or + echon, for example, in an electron.  Electrons repel each other 

because of the Coulomb electric force.  But if through high 

velocity collisions that repulsion is overcome, two electrons with 

four semions can come so close together that the strong 

gravitational force overcomes the electric forces, and the four 

particles all become attracted to each other.  When there are only 

two particles in an orbit, the attractive force keeps the particles in a 

stable orbit.  But where there are four particles all in one orbit, 
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going the same way, that attract each other, they will inevitably not 

be equally spaced.  One semion from one electron and one semion 

from the other electron will be attracted to each other, and 

similarly with the other two semions.  The four semions will fuse 

into two unitons (two H
+
), which are whole particles (yachons), 

which will go their own ways. 

 Octons fuse to anti-quartons, which fuse to semions, which 

fuse to anti-unitons (H
-
).  Semion to anti-uniton fusion is fairly 

easy and occurs naturally.  Quarton fusion is more difficult, 

however, but also occurs naturally.  (See Advanced Electrino 

Physics, Draft 3, Chapter 1.)  Quartons are normally found in o 

echons.  There are four quartons in a o echon, two orbiting one 

way and two orbiting the other way.  o echons have 0 net spin, 

therefore they act as bosons, not obeying the Pauli Exclusion 

Principle, which requires that there be only one particle in each 

energy state in a system.  Boson pions (quarton sources) can be 

piled one on top of another many times in particle resonances 

without fusing.  It is difficult to fuse quartons in o echons.  But 

quartons can be fused rarely through weak interactions. 

 The best way to describe natural semion fusion is to show 

some chonomic fusion decay schemes, and then to explain them. 
 

1. η'(958) → γ + γ 

 

   η'(958)      g
-
        q.p.1 

   957.78      70.0          ? 

   _ | _        |         _ |___    

   -o|o-   +   -|-    →  --o|o--  → 

     |          |           | 

 

  2-1|0       -1|-2       2-2|-2 

    0|0        0|-2         0|-2 
          |           | 

           unobserved 

           particle 
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   q.p.2        g
o
       γ       γ 

     ?         70.0      0       0 

   ●●|●●        |       ●|●     ●|●  

→   o|o_    →  o|o   +   |   +   |_   

     |          |        |       | 

 

  1-3|-2      -1|-1    -1|-1    1|1 

    0|-2      -1|-2     0|-1    0|1 

            |        | 

           un-observed 

             particle 

 

A g
-
 graviton combines with a η'(958) to form a quasi particle.  

The four - particles fuse to four dots, forming a second quasi 

particle.  The second quasi particle simply redivides into a g
o
 

graviton and two photons.  The photons are observed, but the 

graviton is not.   
                     

2. K
0
L → π

0
 + γ + γ 

 The following classic example demonstrates echon 

recombination, knocking echons to other energy states, collision 

and reflection of echon spins, and electrino fusion all in one 

particle decay scheme. 

 We introduce a new particle here, the K
0
-long.  There seems to 

be two different K
0
 particles, the K

0
-short, and K

0
-long—the K

0
-

short having short decay half lives, and the K
0
-long having long 

half lives.  Carefully balancing the echon equations for these two 

particles indicates that they are composed differently as follows: 
              K

0
S             K

0
L 

           497.614         497.614 

             -|-             -|_  

             _|_   ,         _|-   . 

              |               |  

 

             1|0             1|0 

              |               | 
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Now let us balance our classic decay scheme: 
 

  K
0
L      g

+
      g

-
       q.p.1 

497.614  70.0    70.0        ? 

 -|       |       |          |___    

 _|-  +  +|+  +  -|-   →  --+|+--   → 

  |       |       |          |    

 

 1|0     1|2    -1|-2     2-1|0 

 0|0     0|2     0|-2       0|0 

      |                | 

          un-observed 

          particles 

 

    q.p.2        0
      γ       γ 

      ?     134.9766    0       0 

    ●●|●●       |      ●|●     ●|●   

→   _+|+_   →  +|+  +   |   +   |   . 

      |         |       |       | 

 

   1-2|0      -1|0    -1|-1    1|1 

     0|0       0|0     0|-1    0|1  

 

First the 2 state - echon in the K
0

L is knocked to the 1 state while 

two oppositely spinning gravitons combine with the K
0

L to form 

the first quasi particle.  The - echons fuse to dots (q.p.2).  One set 

of the dot echons orbiting with -1 orbital spin collide with the + 

echons orbiting with +1 orbital spin.  The echons reflect and 

exchange orbital spins.  The second quasi particle redivides into an 

anti- π
0
 with + echons and -1 orbital spin and two oppositely 

spinning photons. 
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F. Annihilation of Electrinos 

 

 Electrinos can also annihilate each other.  The electrinos in the 

following particle systems will annihilate each other, provided they 

are in the same energy state: 
     |         |         |         ●|●  

    o|o        |         |          |_    

     |  ,     -|+ ,     +|- ,       | . 

 

    0|0       0|0       0|0        0|0 

     |         |         |          | 

 

Opposite charged like electrinos with equal and opposite intrinsic 

spin, no orbital spin, and like energy states annihilate each other.  

If the energy states are different, they have orbital spin, or their 

intrinsic spins are not equal and opposite, they will not annihilate 

so long as they retain their same states.  The following are 

examples of particle systems that will not annihilate so long as the 

electrinos are in the following states: 
    o|         |         |          |_  

     |o       o|o       +|+        -|+  

     |  ,      |  ,      |  ,       | . 

 

    0|0       1|1       1|0        1|1 

     |         |         |          |                    

__________________ 

 

 [1]  Gordon L. Ziegler, Electrino Physics, Draft 2. 

Order from Amazon.com or CreateSpace.com. 
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Chapter 9 
 

Lepton Summary Table and Lepton Decay Schemes 

 

 The quark and lepton model of particle physics divides charges 

in quarks to 2e/3 and e/3.  The electrino model of particle physics 

does not do that.  Instead, it divides charges in electrinos to e, e/2, 

e/4, and e/8.  The electrino model of particle physics does not hold 

that the quark and lepton model of particle physics is correct.  

Nevertheless, to facilitate cross referencing with the existing data, 

this volume will employ quark model titles and classifications in 

the subsequent classification of particles. 

 The chonomic structures and decay schemes contained in the 

following material are the author's, but the particle data come from 

[1].  "In this Summary Table: 

 "When a quantity has '(S = ...)' to its right, the error on the 

quantity has been enlarged by the 'scale factor' S, defined as 
 

         S N  2
1/ ,  

 

where N is the number of measurements used in calculating the 

quantity.  We do this when S > 1, which often indicates that the 

measurements are inconsistent.  When S > 1.25, we also show in 

the Particle Listings an ideogram of the measurements. . . . 

 "A decay momentum p is given for each decay mode.  For a 2-

body decay, p is the momentum of each decay product in the rest 

frame of the decaying particle.  For a 3-or-more-body decay, p is 

the largest momentum any of the products can have in this frame."  

[2] 

 To understand how to read and interpret chonomic structures 

and decay schemes, see Chapters 3-9.   

 For gravitons, the mass designations in the chonomic 

representations is 70.0 MeV  Experimental values of m
2
 for 

neutrinos is negative, indicating imaginary mass values for 

neutrinos (See note at end of this Chapter.).  The author's model 
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also predicts the mass values of neutrinos will be negative 

imaginary.    

 Just as there is more than one way to skin a cat, there is more 

than one possible way to balance some decay schemes.  For 

instance, the number of required incoming gravitons can vary, in 

some cases, depending on whether g
o
, g

+
, and g

-
 gravitons are 

employed, without incoming positional-kinetic angular 

momentum, or g
o+

 and g
o-

 gravitons are employed, with positional-

kinetic angular momentum.  Also unobserved incoming π
0
s could 

be employed to balance decay schemes, though that is not 

necessary in this chapter.  There are other flexible parameters in 

these decay schemes.  Often the author just had to pick one 

example to solve the decay scheme.  The following decay schemes 

illustrate a variety of ways to solve the problems.  For a more 

advanced Summary Table, the various decay modes would have to 

be summed over the various possible pathways, to determine more 

fundamental quantities, such as populations of various graviton 

types. 

 In Chapter 10 are listed state numbers with each chonomic 

structure.  There is not room for them in this chapter.  The state 

levels in this work, if not obvious to the investigator, may be 

obtained by looking up the particles in Chapter 10. 

 The following particles are leptons as counted by the Particle 

Data Group. 
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LEPTONS  
  e J = ½ 

  Mass m = 0.510998928 ± 0.000000011 MeV  

         = (548.57990946 ±0.00000022) x 10
-6

 u 

  |me+-me-|/m < 8 x 10
-9

, CL 90% 

  ∣qe++qe-∣/e < 4 x 10
-8

 

 Magnetic moment anomaly  

  (g-2)/2 = (1159.65218076 ± 0.00000027) x 10
-6

 

  (ge+-ge-)/gaverage =(-0.5±2.1)x 10
-12

 

 Electric dipole moment d < ( 10.5 x 10
-28

 e cm, CL = 90% 

  Mean life τ > 4.6 x 10
26

 years, CL = 90% 
                    e

-
 

            0.510998928 

                         _|_  

                         _|_   

                         -|  

 

                         0|-½ 

                          | 

 

 

  μ J = ½ 

  Mass m = 105.6583715 ± 0.0000035 MeV  

         = 0.1134289267 ± 0.0000000029 u 

  Mean life τ = (2.196911 ± 0.0000022)x 10
-6

 s   

  τμ+/τμ- = 1.00002 ± 0.00008 

   cτ = 658.6384 m 

 Magnetic moment anomaly (g-2)/2 = (11659209 ± 6) x 10
-10 

 (gμ+ - gμ-)/gaverage = (-0.11 ± 0.12) x 10
-8

 

 Electric dipole moment d = (-0.1 ± 0.9) x 10
-19

 e cm 

   

  μ
+
 modes are charge conjugates of the modes below. 
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μ
-
 

105.6583715 

 |_  

-|_ 

| 

 

 0|-½ 

| 

 

                                                                                                                    p 

μ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

        

e e

               ≈100%                53 

                               

 μ
-
         g

o-
        q.p.    e

-
        e  

       νμ 

105.6...  70.0         ?    0.510... +i0.525 eV -i1.642    

  |        _| _      _ |      |         |          |_  

 -|   +   -o|o-  →   -o|o    _|_       o|         -|o 

  |         |         -|-    -|         |-         | 

 

 0|-½      3|2      3-1|½    0|-½      1|½        1|½ 

 0|-½     -1|1        0|½    0|-½      0|½        0|½ 

      |        | 

   undetected particle 

 

The muon knocks the - - echons of the g
o-

 graviton to ground state, 

then beta decay follows by straight forward recombinations. 
 

                                                                                                                        p 

μ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

   

e e

               (1.4 ± 0.4)%                  53       

 

This decay mode is the same as the above, except there is an 

additional unobserved low energy photon on the left of the 

reaction, which is energized by the decay process and detected on 

the right side of the decay process.  
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                                                               p     

μ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

    

e e ee

     
       (3.4 ± 0.4)x 10

-5
            53  

 μ
-
          g

o-
        g

-
           q.p 

105.6...   70.0        70.0 

  |        _ | _        |            |__   

 -|    +   -o|o-   +   -|-    →    -o|o   → 

  |          |          |          --|-- 

 

 0|-½       3|2       -1|-2       3-1|-½ 

 0|-½       0|2        0|-2         0|-½ 

       |                      | 

         unobserved particles 

          

  e
-
        e

        νμ        e
+
        e

-
       

0.510... -i0.525eV   -i1.642  0.510...  0.510... 

  |        |         |         |_        |_ 

  |_  +   o|_   +   -|o   +    |   +     |_  

 -|        |-        |         |-       -| 

 

 0|-½     1|½       1|½       0|-½      0|-½ 

 0|-½     0|½       0|½       0|-½      0|-½ 

 

Two different unobserved gravitons are simultaneously attracted to 

the muon – econ parent particle, and the muon knocks the - - 

echons of both gravitons to the ground state, while retaining its 

state.  Beta decay occurs and straight forward recombination of 

particles.              
 

  τ          J = ½ 

 

   Mass m = 1776.82 ± 0.16 MeV 

    4
/ 2.8 10 , 90%averagem m m x CL

  


    

 Mean life τ = (290.6 ± 1.0) x 10
-15

 s 

   cτ = 87.11 μm 
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Magnetic moment anomaly > -0.052 and < 0.013, CL = 95% 

   τ
+
 modes are charge conjugates of the modes below.  "h

±
" 

stands for π
±
 or K

±
, "ℓ" stands for e or μ.  "Neutrals" stands for γ’s 

and/or π
0
’s.     

 

                                                                        Scale factor/           p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

particle
-
 ≥ 0 neutrals  ≥0 K

0
ντ  (85.35 ± 0.07)%        S = 1.3                  -- 

 ("1-prong") 

particle
-
 ≥ 0 neutrals ≥0K

0
Lντ   (84.71 ± 0.08)%       S = 1.3                  -- 

      _ 

 μ
-
νμντ                          (17.41 ± 0.04)%             S=1.1              885 

                               

 τ
-
     g

o-
      q.p.     μ

-
          ντ <18.2 

1776  70.0            105.6...  +0.247 -i14.40 

-|    _ | _    _-|_      |        |      -|_  

 |  + -o|o- →  -o|o-  → -|   +   o|-  +   |o  

 |      |        |       |        |       | 

 

0|-½   3|2    3-1|½     0|-½     1|½     1|½ 

0|-½  -1|1      0|½     0|-½     0|½     0|½ 

     |      | 

 un-observed particle 

 

A graviton composed of a neutrino and an anti-neutrino orbiting 

about each other gravitationally combine with a tauon, forming a 

quasi-particle with it.  The echons re-divide straight forwardly.  

 
                                                             Scale factor/                      p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

 

     


                      ( 3.6 ± 0.4 ) x 10

-3
                              885 

 

This decay mode is the same as the above, except there is an 

additional unobserved low energy photon on the left of the 

reaction, which is energized by the decay process and detected on 

the right side of the decay process. 
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                                                                      Scale factor/           p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

   _ 

 e
-
νeντ                             [i]  (17.83 ± 0.04)%                                    888 

                                

 τ
-
         g

o-
     q.p.       e

-
     e

<0i    ντ <18.2 

1776.82    70.0           0.510... -i0.524 eV  -i14.40 

 -|     _ | _   -|       |       |       -|_  

  |   + -o|o- → o|o  →   |    + o|   +    |o  

  |       |     -|-     -|       |-       | 

 

 0|-½    3|2  3-1|½     0|-½    1|½      1|½ 

 0|-½   -1|1    0|½     0|-½    0|½      0|½ 

      |       | 

     un-observed 

      particle 

The - - echons of the graviton are knocked by the tauon to the 

ground state in the q.p. particle.  Straight-forward recombinations. 
 

                                                                                                                                         
                                    Scale factor/     p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE       Fraction (Γi/Γ) Confidence level (MeV/c) 

 
τ
-
 → π

-
 + νe        (10.83 ± 0.06)%      S = 1.2      883 

 

 τ
-
        g

o
         q.p.       π

-
       ντ <18.2 

1776.82   70.0                139.5...   -i14.40 

-|         |          -|         |         -|_  

 |    +   o|o     →   o|o   →   o|    +     |o  

 |         |           |         |          | 

 

0|-½      1|1         1|½       0|0        1|½ 

0|-½      0|1         0|½       0|0        0|½ 

      |         | 

  un-observed particle 

 

Straight-forward recombinations. 
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                                                                        Scale factor/           p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

 

   K
-
ντ                        (7.00 ± 0.10) x 10

-3
     S = 1.1        820 

 

 τ-      go        q.p.       K-       ντ >0i 

1776    70.0              493.6...     -i14.40 
-|       |        -o|        o|         -|_  

 |   +  o|o    →  __|o   →   _|     +    |o  

 |       |          |         |          | 

 

0|-½    1|1        1|½       0|0        1|½ 

0|-½    0|1        0|½       0|0        0|½ 

     |        | 

     un-observed 

      particle 

 

The tauon - echon knocks the negative o echon of the g
o
 graviton 

to the 2 state as the tauon and graviton combine to form a quasi-

particle.  Thereafter there is straight forward recombinations. 
                                                                                                      

                                         Scale factor/        p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

 

  h
-
 ≥ 1 neutrals ντ  (37.10 ± 0.10)%      S = 1.2                

   h
-
 π

0
 ντ           (25.95 ± 0.09)%      S = 1.1           878 

   π
-
π
0
ντ             (25.52 ± 0.09)%      S = 1.1           878 

τ
-
      g

o-
      q.p.     π

-
       π

0
      ντ <18.2 

1776..  70.0          139.5... 134.9...   -i14.40 

-|     _ |__   _-|_      |        |         -|_  

 |   + -o|o- → -o|o-  → o|   +   -|-   +     |o  

 |       |       |       |        |          | 

 

0|-½    3|2   3-1|½     0|0      1|0        1|½ 

0|-½   -1|1     0|½     0|0      0|0        0|½ 

      |      | 

 un-observed particle 
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A π
0
 is a system of an anti-muon and an muon in orbit about one 

another with the orbital spin oppositely directed to the intrinsic 

spin of the anti-muon and muon.  A π
0
 is not composed of the same 

echons as π
±
 particles, though they have similar mass.  Decay 

schemes of π
0
 and π

±
 will bear this out. 

                                                                        Scale factor/           p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

   π
-
π

0
non-ρ(770)ντ   ( 3.0 ± 3.2 )x 10

-3
                            878 

   K
-
π

0
ντ                    ( 4.29 ± 0.15 )x 10

-3
                        814 

 τ-      go-    q.p.     K-       π0       ντ  

1776..  70.0          493.6... 134.9... -i14.40 
-|     _ |    -o|      o|        |       -|_  

 |   + -o|o- → -|o-  → _|    +  -|-   +   |o  

 |       |      |       |        |        | 

 

0|-½    3|2  3-1|½     0|0      1|0      1|½ 

0|-½   -1|1    0|½     0|0      0|0      0|½ 

      |      | 

 un-observed particle 

A g
o-

 graviton gravitationally combines with a tau particle.  The 

negative o echon gets knocked up to the 2 state in the process.  

Straight forward recombinations result in a K
-
, π

0
, and a ντ. 

                                                                        Scale factor/            p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

  h
-
 ≥ 2π

0
 ντ                       (10.87 ± 0.11)%             S = 1.2                   -- 

   h
-
2π

0
ντ                          ( 9.52 ± 0.11)%             S = 1.1                862 

    h
-
2π

0
ντ(ex.K

0
)            ( 9.36 ± 0.11)%             S = 1.2                862  

     π
-
2π

0
ντ(ex.K

0
)         ( 9.30 ± 0.11)%             S = 1.2                862 

 
 τ

-
      g

o-
      g

-
     q.p.     π

-
     π

0
    π

0
   ντ<18.2 

1776..  70.0    70.0          139... 134...134... -i14.40 

-|       |       |    _ -|_      |      |     |     -|_  

 |   + -o|o- +  -|- → --o|o-- → o|   + -|- + -|- +  _|o  

 |       |       |       |       |      |     |      | 

 

0|-½    3|2    -1|-2  4-1|½     0|0    1|0   1|0    1|½ 

0|-½    1|3     0|-2    0|½     0|0    0|0   0|0    0|½ 

     |               | 

   un-observed particles 
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The system experiences straight-forward recombinations. 
                               

                                                                        Scale factor/             p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

    K
-
2π

0
ντ(ex.K

0
)     (6.5  ± 2.3 ) x 10

-4
                          796 

 

 τ
-
     g

-
     g

o-
      q.p.     K

-
     π

0
    π

0
  ντ <18.2 

1776.. >0i   >0i            493... 134... 134... -i14.40 

-|      |      |      -o|_     o|      |_    |    -|_  

 |   + -|- + -o|o- →  --|o-- →  |   + -|- + -|- +  |o  

 |      |      |        |       |      |     |     | 

 

0|-½  -1|-2   3|2    4-1|½     0|0    1|0   1|0   1|½ 

0|-½   1|-1   0|2      0|½     0|0    0|0   0|0   0|½ 

     |             | 

  un-observed particles 

 

One o echon is knocked to the +2 state by the tauon – echon, as a 

g
o-

 graviton and  g
-
 graviton gravitationally combine with a τ

-
 

particle.  Thereafter it is straight-forward recombinations. 

 
                                                                        Scale factor/           p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

 

   h
-
 ≥        ( 1.35 ± 0.07)%  S = 1     -- 

    h
-
3π

0
ντ     ( 1.19 ± 0.07)%           836 

     π
-
3π

0
ντ(ex.K

0
)(1.05 ± 0.07)%         836 

 

 τ
-
     g

o- 
      g

-
       g

-
        q.p.   

1776.. 70.0     70.0     70.0  

-|    _ |_       |        |         -|____     

 |  + -o|o-  +  -|-   +  -|-  →  ---o|o---  → 

 |      |        |        |          |     

 

0|-½   3|2     -1|-2    -1|-2     3-2|-2½    

0|-½   0|2      0|-2     0|-2       0|-2½ 

      |____                   | 

        un-observed particles 
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  π
-
      π

0
       π

0
       π

0
      ντ <18.2 

139...  134...  134...   134...    -i14.40 

  |       |        |        |        -|_  

 o|   +  -|-   +  -|-   +  -|-   +    |o  

  |       |        |        |         | 

 

 0|0     1|0      1|0      1|0       1|½ 

 0|0    -1|-1    -1|-1    -1|-1      0|½ 
 

A g
o-

 graviton and
 
two g

-
 gravitons gravitationally combine with 

the tauon, forming a quasi-particle.  Considering the spins, it is 

straight-forward recombinations.  
                                                                      Scale factor/           p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

 

  K
-
3π

0
ντ(ex.K

0
)     (4.8 ± 2.2) x 10

-4
                               765                             

 

 τ
-
     g

o-
      g

-
       g

-
        q.p.   

1776.. 70.0    70.0    70.0 

-|      |       |        |       -o|____     

 |  + -o|o- +  -|-   +  -|-  →  ---|o---  → 

 |      |       |        |         | 

 

0|-½   3|2    -1|-2    -1|-2    3-2|-2½    

0|-½   0|2     0|-2     0|-2      0|-2½ 

     |                         | 

        un-observed particles 

 K
-
      π

0
       π

0
       π

0
     ντ <18.2 

493...  134...  134...  134...   -i14.40 

o|       |       |        |       -|_  

 |   +  -|-  +  -|-   +  -|-  +    |o  

 |       |       |        |        |  

 

0|0     1|0     1|0      1|0      1|½ 

0|0    -1|-1   -1|-1    -1|-1     0|½ 
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A g
o-

 graviton and
 
two g

-
 gravitons gravitationally combine with 

the tauon, forming a quasi-particle.  The tauon knocks one o echon 

to the +2 state.  Considering the spins, it is straight-forward 

recombinations.  
                                                                        Scale factor/             p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

    h
-
4π

0
ντ(ex.K

0
)   ( 1.6 ± 0.4 )x 10

-3
                   800 

    h
-
4π

0
ντ(ex.K

0
,η) ( 1.1 ± 0.4 )x 10

-3
                   800 

K
-
 ≥ 0π

0
 ≥0K

0
 ντ       ( 1.572± 0.033)%       S=1.1         820 

 K
-
 ≥ 1 (π

0
 or K

0
) ντ ( 8.72 ± 0.32)x 10

-3
    S=1.1          -- 

 

Modes with K
0
's 

K
0
S(particles)

-
ντ      ( 9.2± 0.4) x 10

-3
     S = 1.5         -- 

     _ 

  h
-
K
0
ντ              ( 1.00 ± 0.05 )%      S = 1.8        812 

      _ 

   π
-
K
0
              ( 5.4 ± 2.1 )x 10

-4
                   812 

    (non-K*(892)
-
)ντ                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                   

                                                         _ 
 τ

-
         g

o+
        q.p.      π

-
         K

0
S      ντ <18.2 

1776..     70.0              139.5...    497.6...  –i14.40 

-|        |      -+|+     |       +|+       -|_  

 |   +  +o|o+  → _o|o  → o|    +   |    +    |o  

 |        |        |      |        |         |  

 

0|-½    -3|-2    -3|-2½  0|0     -1|0_      1|½_  

0|-½     0|-2     0|-2½ -1|-1    -1|-1     -1|-½ 

      |_______| 

 un-observed particle 

 

A g
o+

 graviton (a neutrino-anti-neutrino graviton) is gravitationally 

attracted to a tauon, forming a quasi-particle, knocking the + + pair 

to the 2 state.  Thereafter it is straight-forward recombinations.  

Anti-K
0

S is when both negative and positive + echons are in the +2 

state.  Anti-K
0

L is when one + echon is in the +2 state, and one is 

in the 1 state. 
                                                                         Scale factor/           p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

              

   K
-
K

0
ντ                        ( 1.59± 0.16)x 10

-3
                                       737 
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 τ

-
      g

-
     g

o
       q.p.     K

-
       K

0
L   ντ <18.2 

1776..  70.0   70.0         493.6... 497.6...  -i14.40 

-|       |      |     --o|      o|       -|       -|_  

 |   +  -|- +  o|o  →    |o- →  _|    +   |-   +   |o  

 |       |      |        |       |        |        | 

 

0|-½   -1|-2   1|1    1-1|-1½   0|0      1|0      1|½ 

0|-½    0|-2   0|1      0|-1½  -1|-1    -1|-1     0|½ 

      |            | 

   un-observed particles 

 

A g
-
 graviton and a g

o
 graviton are gravitationally attracted to a 

tauon, forming a quasi-particle with it.  The tauon knocks one o 

echon and one - echon of the gravitons to the +2 state.  Thereafter 

it is straight forward recombinations. 

 
                                                                        Scale factor/           p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

       _ 

  h-K0π0ντ       ( 5.6 ± 0.4 )x 10
-3            794 

         _ 

   π-K0π0ντ      ( 4.0 ± 0.4 )x 10
-3            794                                            

 

                                                    

 τ-     go-     g-     q.p.     π-       K0     π0   ντ<18.2 

1776.. 70.0   70.0           139... 497... 134... -i14.40 
-|    _ | _    |     --|-      |     -|-     |     -|_  

 |  + -o|o- + -|-  → -o|o-  → o|   + _|_  + -|- +   |o  

 |      |      |       |       |      |      |      | 

 

0|-½   3|2   -1|-2  3-1|-½    0|0    1|0    1|0   1|½ 

0|-½   0|2    0|-2    0|-½    0|0    0|0   -1|-1  0|½ 

     |              | 

   un-observed particles 

 

A g
0-

 graviton and a g
-
 graviton combine with a tauon, forming a 

quasi-particle.  The tauon knocks both of one graviton - echons to 

the +2 state. Thereafter it is straight forward recombinations. 
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                                                                       Scale factor/           p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

    

   K
0 


                  ( 2.2 ± 0.5 )x 10

-3
                                      612 

  τ
-
    g

+
     g

-
     g

o 
    q.p.   K

0
   ρ(770)

-
 ντ <18.2 

1776  70.0  70.0    70.0          497...  775.4  -i14.40 

-|     |     |       |     -+|+_   +|+     |       -|_  

 |  + +|+ + -|-  +  o|o  → -o|o- → _|_ + -o|-  +    |o  

 |     |     |       |       |      |      |        | 

 

0|-½  1|2  -1|-2    1|1   2-1|½   -1|0  1-1|-1     1|½ 

0|-½  0|2   0|-2    0|1     0|½    1|1    0|-1     0|½ 

     |                  | 

     un-observed particles 

 

A g
+
, a g

-
, and a g

o
 graviton combine with a tauon to form a quasi-

particle.  The tauon knocks both + echons to the 2 state.  Otherwise 

it is straight-forward recombinations. 

                                                                         Scale factor/           p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

 

   K
-
K

0
π

0
ντ                     ( 1.59± 0.20)x 10

-3
                                      685 

 

 τ
-
      g-     g

o-
    q.p.     K

-
     K

0
     π

0
   ντ<0i 

1776..  >0i    >0i           493... 497... 134...-i14.40 

-|       |      |    --o|-_    o|     -|-    |    -|_  

 |   +  -|- + -o|o- →_ -|o- →  _|   + _|_ + -|- +  |o  

 |       |      |       |       |      |     |     | 

 

0|-½   -1|-2   3|2   3-1|-½    0|0    1|0   1|0   1|½ 

0|-½    0|-2   0|2     0|-½    0|0    0|0  -1|-1  0|½ 

     |               | 

   un-observed particles 

 

A g
-
 and a g

o-
 graviton combine with a tauon to form a quasi-

particle.  The tauon knocks a negative o and both - echons from 

one graviton to the +2 state.   Otherwise it is straight-forward 

recombinations. 
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                                                                       Scale factor/           p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

     


K

0 0 0
         ( 2.6   ± 2.4   )x 10

-4
                                   763 

 
 τ-      go-       g-      g+      q.p.  
1776... 70.0    70.0    70.0 

-|       |       |       |      -+|+__    

 |   + -o|o-  + -|-  +  +|+ →  --o|o--  → 

 |       |       |       |        |  

 

0|-½    3|2     -1|-2    1|2   4-1|1½    

0|-½    0|2      0|-2    0|2     0|1½ 

     |                        | 

        unobserved particles 

 

 π-     K
0         π0       π0      ντ <18.2 

139...  497...  134...   134...    -i14.40 

 |      +|+       |        |        -|_  

o|   +  _|_   +  -|-   +  -|-   +    |o  

 |       |        |        |         | 

 

0|0    -1|0      1|0      1|0       1|½ 

0|0     0|0      0|0      1|1       0|½ 

The decay mode employs three gravitons combining with the tauon 

to form a quasi-particle.  There are massive particle collisions and 

reflecting the orbital spins in the quasi-particle.  The + + echons of 

the g
+
 graviton are knocked to the 2 state.    Otherwise it is 

straight-forward recombinations. 
                                                                      Scale factor/              p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

  


K K

0 0
                  ( 1.7± 0.4) x 10

-3
           S = 1.8                   682 

 τ-    g+    go-     q.p.    π-    K0    K
0
   ντ<18.2 

1776..70.0  70.0            139... 497... 497... -i14.40 

-|     |    _ |     --+|+-     |     -|-    +|+     -|_  

 |  + +|+ + -o|o- →   o|o   → o|   +  |   + _|  +    |o  

 |     |      |        |       |      |      |       | 

 

0|-½  1|2    3|2    4-1|2½    0|0    1|0   -1|0     1|½ 

0|-½ -1|1    0|2      0|2½    1|1    1|1    0|0     0|½ 

    |un-observed| 
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A g
+
 and a g

o-
 (an upside down g

o+
) graviton combine with a tauon 

to form a quasi-particle.  The + and - echons from the gravitons are 

knocked to the +2 state.  The + echons trade orbital spin and 

positional-kinetic angular momentum to form an anti-K
0  

particle.  

Thereafter it is straight-forward recombinations. 
 

                                                                      Scale factor/           p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

 

  


K KS S

0 0
                 ( 2.31 ± 017 )x 10

-4
          S= 1.9                682 

                     
 τ-      go-       g-           q.p.   
1776..  70.0     70.0 

-|       |         |         ---|--   

 |  +  -o|o-  +   -|-    →   __o|o   → 

 |       |         |            |       

 

0|-½    3|2      -1|-2       3-1|-½    

0|-½    0|2       0|-2         0|-½ 

    |                   | 

     un-observed particles 

 

 π-      K0S      K
0
S     ντ <18.2 

139...  497...  497...   -i14.40  

  |      -|-      -|-      -|_  

 o|   +  _|_   +  _|_   +   |o  

  |       |        |        | 

 

 0|0     1|0      1|0      1|½ 

-1|-1    0|0      0|0      0|½ 

 

The tauon knocks the graviton - echons to the +2 state.  

Subsequently there are straight forward recombinations. 
 

                                                                      Scale factor/           p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

 

   π
-
K

0
SK

0
Lντ             ( 1.2 ± 0.4 )x 10

-3
          S = 1.78           682 
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 τ-      go-        g-          q.p.   
1776..  70.0      70.0   

-|       |         |         ---|-_   

 |  +  -o|o-   +  -|-    →   __o|o-  → 

 |       |         |            |    

 

0|-½    3|2      -1|-2       3-1|-½    

0|-½    0|2       0|-2         0|-½ 

    |                   | 

     un-observed particles 

 

  π-      K0S      K
0
L    ντ <18.2 

139...  497...  497...   -i14.40  
  |      -|-      -|       -|_  

 o|   +   |    +  _|-   +   |o  

  |       |        |        | 

 

 0|0     1|0      1|0      1|½ 

-1|-1    0|0      0|0      0|½ 

 

The tauon knocks all but one of the graviton - echons to the +2 

state.  Then there are straight forward recombinations. 
 

                                                                      Scale factor/           p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

 

  π
-
K

0
SK

0
Lπ

0
ντ                  ( 3.1 ± 1.2 )x 10

-4
                                    614 

 
 τ-     go-      g-      g-       q.p.   
1776.. 70.0    70.0    70.0 

-|      |       |       |      ---|-__    

 |  + -o|o- +  -|-  +  -|-   → _-o|o--  → 

 |      |       |       |         |  

 

0|-½   3|2    -1|-2   -1|-2    3-2|-2½ 

0|-½   0|2     0|-2    0|-2      0|-2½ 

    |                     | 

     un-observed particles 
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 π-      K0S      K
0
L        π

0    ντ <18.2 
139... 497...  497...    134...  -i14.40  

 |      -|-      -|         |      -|_  

o|   +  _|_   +  _|-   +   -|-  +   |o  

 |       |        |         |       | 

 

0|0     1|0      1|0       1|0     1|½ 

0|0    -1|-1    -1|-1     -1|-1    0|½ 

 

Three un-observed gravitons combine with a tauon to form a quasi-

particle.  The tauon knocks three of the - echons to the 2 state..  

The other graviton - echons remain in 1 state.  Subsequently there 

are straight forward recombinations. 
 

 

                                                                        Scale factor/             p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

 

 K
0
h

+
h

-
h

-
ντ                         ( 2.3 ± 2.0 )x 10

-4
                                        760 

Modes with three charged particles 
h

-
h

-
h

+
≥0neut. ντ("3-prong")(15.20± 0.08)%        S = 1.3              861        

   h
-
h

-
h

+
≥0neutrals ντ       (14.57± 0.07)%            S = 1.3              861 

  (ex. K
0

S → π
+
π

-
) 

 h
-
h

-
h

+
ντ                         ( 9.80± 0.07)%             S = 1.2              861 

 h
-
h

-
h

+
ντ(ex.K

0
)              ( 9.46± 0.06)%             S = 1.2             861 

 h
-
h

-
h

+
ντ(ex.K

0
,ω)          ( 9.42± 0.06)%              S = 1.2             861 

 π
-
π

+
π

-
ντ                         ( 9.31± 0.06)%              S = 1.1             861 

 

 τ
-
      g

o
     g

o
       q.p.   π

-
     π

+
     π

-
    ντ <18.2 

1776..  70.0   70.0          139... 139... 139... -i14.40  

-|       |       |      -|      |      |      |     -|_  

 |   +  o|o   + o|o →  oo|oo → o|   +  |o  + o|  +   |o  

 |       |       |       |      |      |      |      |  

 

0|-½    1|1    -1|-1  1-1|-½   0|0    0|0    0|0    1|½ 

0|-½    0|1     0|-1    0|-½   0|0   -1|-1   0|0    0|½ 

     |               | 

   un-observed particles 

 

Straight-forward recombinations. 
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                                                                       Scale factor/              p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

 

 π
-
π

+
π

-
ντ(ex.K

0
)                    ( 9.02± 0.06)%            S = 1.1                   861 

 π
-
π

+
π

-
ντ(ex.K

0
,ω)                ( 8.99± 0.06)%            S = 1.1                   861 

 h
-
h

-
h

+
≥1neutrals ντ              ( 5.39± 0.07)%           S = 1.2                     -- 

 h
-
h

-
h

+
≥1π

0
ντ(ex. K

0
)           ( 5.09± 0.06)%            S = 1.2                     -- 

    h
-
h

-
h

+
π

0
ντ                         ( 4.76± 0.06)%           S = 1.2                   834 

  h
-
h

-
h

+
π

0
ντ(ex.K

0
)              ( 4.59± 0.06)%           S = 1.2                   834 

  h
-
h

-
h

+
π

0
ντ(ex.K

0
,ω)          ( 2.79± 0.08)%           S = 1.2                   834 

  π
-
π

+
π

-
π

0
ντ                         ( 4.62± 0.06)%           S = 1.2                   834 

 
  τ-      go-       go         q.p.   
1776..  70.0     70.0            

-|       | _      |         _-|___    

 |  +  -o|o-  +  o|o   →   -oo|oo-  → 

 |       |        |           |  

 

0|-½    3|2     -1|-1      3-1|½    

0|-½    0|2      0|-1        0|½ 

     |                 | 

     un-observed particles 

 

  π-      π+       π-        π0    ντ <18.2 

139... 139...   139...    134...  -i14.40  
  |       |        |         |      -|_  

 o|   +   |o   +  o|    +   -|-  +   |o  

  |       |        |         |       | 

 

 0|0     0|0      0|0       1|0     1|½ 

 0|0     0|0      0|0       0|0     0|½ 

A g
o-

 graviton and a g
o
 graviton are gravitationally attracted to a 

tauon.  They form a quasi-particle with it.  Then there are straight-

forward recombinations.   
                                                                       Scale factor/             p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

  π
-
π

+
π

-
π

0
ντ(ex.K

0
)              ( 4.48± 0.06)%             S = 1.2                834 

  π
-
π

+
π

-
π

0
ντ(ex.K

0
,ω)          ( 2.70± 0.08)%             S = 1.2                834 

  h
-
h

-
h

+
2π

0
ντ                       ( 5.08 ± 0.32)x 10

-3
                                  797 

  h
-
h

-
h

+
2π

0
ντ(ex.K

0
)           ( 4.98 ± 0.32 )x 10

-3
                                 797 

  h
-
h

-
h

+
2π

0
ντ(ex.K

0
,ϖ,η)  ( 1.0 ±0. 4 )x 10

-3
                                      797 
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 τ
-
     g

o
       g

o
     g

-
     g

-
      q.p.   

1776.. 70.0    70.0   70.0  70.0   

-|      |       |      |     |       -|____     

 |  +  o|o  +  o|o  + -|- + -|- → --oo|oo-- → 

 |      |       |      |     |        |     

 

0|-½   1|1     1|1   -1|-2 -1|-2   2-2|-2½ 

0|-½   0|1     0|1    0|-2  0|-2     0|-2½ 

     |   un-observed particles___|  

 

 

 π-     π-      π+     π0     π0    ντ <18.2 
139... 139... 139...134...134...  -i14.40  

 |      |       |      |      |     -|_  

o|  +  o|   +   |o  + -|- +  -|- +   |o    

 |      |       |      |      |      |  

 

0|0    0|0     0|0    1|0    1|0    1|½ 

0|0   -1|-1    0|0   -1|-1  -1|-1   0|½ 

 

Two g
o
 gravitons and two g

-
 gravitons gravitationally combine 

with the tauon, forming a quasi-particle with it.  Subsequently 

there are straight-forward recombinations. 
 

                                                                      Scale factor/              p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

 

  h
-
h

-
h

+
3π

0
ντ                      ( 2.3 ± 0.6 )x 10

-4
          S = 1.2                 749 

 

 τ-      go-      go-     g-         q.p.   
1776..  70.0    70.0   70.0 

-|       |       |_     |           -|_____      

 |  +  -o|o- + -o|o- + -|-  →   ---oo|oo--- → 

 |       |       |      |            |      

 

0|-½    3|2     3|2   -1|-2      6-1|1½ 

0|-½    0|2     0|2    0|-2        0|1½ 

     |un-observed particles_| 
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  π-     π-     π+      π0      π0     π0  ντ <18.2 

139.. 139..  139..  134..  134..  134..  -i14.40 

  |      |      |      |      |      |     -|_  

 o|  +  o|   + _|o  + -|- +  -|- +  -|-     |o    

  |      |      |      |      |      |      |  

 

 0|0    0|0    0|0    1|0    1|0    1|0    1|½ 

 0|0    0|0    0|0    1|1    0|0    0|0    0|½ 

 

Outgoing positional-kinetic angular momentum makes this decay 

mode possible.  Three gravitons join the tauon in forming a quasi-

particle.  With graviton echon collisions and reflecting of orbital 

spins, the particles have straight forward recombinations.   
  

                                                                     Scale factor/              p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

 

 K
-
h

+
h

-
≥0neutrals ντ           ( 6.35 ± 0.24 )x 10

-3
      S = 1.5                 794 

  K
-
π

+
π

-
≥0neutrals ντ        ( 4.38 ± 0.19)x 10

-3
       S = 2.7                 794 

   K
-
π

+
π

-
ντ                       ( 3.49 ± 0.16)x 10

-3
       S = 1.9                 794 

        K
-
π

+
π

-
ντ(ex.K

0
)            ( 2.94 ± 0.15 )x 10

-3
      S = 2.2                 794                               

   K
-
π

+
π

-
π

0
ντ                   ( 1.35   ± 0.14 )x 10

-3
                                 763 

   K
-
π

+
π

-
π

0
ντ(ex.K

0
)       (8.1 ± 1.2 )x 10

-4
                                        763 

 

 

  τ-         go-         go          q.p.  
1776...     70.0       70.0 

 -|          |          |         -o|___      

  |    +   -o|o-  +    o|o   →    -o|oo- → 

  |          |          |           | 

 

 0|-½       3|2       -1|-1      3-1|½    

 0|-½       0|2        0|-1        0|½    

         [un-observed particles]  
 K-      π+       π-        π0      ντ <18.2 

493...  139...  139...   134...   -i14.40  
 o|      |        |        |        -|_  

 _|  +   |o   +  o|    +  -|-   +    |o  

  |      |        |        |         | 

 

 0|0    0|0      0|0      1|0       1|½ 

 0|0    0|0      0|0      0|0       0|½ 
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A o echon is knocked to the +2 state in the formation of the quasi-

particle.  Straight-forward recombinations.  

 
                                                                      Scale factor/              p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

 

  K
-
K

+
π

-
≥0neut. ντ             ( 1.50 ± 0.06)x 10

-3
        S = 1.8                 685 

   K
-
K

+
π

-
ντ                       ( 1.44 ± 0.05)x 10

-3
        S = 1.9                 685 

 
 τ

-
      g

o
     g

o
      q.p.    K

-
     K

+
     π

-
  ντ<18.2 

1776.. 70.0   70.0          493... 493... 139... -i14.40 

-|      |      |      -o|o    o|      |o     |    -|_  

 |  +  o|o +  o|o  →  _o|o  → _|   +  |_  + o|  +  |o  

 |      |      |        |      |      |      |     |  

 

0|-½    1|1   -1|-1  1-1|-½   0|0    0|0    0|0   1|½ 

0|-½    0|1    0|-1    0|-½  -1|-1   0|0    0|0   0|½ 

     |               | 

    un-observed particles 

 

A pair of o echons from a g
o
 graviton is knocked to the +2 state as 

the gravitons combine with the tauon to form a quasi-particle.  

Straight-forward recombinations.  
 

                                                                     Scale factor/               p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

   K
-
K

+
π

-
π

0
ντ                   ( 6.1 ± 2.5 )x 10

-5
        S = 1.4                    618 

 

  τ
-
         g

o-
        g

o
          q.p.  

1776..      70.0      70.0 

 -|          |         |          -o|o_      

  |    +   -o|o-  +   o|o   →     -o|o-  → 

  |          |         |            |    

 

 0|-½       3|2       -1|-1      3-1|½    

 0|-½       0|2        0|-1        0|½    

        |                    | 

         un-observed particles  
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  K
-
      K

+
       π

-
       π

0
      ντ <18.2 

493...  493...  139...   134...    -i14.40 

 o|       |o       |        |        -|_  

 _|   +   |_   +  o|    +  -|-   +    |o  

  |       |        |        |         | 

 

 0|0     0|0      0|0      1|0       1|½ 

 0|0     0|0      0|0      0|0       0|½ 

 

A negative and a positive o echon are knocked to the +2, as a g
o-

 

and a g
o
 graviton combine with a tauon to form a quasi-particle.  

Then there are straight-forward recombinations.  
 

                                                                      Scale factor/              p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

         _ 

e
-
e

-
e

+
νeντ                               (2.8 ± 1.5 )x 10

-5
                                        888 

 

  τ-         go-         g-         q.p.  
1776..      70.0       70.0 

 -|          |          |          -| _       

  |    +   -o|o-  +    -|-   →     o|o   → 

  |          |          |         --|--        

 

 0|-½       3|2       -1|-2      3-1|-½    

 0|-½       0|2        0|-2        0|-½    

        |                    | 

         un-observed particles  

                                                                  _ 
 e-      e-       e+        νe    ντ <18.2 

.510..  .510..  .510..  <.000010  -i14.40 

 |       |        |        |        -|_  

 |   +   |    +   |    +  o|    +    |o  

-|      -|        |-       |-        | 

 

0|-½    0|-½     0|-½     1|½       1|½ 

0|-½    0|-½     0|-½     0|½       0|½ 

 

A g
o-

 graviton and a g
-
 graviton combine with a tauon to form a 

quasi-particle. Four – echons are knocked to ground state.  There 
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are straight forward recombinations.  The o echons go out in the 

neutrino and anti-neutrino.  
                                                                       Scale factor/             p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

 

Modes with five charged particles 
3h

-
2h

+
≥0 neutrals ντ           ( 1.02 ± 0.04 )x 10

-3
         S = 1.1                 794 

 (ex. K
0
S → π

-
π

+
) 

 ("5-prong") 

 3h
-
2h

+
ντ(ex.K

0
)               ( 8.39 ± 0.35 )x 10

-4
         S = 1.1                 794 

 

 τ-     go        go        go        q.p.   
1776.. 70.0     70.0     70.0 

-|      |        |        |         -|___    

 |  +  o|o   +  o|o   +  o|o  →   ooo|ooo   → 

 |      |        |        |          |     

 

0|-½   1|1     -1|-1     1|1      2-1|½    

0|-½   0|1      0|-1     0|1        0|½ 

    |                          | 

        un-observed particles                           
 
 π-     π-      π-       π+      π+    ντ <18.2 
139... 139... 139...  139...  139... -i14.40  

 |      |       |       |       |      -|_  

o|   + o|    + o|    +  |o   +  |o   +  |o  

 |      |       |       |       |       | 

 

0|0    0|0     0|0     0|0     0|0     1|½ 

0|0    1|1    -1|-1    0|0     0|0     0|½ 

 

Orbital spins of g
o
 gravitons go out as positional-kinetic angular 

momentum for two of five pions and orbital spin of a tauon 

neutrino. 
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                                                                        Scale factor/            p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

 

 3h
-
2h

+
π

0
ντ(ex.K

0
)           ( 1.78 ± 0.27 )x 10

-4
                                      746 

 
 τ

-
     g

o-
       g

o
        g

o
        q.p.   

1776.. 70.0     70.0     70.0 

-|      |        |        |      _  -|____      

 |  + -o|o-  +  o|o   +  o|o  →  -ooo|ooo-  → 

 |      |        |        |          |     

 

0|-½   3|2     -1|-1    -1|-1     3-2|-½    

0|-½   0|2      0|-1     0|-1       0|-½ 

    |                          | 

        un-observed particles 

 

 

 π
-
     π

-
      π

-
       π

+
      π

+
      π

0
    ντ <18.2 

139... 139... 139...  139...  139...  134... -i14.40 

 |      |       |       |       |       |     -|_  

o|   + o|    + o|    +  |o   +  |o   + -|-  +  |o  

 |      |       |       |       |       |      |  

 

0|0    0|0     0|0     0|0     0|0     1|0    1|½ 

0|0    0|0     0|0     0|0     0|0    -1|-1   0|½ 

 

Straight-forward recombinations.  
                                                                        Scale factor/            p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

Miscellaneous other allowed modes 
 

(5π)
-
ντ                                  ( 7.6 ± 0.5 )x 10

-3
                                       800 

K*(892)
-
≥0h

0
≥0K

0
Lντ         ( 1.42± 0.18)%               S = 1.4                 665 

 K*(892)
-
ντ                       ( 1.20 ± 0.07)%               S = 1.8                665 

 
  τ

-
      g

-
       g

o
       q.p.   K*(892)

-
 ντ <18.2 

1776..   >0i     >0i              891.6   -i14.40 

 -|        |       |      -o| _     o|      -|_  

  |   +   -|-  +  o|o   → _-|o- →   -|- +    |o  

  |        |       |        |        |       |  

 

 0|-½    -1|-2    1|1    1-1|-1½  1-1|-1    1|½ 

 0|-½     0|-2    0|1      0|-1½   -1|-2    0|½ 

         [un-observed] 
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The tauon knocks a o echon from the g
o
 graviton to the +2 state as 

they and a g
-
 graviton  combine to form a quasi-particle.  Straight-

forward recombinations occur. (For further information on the 

structure of the K*(892)
-
 particle, see Chapter 10, Chonomic Lists, 

Structure of Known Particles.)  
 

                                                                      Scale factor/              p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

 

 K*(892)
0
K

-
≥0neutrals ντ    (3.2 ± 1.4) x 10

-3
                                        542 

  K*(892)
0
K

-
ντ                  ( 2.1 ± 0.4 )x 10

-3
                                       542 

 

 τ
-
     g

o
     g

o
     g

-
     q.p.   K*(892)

0
   K

-
  ντ <18.2 

1776.. 70.0   70.0   70.0            895.8  493... -i14.40 

-|      |      |      |    -oo|  _   o|      o|    -|_  

 |   + o|o  + o|o  + -|- → __-|oo- → -|o- +  _|  +  |o  

 |      |      |      |       |       |       |     |  

 

0|-½   1|1    1|1   -1|-2 2-1|-½   1-1|-1    0|0   1|½ 

0|-½   0|1    0|1    0|-2   0|-½     0|-1    0|0   0|½ 

     |                  | 

     un-observed particles 

 

A g
-
 graviton and two g

o
 gravitons combine with a tauon to form a 

quasi-particle.  Two negative o echons are knocked up to the +2 

state in the process.  The tauon neutrino gets the +1 spin from one  

g
o  

graviton.  The K*(892)
0
 particle receives the +1 and -1 spins of 

the other two gravitons.  There are straight-forward 

recombinations. 
 

                                                                      Scale factor/             p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

K *(892)
0
π

-
≥0neutrals ντ      ( 3.8 ± 1.7 )x 10

-3
                                       655 

 _ 

 K*(892)
0
π

-
ντ                     ( 2.2 ± 0.5 )x 10

-3
                                       655 
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                                        _                                          

 τ
-
     g

o
      g

o
     g

-
    q.p.   K*(892)

0
  π

- 
  ντ <18.2 

1776.. 70.0   70.0   70.0           895.5  139... -i14.40 

-|      |      |      |    -o|___    o|__    |     -|_  

 |   + o|o  + o|o  + -|- → -o|oo- →  -|o- + o|  +   |o  

 |      |      |      |      |        |      |      |  

 

0|-½   1|1    1|1   -1|-2 2-1|-½   1-1|-1   0|0    1|½ 

0|-½   0|1    0|1    0|-2   0|-½     0|-1   0|0    0|½ 

     |                   | 

      un-observed particles 

 

This is very similar to the previous mode, except only one o echon 

is bumped to the +2 state. 
                                                                      Scale factor/              p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

 
K1(1270)

-
ντ        (4.7  ± 1.1)x 10

-3
                 433                      

 

 

 τ
-
     g

+
     g

o
      q.p.1   q.p.2  K1(1270)

-
 ντ <18.2 

1776.. 70.0   70.0                     1272   -i14.40  

 -|_    |      |      -o|_    -o| _     o|     -|_  

  |  + +|+    o|o   → _+|o+ → _-|o+  →  -|+  +  |o    

  |     |      |        |       |        |      | 

 

 0|-½  1|2   -1|-1   2-1|1½    2|1½     1|1    1|½ 

 0|-½  0|2    1|0      0|1½    0|1½     0|1    0|½ 

     |            | 

       un-observed 

       particles 

 

A g
+
 and a g

o
  graviton are gravitationally attracted to a tauon, 

combine with it, and form a quasi-particle.  The tauon echon 

knocks the negative o echon up to the +2 state.  The -1 orbital spin 

in the incoming g
o
 graviton knocks over a + echon of the other 

graviton to a - echon.  Thus the second quasi-particle is formed, 

which redivides into a K1(1270)
-
 particle and a tauon neutrino. 

 

                                                                      Scale factor/              p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

K1(1400)
-
ντ                     ( 1.7   ± 2.6   )x 10

-3
     S = 1.7              335 
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 τ-      go      go         q.p.  K1(1400)
-   ντ <18.2 

1776..  70.0    70.0               1403      -i14.40 

-|       |       |        -o| _     o|        -|_  

 |   +  o|o  +  o|o    →  _o|oo →   o|o   +    |o  

 |       |       |          |        |         |  

 

0|-½   -1|-2    1|1      1-1|-1½   1-1|-1      1|½ 

0|-½    0|-2    0|1        0|-1½    -1|-2      0|½ 

     |              _| 

   un-observed particles 

       Two g
o
 gravitons combine with a tauon to form a quasi-

particle, which redivides into a K1(1400)
-
 and a tauon neutrino.  

Straight-forward recombinations.   
                                                                        Scale factor/           p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

          
 ηπ

-
π
0
π
0 
ντ         ( 1.81 ± 0.31)x 10

-4
              746        

 

 τ
-
     g

+
      g

o
       g

-
     g

-
     g

+
          q.p.   

1776.. 70.0    70.0    70.0   70.0   70.0 

-|      |       |       |      |     _|      ___ -|_____       

 |  +  +|+ +   o|o  +  -|- +  -|-    +|+  →  --++o|o++-- → 

 |      |       |       |      |      |           | 

 

0|-½   1|2     1|1    -1|-2  -1|-2   1|2         1|½    

0|-½   0|2     0|1     0|-2   0|-2   0|2         0|½ 

    |                                 ___ | 

        un-observed particles 

                               _ 

   η         π-       π0       π0     ντ <18.2 

 547.86    139...   134...   134...   -i14.40 

   |         |        |       _|_       -|_  

 -+|+-  +   o|   +   -|-   +  +|+  +     |o  

   |         |        |        |         | 

 

1-1|0       0|0      1|0     -1|0_      1|½ 

  0|0       0|0      0|0      0|0       0|½ 

Straight forward recombinations.  
                                                                        Scale factor/           p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

 

 ηπ
-
π

0
π

0
ντ                           ( 1.81 ± 0.31 )x 10

-4
                                     746 
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 τ
-
     g

o-
     g

-
    g

-
     g

-
       q.p.   

1776.. 70.0   70.0  70.0  70.0 

-|    _ |_     |     |     |    __  -|_____      

 |  + -o|o- + -|- + -|- + -|- → ----o|o---- → 

 |      |      |     |     |         | 

 

0|-½   3|2   -1|-2 -1|-2 -1|-2      0|-4½ 

0|-½   0|2    0|-2  0|-2  0|-2      0|-4½ 

     |   un-observed particles  | 

 

   η        π-       π0       π0     ντ <18.2 
 547.86   139...   134...   134...   -i14.40 

   |        |        |        |        -|_  

 -+|+-  +  o|    +  -|-   +  -|-   +    |o  

   |        |        |        |         |  

 

1-1|0_     0|0     _1|0_      1|0_     1|½_ 

 -1|-1    -1|-1    -1|-1     -1|-1    -1|-½ 

 

It takes a lot of positional-kinetic angular momentum to balance 

this mode.  But there are straight forward recombinations.  
                                                                        Scale factor/           p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

 

ηK
-
ντ                             ( 1.52 ± 0.08 )x 10

-4
                              719 

 

 τ
-
     g

o-
      g

+
     q.p.       η       K

-
   ντ <18.2   

1776.. 70.0    70.0             547.86   493.. -i14.40 

-|    _ | _     |     -o| _      |       o|     -|_  

 |  + -o|o-  + +|+  → -+|o+- → -+|+- +   _|      |o    

 |      |       |       |        |        |      |   

 

0|-½   3|2     1|2   4-1|2½    1-1|0     0|0    1|½ 

0|-½   0|2    -1|1     0|2½      1|1     1|1    0|½ 

    |              | 

 un-observed particles 

 

A g
o-

 graviton and a g
+
 graviton combine with a tauon to form a 

quasi-particle, knocking a o echon to the 2 state..  There are 

straight-forward recombinations. 
                                                                        Scale factor/               p     
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τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level     (MeV/c) 

  ηπ
-
π
+
π
-
ν    (2.25 ± 0.13)x 10

-4
        743                 

                 

 τ
-
     g

+
       g

o
       g

o
      g

-
         q.p.   

1776.. 70.0     70.0    70.0    70.0      

-|       |       |       |       |      __ -|____       

 |   +  +|+  +  o|o  +  o|o  +  -|-  →  -+oo|oo+- → 

 |       |       |       |       |          |   

 

0|-½    1|2     1|1    -1|-1   -1|-2     2-2|-½    

0|-½    0|2     0|1     0|-1    0|-2       0|-½ 

     |      un-observed particles_____|                                      

          

   η        π-       π+      π-        ντ <18.2 
 547.86   139...   139...   139...   -i14.40  

   |        |        |        |        -|_  

 -+|+-  +  o|    +   |o   +  o|    +    |o  

   |        |        |        |         |  

 

1-1|0      0|0      0|0      0|0       1|½ 

  0|0      0|0     -1|-1     0|0       0|½ 

 

Four gravitons of various types combine with a tauon to form a 

quasi-particle.  There are straight-forward recombinations. 
 

                                                                         Scale factor/           p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

 

f1(1285)π
-
ντ                         ( 3.9 ± 0.5 )x 10

-4
                                        408 

 f1(1285)π
-
ντ →                ( 1.18 ± 0.07 )x 10

-4
          S=1.3                    -- 

       ηπ-π+π-ντ 
                         

 τ-       go-         go+          q.p.   
1776..   70.0       70.0      

-|      _ |_        _|_       __ -|____     

 |   +  -o|o-  +   +o|o+ →    -+oo|oo+-  → 

 |        |          |            |     

 

0|-½     3|2       -3|-2       3-3|-½    

0|-½     0|2        0|-2         0|-½ 

     |                     | 

      un-observed particles 
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 f1(1285)      π
-    ντ <18.2 

  1281.9     139...  -i14.40  
  _ |          |       -|_  

 -+o|o+-   +  o|   +    |o   → 

    |          |        |  

 

 2-1|1        0|0      1|½_  

   0|1       -1|-1    -1|-½ 

 

 
    η       π-        π+       π-     ντ <18.2 

 547.86   139...   139...   139...   -i14.40  

   |        |        |        |        -|_  

 -+|+-  +  o|    +   |o   +  o|    +    |o  

   |        |        |        |         |  

 

1-1|0      0|0      0|0      0|0      1|½_  

  0|0      0|0      0|0      0|0     -1|-½ 

 

Two different gravitons combine with a tauon to form a quasi-

particle, which first divides into a f1(1285), a pi minus, and a tauon 

neutrino.  The f1(1285) further divides into an eta particle, a pi 

minus, and a pi plus. 
 

                                                                         Scale factor/           p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level   (MeV/c) 

 

h
-
ω≥0neutrals ντ                    ( 2.41 ± 0.09)%              S = 1.2                708 

 h
-
ωντ                                  ( 2.00 ± 0.08)%               S = 1.3                708 

 

 τ
-
     g

+
     g

o
     q.p.1   q.p.2    π

-
   ω(782) ντ<18.2 

1776.. 70.0   70.0                 139... 782.65 -i14.40 

-|      |      |     _-| _    -|      |      |    -|_  

 |  +  +|+  + o|o  → +o|o+ → -o|o+ → o|   + -|+    |o   

 |      |      |       |       |      |      |     |   

 

0|-½   1|2   -1|-1  2-1|1½    2|1½   0|0    1|1   1|½ 

0|-½   0|2    1|0     0|1½    0|1½   0|0    0|1   0|½ 

      |un-observed | 
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Two gravitons combine with a tauon to form a quasi-particle.  The 

minus orbital spin of the g
o
 graviton knocks over a + echon to a - 

echon, forming the second quasi-particle.  Subsequently there are 

straight-forward recombinations, including the ω particle. 
                                                                                 Scale factor/                p     

τ
-
 DECAY MODE          Fraction (Γi/Γ)   Confidence level     (MeV/c) 

 

 h
-
ωπ

0
ντ                              ( 4.1 ± 0.4 )x 10

-3
                                          684 

  h
-
ω2π

0
ντ                             ( 1.4 ± 0.5 )x 10

-4
                                          644 

 

These two modes are similar to the above decay scheme, except 

there are additional one or two g
+
 gravitons with -1 positional-

kinetic angular momentum coming in, and one or two π
0
s with +1 

positional-kinetic angular momentum going out. 

 
More Decay Modes are listed in J. Beringer et al. (Particle Data 

Group), PR D86, 010001 (2012) and 2013 partial update for the 

2014 edition (URL:http://pdg.lbl.gov) 
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NEUTRINOS 

 

  νe J = ½  
 

 The following results are obtained using neutrinos associated with 

e
+
 or e

-
. 

 

Mass m < 3 eV.  Interpretation of tritium beta decay experiments is 

complicated by anomalies near the endpoint, and the limits are not 

without ambiguity.      

  Mean life/mass, τ/mν > 7 x 10
9
 s/eV   (solar) 

  Mean life/mass, τ/mνe > 300 s/eV, CL = 90%  (reactor) 

  Magnetic moment μ < 1.0 x 10
-10

 μB, CL = 90% 

  

 Masses listed with the neutrinos below are from the calculations in 

Chapter 18. 

 
          νe                        νe 
      -i0.525 eV               -i0.525 eV 

         

          |                         |_  

          |o                        |o  

         -|           or           +| , 

 

         1|½                      -1|-½ 

          |                         | 

 

depending on whether the electron neutrino has up or down spin.  

The down spin alternative will be taken as valid as well as the up 

spin alternative in all the data.  For brevity, however, only the net 

positive spin alternatives are presented in most cases.   
 

  νμ      J = ½ 

 

     Mass m < 0.19 MeV, CL = 90% 

  Mean life/mass, τ/mν > 15.4 s/eV, CL = 90% 

  Magnetic moment μ < 6.8 x 10
-10

 μB, CL = 90% 
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           νμ                          

        <0.19 MeV 

        -i1.642  MeV                                 
          |_                            

         -|o                            

          |                             

 

         1|½                           

          |                          

 
 

  ντ J = ½  
 

  Mass m < 18.2 MeV, CL = 95% 

  Magnetic moment μ < 3.9 x 10
-7

 μB, CL = 90% 

  Electric dipole moment d < 5.2 x 10
-17

 e cm, CL = 95% 

 

          ντ                         

        <18.2 MeV 

        -i14.40 MeV   

         -|_                          

          |o                          

          |                           

 

         1|½                         

          |    

 

 

__________________ 
 
 [1]  J. Beringer et al (Particle Data Group) PR D86, 010001 
(2012) and 2013 partial update for the 2014 edition (URL: 
http://pdg.lbl.gov). 
 
 [2]  SUMMARY TABLES OF PARTICLE PROPERTIES, January 
1 1998, Particle Data Group,  as quoted by CRC Handbook of 

http://pdg.lbl.gov/
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Chemistry and Physics, 80th Edition, David R. Lide, Ph.D, Editor in 
Chief  (Boca Raton: CRC Press, 1999), pp. 11-3 to 11-5. 
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Chapter 10 

 

Chonomic Structure Code Lists 

 

Structure of Known Particles 

 

       The quark and lepton model of particle physics divides 

charges in quarks to ±2e/3 and ±e/3.  The electrino model of 

particles does not do that.  Instead, it divides charges in electrinos 

to ±e, ±e/2, ±e/4, and ±e/8.  The electrino model of particle physics 

does not hold that the quark and lepton model of particle physics is 

correct.  Nevertheless, to facilitate cross referencing with the 

existing data, this volume will employ quark model titles and 

classifications in the subsequent classification of particles. 

 The chonomic structures and decay schemes contained in the 

following material are the author's, but the particle data come from 

[1].  "In this Summary Table: 

 "When a quantity has '(S = ...)' to its right, the error on the 

quantity has been enlarged by the 'scale factor' S, defined as 

 

         S N  2
1/ ,  

 

where N is the number of measurements used in calculating the 

quantity.  We do this when S > 1, which often indicates that the 

measurements are inconsistent.  When S > 1.25, we also show in 

the Particle Listings an ideogram of the measurements. . . . 

 "A decay momentum p is given for each decay mode.  For a 2-

body decay, p is the momentum of each decay product in the rest 

frame of the decaying particle.  For a 3-or-more-body decay, p is 

the largest momentum any of the products can have in this frame."  

[2] 

 To understand how to read and interpret chonomic structures 

and decay schemes, see Chapters 3-8.   
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 For gravitons, the mass designations in the chonomic 

representations are 70.0 MeV.  This is a derived result in this 

volume in Chapter 19.  In Chapter 18, the masses of neutrinos are 

derived to be negative imaginary values, and positive imaginary 

values for anti-neutrinos.  Experimental values of m
2
 for neutrinos 

are also negative, indicating imaginary mass values for neutrinos 

(See note at end of this Chapter.)    

       Just as there is more than one way to skin a cat, there is more 

than one possible way to balance some decay schemes.  For 

instance, the number of required incoming gravitons can vary, in 

some cases, depending on whether g
o
, g

+
, and g

-
 gravitons are 

employed, without incoming positional-kinetic angular 

momentum, or g
o+

 and g
o-

 gravitons are employed, with positional-

kinetic angular momentum.  Also unobserved incoming π
0
s could 

be employed to balance decay schemes, though that is not 

necessary in this chapter.  There are other flexible parameters in 

these decay schemes.  Often the author just had to pick one 

example to solve the decay scheme.  The following decay schemes 

illustrate a variety of ways to solve the problems.  For a more 

advanced Summary Table, the various decay modes would have to 

be summed over the various possible pathways, to determine more 

fundamental quantities, such as populations of various graviton 

types. 

 In this chapter are listed state numbers with each chonomic 

structure.  There is not room for them in Chapter 9.  The state 

levels in this work, if not obvious to the investigator, may be 

obtained by looking up the particles in this chapter. 
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GAUGE AND HIGGS BOSONS  
 

  γ                                   I(J
PC

) = 0,1(1
- - 

) 

 

     Mass m < 1 x 10
-18

 eV 

     Charge q < 5 x 10
-35

 e 

     Mean life τ = Stable 
                              γ 
            0 

                 2    ●|● 

                 1     |_                          

                 0     | 

 

            ±1|±1 

                       | 

 

g       I(J
P
) = 0(1

–
) 

 or gluon     

          Mass m = 0 

                    SU(3) color octet 

 Gluons are not necessary when electrinos replace quarks. 
 

  W     J = 1  
     Charge = ±1 e 

     Mass m = 80.385 ± 0.015 GeV 

     mZ - mW = 10.4 ± 1.6 GeV 

     mW+ - mW- = -0.2 ± 0.6 GeV 

     Full width Γ = 2.085 ± 0.021 GeV 

     <Nπ
±
> = 15.70 ± 0.35 

     <NK
±
> = 2.20 ± 0.19 

     <Np> = 0.92 ± 0.14 

     <Ncharged> = 19.39 ± 0.08 
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                W                        

                ?  

         5     _|o 

         4     _|_ 

         3     _|_ 

         2     _|_                          

         1     +|+           

         0      |  ,                      

 

             1-1|1      

                |                        
 

_______________________________________________________________  

 

 

  Z                                         J = 1 

    Charge = 0 

    Mass m = 91.1876 ± 0.0021 GeV 

    Full width Γ = 2.4952 ± 0.0023 GeV 

 
            Z                         

            ?   

       5   +|+ 

       4   _|_ 

       3   _|_ 

       2    |_                         

       1    |_          

       0    | ,                                           

 

         ½-½|1       

            |                        
________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 Higgs Bosons – H
0
 and H

± 
 

  

 Boson
0
 Mass m = 125.9 ± 0.4  GeV  
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      A high energy boson has been found.  The author believes it 

will be found not to have Higgs Boson properties—that is, it will 

not define the masses of all particles.  The masses of particles are 

not defined by any one boson, but are self defined from first 

principles by each particle according to their unique orbital radii.  

     Nevertheless, in the Preface, the author calculated the mass of 

the H
0
, H

+
, and H

-
.  They are much higher than the mass of the 

boson discovered at CERN LHC.  But the true Higgs bosons 

should exist, and are a link between the Standard Model of Physics 

and the Electrino Fusion Model of Physics. 

 

Unknown heavy or light bosons, searches for, are not covered in 

this chapter.  This chapter covers known particles. 

      Citation:  J. Beringer et al.  (Particle Data Group), PR D86, 

010001 (2012) and 2013 partial update for the 2014 edition (URL:  

http://pdg.lbl.gov) 
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LEPTONS 

 

  e       J = ½  
   Mass m = (548.57990946 ± 0.00000022) x 10

–6
 u 

   Mass m = 0.510998928 ± 0.000000011 MeV 

   |me
+
 - me

-
|/m < 8 x 10

-9
, CL = 90%                         

   | |/q q e x
e e
  


4 10

8  

   Magnetic moment anomaly 

    (g-2)/2 = 1159.65218076 ± 0.00000027) x 10
-6 

      g g g x
e e average    


/ . .05 21 10

12  

   Electric dipole moment d < 10.5 x 10
-28

 ecm, CL = 90% 

   Mean life τ > 4.6 x 10
26

 yr, CL = 90% 
 

                  e 

       Above measured mass is one input in model.               
          2       |_  

          1       |_  

          0      -| 

 

                 0|-½ 

                  |                                        
 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 μ         J = ½  
   Mass m = 105.6583715 ± 0.0000035 MeV 

                = 0.1134289267 ± 0.0000000029 u 

   Mean life τ = (2.1969811 ± 0.0000022) x 10
–6

 s   

   Magnetic moment anomaly (g-2)/2 = 11659209 ± 6) x 10
-10
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                   μ 

              105.671 336 

              2     |_  

              1    -|_  

              0     | 

 

                   0|-½ 

                    |                      

____________________________________________ 

 

  τ         J = ½  
   Mass m = 1776.82 ± 0.16 MeV 

                τ 

                1747.03 MeV  

              2    -|_  

              1     |_  

              0     | 

 

                   0|-½ 

                    | 
_____________________________________________________ 

 
NEUTRINOS 

 

 νe         J = ½ 

              Mass m <225 eV   95 CL% 

           νe     

              -i0.525 eV 

              2     |_  

              1     |o  

              0    -| 

   

                   1|½ 

                    | 
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νμ      J = ½  
                   Mass m <0.19 MeV 90 CL% 

                                   νμ  

                -i1.642  MeV      

               2     |_  

               1    -|o  

               0     | 

 

                    1|½ 

                     | 

 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 ντ          J = ½ 

                       Mass m <18.2MeV 95 CL%  

                     ντ  

                -i14.40 MeV              

               2    -|_  

               1     |o  

               0     | 

 

                    1|½ 

                     | 

 

 

QUARKS 

 

No formulation of quarks in the electrino system. 

 
 

 

 

ELECTRINOS 

 

The chonomic system is for whole particles not electrinos, except 

for dots and anti-dots.  For a treatise on the sizes and masses of 

electrinos, see Electrino Physics, Draft 2, Chapter 6, Section II E. 
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LIGHT UNFLAVORED MESONS 

(S = C = B = 0) 

 

 π±        IG(JP) = 1–(0–)  
   Mass m = 139.57018 ± 0.00035 MeV      (S = 1.2) 

 
                  π

+
 

            140.212 610 1 MeV 

            2     |_  

            1     |o  

            0     | 

 

                 0|0 

                  | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 π0       IG(JPC) = 1–(0–+)    
   Mass m = 134.9766 ± 0.0006 MeV        (S = 1.1) 

 
                  π

0
 

                          MeV 

            2     |_  

            1    -|-  

            0     |  

 

                 1|0 

                  | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 η        IG(JPC) = 0+(0–+) 

   Mass m = 547.862 ± 0.018 MeV 
                  η 

              548.008 806 MeV 
           2      |__   

           1    -+|+-   

           0      | 

 

             1½-1½|0 

                  | 

_____________________________________________________ 
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  f0(500)                     IG(JPC) = 0+(0++) 

  or σ 

    

   Mass m = (400-550) MeV 
              f0(500) 

                ? MeV 

          2     |_  

          1    o|o  

          0     |  

 

             ½-½|0 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 ρ(770)±    IG(JPC) = 1+(1– –)            
   Mass m = 775.26 ± 0.25 MeV     
 

                 ρ
+
 

                 ?    

            2   _|__   

            1   -|o-   

            0    | 

 

              1-1|-1 

                 | 

 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 ρ(770)0    IG(JPC) = 1+(1– –)  
   Mass m = 775.26 ± 0.25 MeV    (S = 1.8) 
 

                 ρ
0
 

            

            2  _ |__   

            1  -o|o-   

            0    | 

 

              2-1|-1 

                 | 

________________________________________________________________ 
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 ω(782)                     IG(JPC) = 0–(1– –) 

       

   Mass m = 782.65 ± 0.12 MeV    (S = 1.9) 

 
              ω(782) 

                ?    

           2    |_  

           1   -|+  

           0    | 

 

               1|1 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 η’(958 )    IG(JPC) = 0+(0–+)  
   Mass m = 957.78 ± 0.06 MeV     
 

               η’(958) 

                 ?    

           2  _ _|___   

           1  -+o|o+-   

           0     | 

 

            1½-1½|0 

                 | 

 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

f0(980)     IG(JPC) = 0+(0+ +)  
   Mass m = 990 ± 20 MeV              
 

               f0(980)
 

 
                 ?    

            2   -|-  

            1   -|- 

            0    | 

 

             2½-½|0 

                 | 

________________________________________________________________ 
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 a0(980)                     IG(JPC) = 1–(0+ +) 

       

   Mass m = 980 ± 20 MeV       (S = 1.5)             

 
              a0(980) 

                ?   

          2     |___    

          1   -+|o+-    

          0     | 

 

           1½-1½|0 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 φ(1020 )    IG(JPC) = 0-(1- -)    
   Mass m = 1019.455 ± 0.020 MeV      (S =1.1)     
 

               φ(1020 ) 
                 ?     

          2   __ |___   

          1   -+o|o+- 

          0      | 

 

              2-1|1 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 h1(1170)                     IG(JPC) = 0-(1+-) 

   Mass m = 1170 ± 20 MeV              
 

               h1(1170)
 

 
                 ?    

           2   __|__   

           1   -o|o- 

           0     | 

 

            1½-1½|-1 

                 | 

_______________________________________________________________ 
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 b1(1235)                     IG(JPC) = 1+(1+ -) 

       

   Mass m = 1229.5 ± 3.2 MeV    (S = 1.6) 

 
              b1(1235) 

                ?    

            2   |__   

            1  -|o+   

            0   | 

 

            1½-½|1 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 a1(1260 )    IG(JPC) = 1-(1++)  
   Mass m = 1230 ± 40 MeV     
 

               a1(1260 ) 
                 ?     

           2     |o    

           1    o|o   

           0     | 

 

             1½-½|1 

                 | 

____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 f2(1270)     IG(JPC) = 0+(2++)  
   Mass m = 1275.1 ± 1.2 MeV      (S = 1.1)              
 

               f2(1270)
 

 
                ?     

           2    -|-_    

           1   -o|o-   

           0     | 

 

            1½-1½|-2 

                 | 

_______________________________________________________________ 
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 f1(1285)                     IG(JPC) = 0+(1+ +) 

       

   Mass m = 1281.9 ± 0.5 MeV    (S = 1.8) 

 
              f1(1285) 

                ?    

          2   _-|-_   

          1   -o|o-   

          0     |  

 

             2-1|-1 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 η(1295 )    IG(JPC) = 0+(0-+)  
   Mass m = 1294 ± 4 MeV      (S = 1.6)     
 

               η(1295 ) 
                 ?  

           2  __-|-__   

           1  -+o|o+-   

           0     | 

 

              2-1|0 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 π(1300)     IG(JPC) = 1-(0-+)  
   Mass m = 1300 ± 100 MeV              
 

               π(1300) 
 
                ?   

          2      |o    

          1     o|o    

          0      | 

 

              1-1|0 

                 | 

________________________________________________________________ 
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 a2(1320)                     IG(JPC) = 1-(2+ +) 

       

   Mass m = 1318.3 ± 0.6 MeV    (S = 1.2) 

 
             a2(1320) 

                ?    

          2     |o_       

          1   -o|o-   

          0     | 

 

             1-2|-2 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 f0(1370 )    IG(JPC) = 0+(0++)  
   Mass m = 1200 to 1500 MeV     
 

               f0(1370 ) 
                 ?     

          2    _-|-__    

          1   -+o|o+-   

          0      |  

 

              2-1|0 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

1(1400)                   IG(JPC) = 1-(1-+) 

                         Mass m =1354 ± 25 MeV      (S = 1.8) 

 

                                  1 1400  

                                            ? 
         2     ___|o__ 

         1     -+o|o+- 

         0        | 

 

               2-1|1       

                  | 

 

_______________________________________________________________ 
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η(1405 )    IG(JPC) = 0+(0-+)   
   Mass m = 1408.8 ± 1.8 MeV      (S = 2.1)     
 

                η(1405 ) 
                  ?       

            2  __+|+__  

            1  -+o|o+- 

            0     | 

 

               1-2|0 

                  | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 f1(1420)     IG(JPC) = 0+(1++)  
   Mass m = 1426.4 ± 0.9 MeV     (S = 1.1) 
 

               f1(1420)
 

 
                 ?    

           2   _ -|-__  

           1   -+o|o+-  

           0      | 

 

             1½-1½|-1 

                  | 

 

 

 

 

 ω(1420)                     IG(JPC) = 0-(1- -) 

       

   Mass m = 1400 - 1450 MeV              

 
             ω(1420) 

                ?    

         2    _ |__   

         1    -o|o+   

         0      |  

 

             1-2|-1 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 
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 a0(1450)     IG(JPC) = 1-(0++)  
   Mass m = 1474 ± 19 MeV      
 

              a0(1450)
 

 
                ?   

           2   __|o__   

           1  -+o|o+-  

           0     | 

 

            1½-1½|0 

                 | 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 

 ρ(1450)                     IG(JPC) = 1+(1- -) 

       

   Mass m = 1465 ± 25 MeV              

 
             ρ(1450) 

                ?  

           2  _ |o_    

           1  -o|o-    

           0    | 

 

           1½-1½|-1 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

η(1475 )    IG(JPC) = 0+(0-+)   
 

   Mass m = 1476 ± 4 MeV      (S = 1.3)     
 

               η(1475 ) 
                 ?     

            2  __|o__  

            1 -+o|o+- 

            0    |  

 

            1½-1½|0 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 
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 f0(1500 )    IG(JPC) = 0+(0++)  
   Mass m = 1505 ± 6 MeV    (S = 1.3) 
 

               f0(1500 ) 
                 ?     

        2       +|+_    

        1      -o|o-   

        0        |  

 

            1½-1½|0 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 f2'(1525)     IG(JPC) = 0+(2++)       
   Mass m = 1525 ± 5 MeV               
 

              f2'(1525)
 

 
                ?   

           2    -|-_     

           1   -o|o-    

           0     |  

 

            1½-1½|-2 

                 | 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 

 

1(1600)                   IG(JPC) = 1-(1-+) 

                         Mass m = 1662+8
-9 MeV 

                                 1 1600  

                          ? 
         2       -|-_  

         1       -|o- 

         0        | 

 

               2-1|-1       

                  | 

 

________________________________________________________________                                  
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η2(1645 )    IG(JPC) = 0+(2-+)  
   Mass m = 1617 ± 5 MeV           
 

               η(1645 ) 
                 ?  

           2    -|-_   

           1    o|o_   

           0     | 

 

              1-2|-2 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 ω(1650)                     IG(JPC) = 0-(1- -) 

       

   Mass m = 1670 ± 30 MeV       

 
             ω(1650) 

                ?  

          2   __| _    

          1   -o|o+    

          0     | 

 

             1-2|-1 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 ω3(1670 )    IG(JPC) = 0-(3--) 

          Mass m = 1667 ± 4 MeV             
 

               ω3(1670 ) 
                 ?     

          2     o|o    

          1     -|+    

          0      | 

 

               -3|-3 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 
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π2(1670)     IG(JPC) = 1-(2-+)  
   Mass m = 1672.2 ± 3.0 MeV               
 

              π2(1670)
 

 
                 ?  

           2    -|o-   

           1    o|o_  

           0     | 

 

               -1|-2 

                 | 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

 φ(1680)                     IG(JPC) = 0-(1- -) 

       

   Mass m = 1680 ± 20 MeV              

 
             φ(1680) 

                ?  

           2 __-|-__  

           1 -+o|o+- 

           0    |   

 

           1½-1½|-1 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

ρ3(1690 )    I
G
(J

PC
) = 1

+
(3

--
)  

   Mass m = 1688.8 ± 2.1 MeV     
 

               ρ3(1690 ) 
                 ?       

            2   -|-_   

            1   -|o-  

            0    |   

 

              1-2|-3 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 
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 ρ(1700)     I
G
(J

PC
) = 1

+
(1

--
)  

   Mass m = 1720 ± 20 MeV               
 

              ρ(1700)
 

 
                ?   

           2    -|-     

           1     |o   

           0     |  

 

              1-1|-1 

                 | 

 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 

 f0(1710)                     IG(JPC) = 0+(0+ +) 

       

   Mass m = 1720 ± 6 MeV    (S = 1.6) 

 
              fj(1710) 

                ?   

        2     _o|o_    

1     -+|+-   
        0       | 

 

           1½-1½|0 

                | 

____________________________________________________ 

  

 

 π(1800 )    IG(JPC) = 1-(0-+)  
   Mass m = 1812 ± 12 MeV     (S = 2.3) 
 

               π(1800 ) 
                 ?   

        2        |o_    

        1      -+|+-   

        0        | 

 

            1½-1½|0 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 
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φ3(1850)     IG(JPC) = 0-(3- -)  
   Mass m = 1854 ± 7 MeV              
 

               φ3(1850)
 

 
                ?   

           2    -|- 

           1    o|o 

           0     |  

 

             ½-2½|-3 

                 | 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

π2(1880)     IG(JPC) = 1-(2- +)  
   Mass m = 1895 ± 16 MeV              
               φ3(1880)

 

 
                ?   

         2     __|__  

         1     _-|o- 

         0      -|-  

 

            1½-1½|-2 

                 | 

______________________________________________________ 

 

f2(1950)                     IG(JPC) = 0+(2+ +) 

       

   Mass m = 1944 ± 12 MeV       (S = 1.5) 
 

              f2(1950) 

                ?   

         2     -|-_   

         1    -o|o- 

         0      |    

 

           1½-1½|-2 

                | 

______________________________________________________ 
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f2(2010) appears to be the same particle as f2(1950). 

 

 f2(2010)                     IG(JPC) = 0+(2+ +) 

       

   Mass m = 
60

802011


 MeV 

 

              f2(2010) 

                ?   

          2   -o|o-   

          1    -|-_ 

          0     |    

 

           1½-1½|-2 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 a4(2040 )    IG(JPC) = 1-(4++)  
   Mass m = 1996+10

-9 MeV         (S = 1.1)      
 

               a4(2040 ) 
                 ?     

         2     -o|o-     Appears to be the same as 

         1     _-|-_     f4(2050). 

         0       | 

 

             ½-2½|-4 

                 | 

____________________________________________________ 

 

 

f4(2050)     IG(JPC) = 0+(4+ +)  
   Mass m = 2018 ± 11 MeV    (S = 2.1)              
 

               f4(2050)
 

 
                ?   

        2      -o|o-        Appears to be the same as  
        1      _-|-_        a4(2040). 

        0        | 

 

             ½-2½|-4 

                 | 

______________________________________________________________ 
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 f2(2300)                     IG(JPC) = 0+(2+ +) 

   Mass m = 2297 ± 28 MeV 
              f2(2300) 

                ?   

        2     -o|o-    This appears to be the same as 
        1     -+|+-    f2(2340). 

        0       |  

 

             1-2|-2 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

f2(2340 )    IG(JPC) = 0+(2++)       This appears to be the identical  

   Mass m = 2339 ± 60 MeV       particle as f2(2300).  It has the 

                 ?             same characteristics, the same 

          2    -o|o-           decay products, and the mass                                                                                 

   1    -+|+-           of f2(2300) is within the error            

          0      |              bar of the mass of f2(2340). 
 

              1-2|-2 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

STRANGE MESONS 

(S = ± 1, C = B = 0) 

   

 K±     I(JP) = ½(0-)  
   Mass m = 493.677 ± 0.016 MeV    (S = 2.8)              
 

                 K
+
     

 

 
          493.401 002 8 MeV                

           2     |o  

           1     |_  

           0     |    

 

                0|0 

                 | 

________________________________________________________________ 
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KS

0
                             I(J

P) = ½(0-) 

   Mass m = 497.614 ± 0.024 MeV      (S = 1.6)     

 

                KS

0
              

                ?    

          2    -|-  

          1    _|_ 

          0     |    

 

               1|0 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 K L

0
            I(JP) = ½(0-) 

 
   Mass m = 497.614 ± 0.024 MeV      (S = 1.6)      
 

                  K L

0
 

                 ? 

            2   -|_  

            1   _|- 

            0    |  

 

                1|0 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

K*(892)±     I(JP) = ½(1-)  
   Mass m = 891.66 ± 0.26 MeV              
 

               K*(892)
+ 

 
                ?     

            2    |o  

            1   -|- 

            0    |  

 

              1-1|-1 

                 | 

 

 

_______________________________________________________________ 
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K*(892)0                     I(JP) = ½(1-) 

       

   Mass m = 895.81 ± 0.19 MeV    (S = 1.4) 

 
              K*(892)

0
 

                ?    

          2     |o  

          1    o|_ 

          0     |   

 

              -1|-1 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

K1(1270 )    I(JP) = ½(1+)  
   Mass m = 1272 ± 7 MeV      
 

               K1(1270 ) 
                 ?     

           2   _ |o  

           1   -o|+ 

           0     | 

 

              1-2|-1 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

K1(1400)     I(JP) = ½(1+)  
   Mass m = 1403 ± 7 MeV              
 

               K1(1400)
 

 
                ?   

          2     _|o   

          1    -o|- 

          0      |  

            1½-1½|-1 

                 | 

______________________________________________________________ 
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K*(1410)                    I(JP) = ½(1-) 

       

   Mass m = 1414 ± 15 MeV    (S = 1.3) 

 
              K*(1410) 

                ?  

        2      o|o  

        1      -|- 

        0       |  

 

           1½-1½|-1 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

K0

*
(1430)       

         I(JP) = ½(0+) 
 
   Mass m = 1425 ± 50 MeV      

               K0

*
(1430) 

                 ?   

           2    _|o  

           1   -o|-  

           0     |  

 

              2-1|0 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

K2 1430
*
( )

                       I(JP) = ½(2+) 
 
   Mass m = 1425.6 ± 1.5 MeV     (S = 1.1)             
 

             K2 1430
*
( )

  

 
                ?    

           2    -|o-    

           1    -|-_  

           0     | 

 

            1½-1½|-2 

                 | 

 

________________________________________________________________ 
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K2

0
1430

*
( )                      I(JP) = ½(2+) 

       

   Mass m = 1432.4 ± 1.3 MeV     

             K2

0
1430

*
( )           

                ?    

        2     _-|o-     

        1     -o|-_  

        0       | 

 

           1½-1½|-2 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

K*(1680 )    I(JP) = ½(1-)  
   Mass m = 1717 ± 27 MeV      (S = 1.4) 
 

               K* (1680 ) 
                 ?     

        2      _o|o_    

        1      -o|o-  

        0        | 

 

            1½-1½|-1 

                 | 

 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

K2(1770)     I(JP) = ½(2-)  
   Mass m = 1773 ± 8 MeV              
 

               K2(1770)
 

 
                 ?  

        2      _o|o_    

        1      -o|o-  

        0        | 

 

              1-2|-2 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 
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 K3 1780
*
( )                      I(JP) = ½(3-) 

       

   Mass m = 1776 ± 7 MeV      (S = 1.1) 

 

             K3 1780
*
( )          

               ?    

        2      _|o   

        1     -o|- 

        0       |  

 

            ½-2½|-3 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 K2(1820 )    I(JP) = ½(2-) 

  

   Mass m = 1816 ± 13 MeV       
 

               K2 (1820 ) 
                 ?     

        2       _|o  

        1      -o|- 

        0        | 

 

              1-2|-2 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

K4 2045
*
( )      I(JP) = ½(4+) 

 
   Mass m = 2045 ± 9 MeV        (S = 1.1)      
 

             K4 2045
*
( )  

 
                ?   

          2    -o|o-        

          1    -o|o-   

          0      |   

 

             ½-2½|-4 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 
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CHARMED MESONS 

(C = ± 1) 

 

 D±        I(JP) = ½(0–)  
   Mass m = 1869.62 ± 0.15 MeV      (S = 1.1) 

 
                  D

+
 

          1937.720 965 MeV         

          3      _|o 

   2       |_ 

          1       |_  

          0       |  

 

                 0|0 

                  | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 D0      I(JP) = ½(0–)  
   Mass m = 1864.86 ± 0.13 MeV     (S = 1.1) 

 
                  D

0
 

          3      -|-                 

          2      _|_ 

          1       |_  

          0       |  

 

                 1|0 

                  | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

D*(2007)0  I(JP) = ½(1–)     I, J, P need confirmation 

     Mass m = 2006.99 ± 0.15 MeV      
               D*(2007)

0
 

3     -|- 

  2      _|_ 

          1      -|-  

          0       |  

 

               2-1|-1 

                  | 

 

_____________________________________________________ 
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 D*(2010)±                   I(JP) = ½(1-)     I, J, P need confirmation. 

       

   Mass m = 2010.29 ± 0.13 MeV      (S = 1.1) 

 
             D*(2010)

+
       

 
 

                ?     

   3       |o  
  2    _|_ 

          1    -|-  

          0     |  
 

             1-1|-1 

                | 
_____________________________________________________ 

 

 D1(2420 )0    I(JP) = ½(1+)     I, J, P need confirmation. 

  

   Mass m = 2421.4 ± 0.6 MeV     (S = 1.2)  
 

               D1 (2420 )0
 

                 ?       

3       -|- 
 2      _|_ 

         1      o|o  

         0       | 

 

            1½-1½|-1 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

D2

0
2460

*
( )        I(JP) = ½(2+)     JP = 2+ assignment strongly favored. 

 
   Mass m = 2462.6 ± 0.6 MeV    (S = 1.2)             
 

              D2

0
2460

*
( )  

 
                ?     

3    -|- 

  2     _|_ 

          1     -|-  

          0      |  

 

            1½-1½|-2 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 
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D2 2460
*
( )


        I(JP) = ½(2+)     JP = 2+ assignment strongly favored. 

         Mass m = 2464.3 ± 1.6 MeV      (S = 1.7) 

             D2 2460
*
( )


                  

                ?    

         3      |o  

         2     -|-  

1     -|-  

0      | 

 

           1½-1½|-2 

________________|___________________________________ 

 

CHARMED, STRANGE MESONS 

(C = S =  ± 1) 

 

 DS
±            I(JP) = 0(0-)     

 was F± 

   Mass m = 1968.50 ± 0.32 MeV     (S = 1.3)  

                  DS
+        

                 ?        

3   _|o 

2  o|_ 

1  -|- 

0   | 

 

           2-1|0 

              | 

_____________________________________________________ 

  

 DS

*
     I(JP) = 0(??)     JP is natural, width and decay modes consistent with 1– 

 
   Mass m = 2112.3 ± 0.5 MeV    (S = 1.1)             

              
   DS

*

 

                 ?     
    3   |o  

2  -|- 

1    -|- 

           0    |  

 

              2-1|-1 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 
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*

0 (2317)sD

     I(JP) = 0(0+)     J, P need confirmation. 

   Mass m = 2317.8 ± 0.6 MeV      (S = 1.1) 

            
*

0 (2317)sD

 

                ?   

3    o|o 
2    _|_ 
1    _|_ 
0     | 

 

           ½-½|0 

______________|____________________________________  

1(2460)sD

     I(JP) = 0(1+)     

   Mass m = 2459.6 ± 0.6 MeV      (S = 1.1) 
            DS1(2460)

±
 

                ?   

          3    _|o 

          2    -|- 

          1    _|_    

   0     | 

 

             1-1|-1 

                | 

_____________________________________________________  

 

 Ds1(2536)±                     I(JP) = 0(1+)     J, P need confirmation. 

   Mass m = 2535.12 ± 0.13 MeV 
            Ds1(2536)

+
      

      
 

                ? 

          3    o|o    

          2     |o 

          1    -|- 

          0     |   

 

           1½-1½|-1 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 
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D*s2(2573)   I(JP) = 0(??)    JP is natural, width and decay  

   Mass m = 2571.9 ± 0.8 MeV      modes consistent with 2+.         
              DsJ(2573

 
)
+  

    

                 ?       

3    o|o 

2    o|o 

1    _|_   

0  | 

 

          ½-2½|-2 

              | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

BOTTOM MESONS 

(B = ±1)  
 

 

B±     I(JP) = ½(0-)     I, J, P need confirmation.  Quantum  

   Mass m = 5279.26 ± 0.17 MeV       numbers shown are quark- 

                    B
+
              model predictions. 

 
                ? 

           4    _|o 

           3     |_ 

           2     |_  

           1     |_   

           0     |    

 

                0|0 

                 | 

 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 B0           I(JP) = ½(0-)  I, J, P need confirmation.  Quantum numbers shown are 

   Mass m = 5279.58 ± 0.17 MeV          quark-model predictions. 
                 B

0
      

      
 

                ?   

           4   -|- 

           3   _|_ 

           2    |_  

           1    |_  

           0    |    

 

               1|0 

 _______________|____________________________________                
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 B*           I(JP) = ½(1-)  I, J, P need confirmation.  Quantum numbers shown are 

   Mass m =5325.1\2 ± 0.4 MeV            quark-model predictions.         
                  B* 

                 ? 

         4      _|o     

         3       |_ 

         2       |_   

         1      -|-  

         0       |  

 

              1-1|-1 

_________________|___________________________________  

 
0

1(5721)B     I(JP) = ½(1+)  I, J, P need confirmation.   

   Mass m =5723.5 ± 2.0 MeV               (S = 1.1)      

               
0

1(5721)B  

                 ? 

          4     o|o     

          3     _|_ 

          2      |_   

          1     -|-  

          0      |  

 

            1½-1½|-1 

_________________|___________________________________ 

 

* 0

2 (5747)B        I(JP) = 1/2(2+)     I, J, P need confirmation.    

   Mass m = 5743.9 ± 5  MeV            (S = 2.9)   

                
* 0

2 (5747)B  

 
                ? 

          4     o|o    

          3     _|_ 

          2     o|o   

          1     -|-  

          0      |  

 

                3|2 

_________________|___________________________________ 
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                        BOTTOM, STRANGE MESONS 

(B = ±1, S = ∓1)   

BS

0
  I(JP) = 0(0-)     I, J, P need confirmation.  Quantum numbers  

   Mass m = 5366.77 ± 0.24 MeV     shown are quark-model            

                   BS

0
              predictions. 

 
                ? 

            4   _|o    

            3   _|_ 

            2   o|_   

            1   _|_ 

            0    |    

 

              ½-½|0 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

*

sB      I(JP) = 0(1-)     I, J, P need confirmation.  Quantum numbers  

   Mass m = 5415.4 ± 2.4 MeV     shown are quark-model            

                   
*

SB               predictions. 

 
                 ? 

          4     -|-   

          3     _|_ 

          2     -|-   

          1     _|_  

          0      |     

 

                3|1 

_________________|___________________________________ 

 

 
0

1(5830)sB          I(JP) = ½(1+)     I, J, P need confirmation.    

   Mass m = 5828.7 ± 0.4 MeV                 

               0

1(5830)sB               
 

 
                ? 

            4   o|o 

            3   _|_ 

            2   -|-   

            1   _|_  

            0    |    

 

            1½-1½|-1 

_________________|___________________________________ 
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* 0

2 (5840)sB             I(JP) = ½(2+)     I, J, P need confirmation.    

   Mass m = 5839.96 ± 0.20 MeV                 

               0

1(5840)sB               
 

 
                ?  

            4   o|o 

            3   _|_ 

            2   -|-   

            1   -|-  

            0    |    

 

            1½-1½|-2 

_________________|___________________________________ 

                               BOTTOM, CHARMED MESONS 

                                                (B = C = ± 1) 

cB


              I(JP) = 0(0- )   I, J, P need confirmation.  Quantum numbers shown    

   Mass m = 6.2745 ± 0.0018 MeV      are quark-model predictions.           

                   cB

          

 

 
                ? 

            4   _|o 

            3   -|- 

            2   _|_  

            1    |_ 

            0    |   

 

             1½-½|0 

                 | 

_________________ __________________________________ 

                                                  cc  MESONS 

 

 ηc(1S)     IG(JPC) = 0+(0–+)  
   Mass m = 2983.7 ± 0.7 MeV      (S = 1.4) 

 
                 ηc(1S)  

 
 

                  ? 

             3  _o|o_ 

             2  _ |o_ 

             1  -+|+-   

             0    |  

 

             1½-1½|0 

                  | 

_____________________________________________________ 
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 J/ψ(1S)       IG(JPC) = 0-(1- -)  
   Mass m = 3096.916 ± 0.011 MeV      

 
                J/ψ(1S) 

                  ? 

            3    o|o      

            2     |o 

            1    -|+  

            0     | 

 

               1-2|-1 

                  | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

  χc0(1P)     IG(JPC) = 0+(0++)      

     Mass m = 3414.75 ± 0.31 MeV      
                χc0(1P)       

 
 

                  ? 

             3   o|o     

             2   o|o 

             1    |_ 

             0    |  

 

             1½-1½|0 

                  | 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 χc1(1P)                       IG(JPC) = 0+(1++) 

       

   Mass m = 3510.66 ± 0.07 MeV     

 
              χc1(1P) 

                ? 

         3     o|o    

         2     o|o  

         1     -|-   

         0      | 

 

           1½-1½|-1 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 
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(1 )ch P          IG(JPC) = ??(1+-) 
 
   Mass m = 3525.38 ± 0.11 MeV           
 

               (1 )ch P  

                 ? 

          3    _o|o_    

          2    -o|o-  

          1    __|__  

          0      | 

 

            1½-1½|-1 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

χc2(1P )    IG(JPC) = 0+(2++)  
   Mass m = 3556.20 ± 0.09 MeV     
 

               χc2(1P) 

                 ? 

          3    _o|o_  

          2    -o|o-  

          1    _-|-_   

          0      | 

 

            1½-1½|-2 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

(2 )c S       IG(JPC) = 0+(0- +) 
 
   Mass m = 3639.4 ± 1.3 MeV      (S = 1.2)              
 

              (2 )c S  

 
                ?  

          3    _o|o 

          2     o|o_  

          1    -+|+-   

          0      | 

 

            1½-1½|0 

                 | 

________________________________________________________________ 
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  ψ(2S)    IG(JPC) = 0-(1- -)  
   Mass m = 3686.109 ± 0.014 MeV        (S = 1.6)      
               ψ(2S)

 

 
                 ?    

          3     o|o 

          2     o|o  

          1     -|+   

          0      | 

 

              1-2|-1 

                 | 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 ψ(3770)                       IG(JPC) = 0-(1- -) 

       

   Mass m = 3773.15 ± 0.33 MeV      
            ψ(3770) 

                ? 

        3      o|o    

        2      o|o 

        1      +|-  

        0       | 

 

             1-2|-1 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

(3872)              IG(JPC) =0?(??+) 
 
   Mass m = 3871.68 ± 0.17 MeV      

                                 (3872)  

                 ? 

           3    o|o   

           2    o|o 

           1    -|+   

           0     |   

 

               -3|-3 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 
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ψ(4040 )    IG(JPC) = 0-(1- -)  
   Mass m = 4039 ± 1 MeV     

 
              ψ(4040) 

                 ?  

           3   _o|o_ 

           2   _o|o_ 

           1   -+|+-   

           0     |   

 

              1-2|-1 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 ψ(4160)     IG(JPC) = 0-(1- -)  
   Mass m = 4153 ± 3 MeV              

 
              ψ(4160)

 

 
                ?  

          3    _o|o_ 

          2    -o|o- 

          1    -+|+- 

          0      | 

 

            1½-1½|-1 

                 | 

 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 

(4260)              IG(JPC) = ??(1- -)      

       

   Mass m = 4250 ± 9  MeV      (S = 1.6) 

            (4260)  
 
       

 
 

                ?  

         3    _o|o_ 

         2    -o|o-  

         1    -+|+-   

         0      |  

 

           1½-1½|-1 

________________|____________________________________ 
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  ψ(4415)                    IG(JPC) = 0-(1- -)      

       

   Mass m = 4421 ± 4 MeV       
             ψ(4415) 

 
       

 
 

                ?  

         3   __o|o__ 

         2   -+o|o+-  

         1   -+o|o+-   

         0      | 

 

           1½-1½|-1 

________________|____________________________________ 

 

bb  MESONS 

 

 Υ(1S)          IG(JPC) = 0-(1--)     

   Mass m = 9460.30 ± 0.26 MeV     (S = 3.3)  

               Υ(1S)                  
                 ?  

          4    _o|o_    

          3     _|__  

          2      |o_    

          1      |__    

          0      | 

 

             ½-1½|-1 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

  χb0(1P)        IG(JPC) = 0+(0++)     J needs confirmation.  
   Mass m = 9859.44 ± 0.42 MeV                

              
  χb0(1P)   

 
                 ?    

           4    o|o 

           3    _|_  

           2     |_  

           1    o|o   

           0     | 

 

            1½-1½|0 

                 | 

________________________________________________________________ 
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 χb1(1P)                       IG(JPC) = 0+(1+ +)     J needs confirmation. 

   Mass m = 9892.78 ± 0.26 MeV      

              χb1(1P)         
                ? 

        4      o|o    

        3      _|_ 

        2      o|o    

        1      -|-   

        0       | 

 

           1½-1½|-1 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 χb2(1P )    IG(JPC) = 0+(2+ +)     J needs confirmation.  
   Mass m = 9912.21 ± 0.26 MeV     

               χb2(1P ) 
                 ?   

          4     o|o  

          3      |_  

          2     o|o   

          1     -|-   

          0      | 

 

              1-2|-2 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

  Υ(2S)     IG(JPC) = 0-(1- -)  
   Mass m = 10.02326 ± 0.00031 GeV              

               Υ(2S)  

 
                 ?    

           4    o|o 

           3    _|_  

           2    o|o   

           1    _|_   

           0     | 

 

              1-2|-1 

                 | 

 

________________________________________________________________ 
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 χb0(2P)                       IG(JPC) = 0+(0+ +)     J needs confirmation. 

       

   Mass m = 10.2325 ± 0.0004 GeV      

              χb0(2P)         
                ?  

         4    _o|o_   

         3     _|__  

         2     o|o_   

         1    -+|+-   

         0      | 

 

           1½-1½|0 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 χb1(2P )    IG(JPC) = 0+(1+ +)     J needs confirmation.  
   Mass m = 10.25546 ± 0.00022 GeV     

               χb1(2P ) 
                 ?    

            4  _o|o_  

            3  __|__ 

            2  -o|o-  

            1  -+|+-  

            0    | 

 

            1½-1½|-1 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 χb2(2P )      IG(JPC) = 0+(2+ +)     J needs confirmation.  
   Mass m = 10.26865 ± 0.00022 GeV              

               χb2(2P )   
 
                ? 

          4    _o|o_ 

          3    __|__  

          2    -o|o-   

          1    _-|-_   

          0      |    

 

            1½-1½|-2 

                 | 

 

________________________________________________________________ 
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   Υ(3S)                        IG(JPC) = 0-(1- -)     

       

   Mass m = 10.3552 ± 0.0005 GeV      

               Υ(3S)                                        
                 ? 
         4    _o|o_   

         3     _|__  

         2    -o|o-   

         1      |__   

         0      | 

 

           1½-1½|-1 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

  Υ(4S)           IG(JPC) = 0-(1- -)     

or Υ(10580)  

        Mass m = 10.5794 ± 0.0012 GeV     

               Υ(4S)       
   

                  ?  
           4   _o|o_ 

           3   _ | _ 

           2   -o|o- 

           1   _-|-_  

           0     |  

 

              2-1|-1 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 Υ(10860)     IG(JPC) = 0-(1- -)  
   Mass m = 10.876 ± 0.011 GeV      (S = 1.1) 

               Υ(10860) 
        

 
                 ? 

          4    _o|o_   

          3     _|__  

          2    -o|o-   

          1     -|+_   

          0      | 

 

            1½-1½|-1 

                 | 

________________________________________________________________ 
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Υ (11020)                   IG(JPC) = 0-(1--)      

   Mass m = 11.020 ± 0.008 GeV       

             Υ (11020)                  
                ? 

         4    _o|o_ 

         3    _-|-_ 

         2    -o|o- 

         1    _ | _ 

         0      |    

 

             2-1|-1 

________________|____________________________________ 

 
N BARYONS 

(S = 0,  I = ½) 

 

 
 
p      I(JP) = ½(½+)     

  

  Mass m = 938.272046 ± 0.000021 MeV       
                 p 

 
 
 
 

                 ?     

           2     |●   

           1    +|o  

           0     |   

 

              1-1|½ 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 n            I(JP) = ½(½+)       

  Mass m = 939.56536 ± 0.00008 MeV                          
              

     
n
 

 
          934.209 320 9 MeV 

           2     |●   

           1    +|_  

           0     |   

 

               -1|-½ 

                 | 

_______________________________________________________________ 
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 N(1440) ½ +                I(JP) = ½(½+) 

       

 Breit-Wigner mass = 1420 to 1470 (≈ 1440) MeV     

 
             N(1440)1/2

+ 

                ?  

         2    _ |●_     

         1    -+|o+    

         0      | 

 

           1½-1½|½ 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

N(1520 ) 3/2-  I(JP) = ½(3/2-)  
 

 Breit-Wigner mass = 1515 to 1525 (≈ 1520) MeV      
 

              N(1520)3/2
- 

                 ?     

          2      |●_     

          1    -+|o-    

          0      | 

 

           -1½|-1½ 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 N(1535)  ½-  I(JP) = ½(½-)  
 Breit-Wigner mass  = 1525 to 1545 (≈ 1535) MeV              
             N(1535)1/2

- 

 
                 ?  

         2     _ |●_      

         1     -+|o-      

         0       | 

 

            1½-1½|-½ 

                 | 

________________________________________________________________ 
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 N(1650)  ½-                I(JP) = ½(½-) 

       

 Breit-Wigner mass = 1645 to 1670 (≈ 1655) MeV     

 
             N(1650)1/2

-
 

                ?  

           2   +|●_  

           1   -|o- 

           0    |  

 

           1½-1½|-½ 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

  

N(1675 ) 5/2-  I(JP) = ½(5/2-)  
 

 Breit-Wigner mass = 1670 to 1680 (≈ 1675) MeV      
 

              N(1675)5/2
-
 

                 ?     

           2    +|●     

           1    +|+    

           0     | 

 

              2-1|2½ 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 N(1680) 5/2+  I(JP) = ½(5/2+)  
 Breit-Wigner mass  = 1680 to 1690 (≈ 1685) MeV              
             N(1680)5/2

+ 

 
                 ?  

          2     +|●_       

          1     +|o+     

          0      | 

 

              2-1|2½ 

                 | 

________________________________________________________________ 
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 N(1700)  3/2-                I(JP) = ½(3/2-) 

       

 Breit-Wigner mass = 1650 to 1750 (≈ 1700) MeV     

 
             N(1700)3/2

- 

                ?  

          2    +|●_   

          1    +|o+   

          0     | 

 

           1½-1½|1½ 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

N(1710 ) ½+  I(JP) = ½(½+)  
 

 Breit-Wigner mass = 1680 to 1740 (≈ 1710) MeV      
 

              N(1710)1/2
+ 

                 ?     

          2     +|●_    

          1     +|o+  

          0      | 

 

              1-2|½ 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 N(1720)  3/2+  I(JP) = ½(3/2+)  
 

 Breit-Wigner mass  = 1700 to 1750 (≈ 1720) MeV              
 

             N(1720)3/2
+ 

 
                ?   

          2     +|●__    

          1    -+|o+-  

          0      | 

 

              2-1|1½ 

                 | 

________________________________________________________________ 
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 N(2190) 7/2-               I(JP) = ½(7/2-) 

       

 Breit-Wigner mass = 2100 to 2200 (≈ 2190) MeV     

 
             N(2190)7/2

- 

                ?  

         2     +|●_    

         1     +|o+    

         0      | 

 

            2½-½|3½ 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

N(2220 ) 9/2+  I(JP) = ½(9/2+)  
 

 Breit-Wigner mass = 2200 to 2300 (≈ 2250) MeV      
 

              N(2220)9/2
+ 

                 ?    

 2      +|●_  This appears to be the same  

         1      +|o+  particle as N(2250)G19.    

         0       | 

 

                3|4½ 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 N(2250) 9/2-  I(JP) = ½(9/2-) 

  
 Breit-Wigner mass  = 2200 to 2350 (≈ 2275) MeV              
 

             N(2250)9/2
-
 

 
                ?   

          2     +|●_  This appears to be the same    

          1     +|o+  particle as N(2220)H19.  

          0      |  

 

                3|4½ 

                 | 

________________________________________________________________ 
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N(2600) 11/2-              I(JP) = ½(11/2--)      

  Breit-Wigner mass = 2550 to 2750 (≈ 2600) MeV       
 

             N(2600)11/2
-                  

                ? 

         3     +|+  

         2     +|●_ 

         1     +|o+ 

         0      | 

 

               3|5½ 

________________|____________________________________ 

 

 

 

Δ BARYONS 

(S = 0,  I = 3/2) 

 

 

 Δ(1232) 3/2+   I(JP) = 3/2(3/2+)     

  

  Breit-Wigner mass (mixed charges) = 1230 to 1234 (≈ 1232) MeV       

              Δ(1232) 3/2+ 

                 ?       

          2      |●    

          1     o|o    

          0     +| 

 

              2-1|1½ 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

  

 

 Δ(1600) 3/2+        I(JP) = 3/2(3/2+)  

        
  Breit-Wigner mass = 1500 to 1700 (≈ 1600) MeV                          

              Δ(1600) 3/2+   
 
                 ?      

         2       |●        

         1     +o|o      

         0       | 

 

              2-1|1½ 

                 | 

________________________________________________________________ 
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 Δ(1620) ½-                I(JP) = 3/2(1/2-) 

       

 Breit-Wigner mass = 1600 to 1660 (≈ 1630) MeV     

 
             Δ(1620)1/2

- 

                ?  

         2    _ |●    

         1    -o|o    

0       | 
 

           1½-1½|-½ 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

  

Δ(1700 ) 3/2-  I(JP) = 3/2(3/2-)  
 

 Breit-Wigner mass = 1670 to 1750 (≈ 1700) MeV      
 

              Δ(1700)3/2
- 

                 ?     

          2    _-|●_     

          1    -o|o-    

          0      | 

 

            1½-1½|-1½ 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 Δ(1905) 5/2+  I(JP) = 3/2(5/2+)  
 

 Breit-Wigner mass  = 1855 to 1910 (≈ 1880) MeV              
 

             Δ(1905)5/2
+ 

 
                ?    

         2     _+|●_     

         1     +o|o+    

         0       | 

 

              2-1|2½ 

                 | 

 

________________________________________________________________ 
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 Δ(1910) ½+                I(JP) = 3/2(1/2+) 

       

 Breit-Wigner mass = 1860 to 1910 (≈ 1890) MeV     

 
             Δ(1910)P31 

                ?  

        2      +|●    

        1      o|o    

        0       | 

 

           1½-1½|½ 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

  

Δ(1920 ) 3/2+  I(JP) = 3/2(3/2+)  
 

 Breit-Wigner mass = 1900 to 1970 (≈ 1920) MeV      
 

              Δ(1920)3/2
+ 

                 ?     

         2      +|●_       

         1     +o|o+      

         0       | 

 

            1½-1½|1½ 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 Δ(1930) 5/2-  I(JP) = 3/2(5/2-)  
 

 Breit-Wigner mass  = 1900 to 2000 (≈ 1950) MeV              
 

             Δ(1930)5/2
- 

 
                 ?  

          2    _ |●     

          1    -o|o     

          0      | 

 

             ½-2½|-2½ 

                 | 

 

_______________________________________________________________ 
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 Δ(1950) 7/2+                 I(JP) = 3/2(7/2+)      

 

  Breit-Wigner mass = 1915 to 1950 (≈ 1930) MeV 

            
  Δ(1950) 7/2+       

                ?  

        2     _ |●    

        1     +o|o    

        0       | 

 

               3|3½ 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

Δ(2420) 11/2+        
                 I(JP) = 3/2(11/2+) 

     

  Breit-Wigner mass = 2300 to 2500 (≈ 2420) MeV               

             Δ(2420) 11/2+   
                 ? 

         3     _+|+_     

         2     _+|●_     

         1     +o|o+     

0        | 
 

                3|5½ 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

Λ BARYONS 

(S = -1, I = 0)  
 

 Λ   I(JP) = 0(½+)       

  Mass m = 1115.683 ± 0.006 MeV                 

 

                   Λ 
 
     

 

 
         1038.603 161 MeV              

        2       +|●  

        1       _|_   

        0        |    

 

               -1|-½ 

                 | 

 

_____________________________________________________ 
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 Λ(1405) ½-                I(JP) = 0(1/2–) 

       

 Mass m = 1405.1 ± 1.3 MeV     

 

            Λ(1405) ½- 

                ?  

           2    |●    

           1   -|_   

           0    | 

 

             ⅛-⅛|-½ 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

Λ(1520 ) 3/2-             I(JP) = 0(3/2-)  
 

 Mass m = 1519.5 ± 1.0 MeV      
 

              Λ(1520 ) 3/2-   
                 ?     

           2     |●     

           1    -|_ 

           0     |  

 

               -1|-1½ 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 Λ(1600) ½+  I(JP) = 0(1/2+)  
 

 Mass m = 1560 to 1700 (≈ 1600) MeV              
 

              Λ(1600) ½+
         

 

 
                 ?  

           2     |●    

           1    +|_   

           0     |   

 

              ½-½|½ 

                 | 

 

________________________________________________________________ 
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 Λ(1670) ½-                I(JP) = 0(1/2–) 

       

 Mass m = 1660 to 1680 (≈ 1670) MeV     

 

            Λ(1670) ½-  
                ?  

          2    -|●     

          1    -|-    

          0     | 

 

             2-1|-½ 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

Λ(1690 ) 3/2-  I(JP) = 0(3/2-)  
 

 Mass m = 1685 to 1695 (≈ 1690) MeV      
 

              Λ(1690 ) 3/2-    

                 ?   

         2      -|●     

         1      -|-    

         0       | 

 

            1½-1½|-1½ 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 Λ(1800)  ½-  I(JP) = 0(1/2-)  
 

 Mass m = 1720 to 1850 (≈ 1800) MeV              
 

              Λ(1800) ½-
         

 

 
                ?   

          2    _ |●    

          1    -o|o  

          0      |   

 

            1½-1½|-½ 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 
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 Λ(1810) ½+                 I(JP) = 0(1/2+) 

       

 Mass m = 1750 to 1850 (≈ 1810) MeV     

 

            Λ(1810) ½+  
                ?  

        2    __ |●_     

        1    -+o|o+    

        0       | 

 

           1½-1½|½ 

                | 

 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

Λ(1820 ) 5/2+  I(JP) = 0(5/2+)  
 

 Mass m = 1815 to 1825 (≈ 1820) MeV      
 

              Λ(1820 ) 5/2+    

                 ?   

         2     _+|●_          

         1     +o|o+    
         0       |  

 

              2-1|2½ 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 Λ(1830) 5/2-  I(JP) = 0(5/2-)  
 

 Mass m = 1810 to 1830 (≈ 1820) MeV              
 

              Λ(1830) 5/2-
         

 

 
                ?   

           2   _-|●_      

           1   -o|o-     

           0     |   

 

              1-2|-2½ 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 
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 Λ(1890) 3/2+               I(JP) = 0(3/2+) 

       

 Mass m = 1850 to 1910 (≈ 1890) MeV     

 

            Λ(1890) 3/2+  
                ?  

          2    +|●_    

          1   +o|o+    

          0     | 

 

           1½-1½|1½ 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

  

Λ(2100 ) 7/2-  I(JP) = 0(7/2-)  
 

 Mass m = 2090 to 2110 (≈ 2100) MeV      
 

             Λ(2100 ) 7/2-    

                 ?   

          2    _ |●     

          1    -o|o     

          0      | 

 

               -3|-3½ 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 Λ(2110) 5/2+  I(JP) = 0(5/2+)  
 

 Mass m = 2090 to 2140 (≈ 2110) MeV              
 

              Λ(2110) 5/2+
         

 

 
                 ? 

        3       +|+  

        2       +|●       

        1       o|o     

        0        | 

 

              2-1|2½ 

                 | 

________________________________________________________________ 
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 Λ(2350) 9/2+                 I(JP) = 0(9/2+)      

 

  Mass m = 2340 to 2370 (≈ 2350) MeV       

             Λ(2350) 9/2+                   
                ?  

         3    _+|+_  

         2     +|●_         

         1    +o|o+        

         0      |      

 

            2½-½|4½ 

________________|____________________________________   

 

Σ BARYONS 

(S = -1,  I = 1) 

 

  Σ+       I(JP) = 1(½+)     

  

  Mass m = 1189.37 ± 0.07 MeV      (S = 2.2) 

                  
   Σ+            

                 ?     

          2     o|●+   

          1      |__   

          0      |  

 

              1-1|½ 

                 | 

____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 Σ0    I(JP) = 1(½+)        
  Mass m = 1192.642 ± 0.024 MeV                          

              
     Σ0 

 
 

           1169.415 992 MeV           

           2    +|●    

           1     |_  

           0     | 

 

              ½-½|½ 

                 | 

_______________________________________________________________ 
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 Σ-                                     I(J
P) = 1(1/2+) 

       

 Mass m = 1197.449 ± 0.030 MeV      (S = 1.2)    

                Σ-  
                ?      

         2    +o|●   

         1    _ |_ 

         0      | 

 

             1-1|½ 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

Σ(1385 )+ 3/2+  I(JP) = 1(3/2+)  
 

 Mass m = 1382.80 ± 0.35 MeV     (S = 2.0) 
 

              Σ(1385 )+ 3/2+              
                 ?     

           2    o|●+     

           1    +|+_    

           0     |  

 

            1½-1½|1½ 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

  Σ(1385)0 3/2+  I(JP) = 1(3/2+) 

 

 Mass m = 1383.70 ± 1.0 MeV      (S = 1.4) 
 

             Σ(1385)0 3/2+                      
 

 
                ?    

           2    +|●     

           1    +|+    

           0     |  

 

            1½-1½|1½ 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 
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Σ(1385)- 3/2+                I(JP) = 1(3/2+) 

       

 Mass m = 1387.2 ± 0.5 MeV      (S = 2.2) 

 

            Σ(1385)- 3/2+              
                ?   

        2     +o|●  

        1      +|+    

        0       | 

 

           1½-1½|1½ 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

Σ(1660 ) ½+  I(JP) = 1(1/2+)  
 

 Mass m = 1630 to 1690 (≈ 1660) MeV      
 

             Σ(1660 ) P ½
+
                

                 ?   

         2      +|●    

         1      o|o    

         0       | 

 

            1½-1½|½ 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 Σ(1670) 3/2-  I(JP) = 1(3/2-)  
 

 Mass m = 1665 to 1685 (≈ 1670) MeV              
 

              Σ(1670) 3/2-                    
 

 
                ?   

           2    +|●     

           1    o|o     

           0     | 

 

              2-1|1½ 

                 | 

 

 

________________________________________________________________ 
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  Σ(1750) ½-                I(JP) = 1(1/2-) 

       

 Mass m = 1730 to 1800 (≈ 1750) MeV      

 

             Σ(1750) ½-  
                ?  

         2     o|●-     

         1     o|o_    

         0      |  

 

           1½-1½|-½ 

                |  

____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

  Σ(1775 ) 5/2-  I(JP) = 1(5/2-)  
 

 Mass m = 1770 to 1780 (≈ 1775) MeV      
 

             Σ(1775 ) 5/2-
                

                 ?   

          2    _-|●_      

          1    -o|o-     

          0      | 

 

              1-2|-2½ 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

  Σ(1915) 5/2+  I(JP) = 1(5/2+)  
 

 Mass m = 1900 to 1935 (≈ 1915) MeV              
 

              Σ(1915) 5/2+                    
 

 
                 ?  

         2     _o|●+       

         1     +o|o+      

         0       | 

 

              2-1|2½ 

                 | 

 

_______________________________________________________________ 
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Σ(1940) 3/2-                I(JP) = 1(3/2-) 

       

 Mass m = 1900 to 1950 (≈ 1940) MeV      

 

             Σ(1940) 3/2-
 

                ?   

         2    _+|●_      

         1    +o|o+     

         0      | 

 

              -3|-1½ 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 Σ(2030 ) 7/2+  I(JP) = 1(7/2+)  
 

 Mass m = 2025 to 2040 (≈ 2030) MeV      
 

             Σ(2030 ) 7/2+
                

                 ?   

        2       o|●+        

        1      +o|o+   

        0        | 

 

             2½-½|3½ 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 Σ(2250)    I(JP) = 1(??)  
 

 Mass m = 2210 to 2280 (≈ 2250) MeV              
 

              Σ(2250)                    
 

 
                ?   

         2      o|●+      

         1     +o|o+     

         0       | 

 

                3|4½    Unknown 

                 | 

______________________________________________________________ 
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Ξ BARYONS 

(S = -2, I = ½) 

 

 Ξ0   I(JP) = ½(½+)     P is not yet measured; + is the quark model prediction.  
  Mass m = 1314.86 ± 0.20 MeV 

 

                  Ξ0
 
 
 

                  ?     

          2    _ o|●+  

          1    -+o|+-  

          0       | 

 

             1½-1½|½ 

                  | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 Ξ-   I(JP) = ½(½+)     P is not yet measured; + is the quark model prediction. 

  Mass m = 1321.71 ± 0.07 MeV 

                  Ξ-
  

 
 

                  ?     

           2    -+|●+ 

           1   -+o|+-  

           0      | 

 

             1½-1½|½ 

                  | 

____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 Ξ(1530)0 3/2+  I(JP) = ½(3/2+) 

 

  Mass m = 1531.80 ± 0.32 MeV     (S = 1.3) 

               Ξ(1530)0 3/2+
     

                  ?     

         2     __o|●+    

         1     -+o|+-    

         0        | 

 

               2-1|1½ 

                  | 
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Ξ(1530)- 3/2+                I(JP) = ½(3/2+) 

       

 Mass m = 1535.0 ± 0.6 MeV      

 

             Ξ(1530)- 3/2+              
                ?    

         2    +o|●_    

         1    -+|+-  

         0      |  

 

             2-1|1½ 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

  

 Ξ(1690 )   I(JP) = ½(??)  
 

 Mass m = 1690 ± 10 MeV      
 

                Ξ(1690 )                          
                 ?   

          2    +o|●+   

          1    -+|+-  

          0      |   

 

              2-1|2     Unknown 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 Ξ(1820) 3/2-  I(JP) = ½(3/2-) 

  
 Mass m = 1823 ± 5 MeV              
 

               Ξ(1820) 3/2-                 
             

 

 
                ?   

           2   _o|●-    

           1  -+o|o+- 

           0     | 

 

              1-2|-1½ 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 
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 Ξ(1950)                     I(JP) = ½(??) 

 

  Mass m = 1950 ± 15 MeV 

               Ξ(1950)                              
                ?   

         2   _+o|●+  

         1   -+o|o+-  

         0      |    

 

           1½-1½|1   Unknown 

                | 

   __________________________________________________ 

   

 

 Ξ(2030 )  I(JP) = ½(≥5/2?) 

   Mass m = 2025 ± 5 MeV               

                Ξ(2030 )       
   

                 ?     

          2    +o|●+ 

          1   -+o|o+-    

          0      |               

 

              2-1|2   Unknown 

     | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

Ω BARYONS 

(S = - 3, I = 0)  
   

 Ω -   I(JP) = 0(3/2+)     JP is not yet measured; 3/2+ is the quark model prediction.  
  Mass m = 1672.45 ± 0.29 MeV                           
 

                 Ω
 - 
 
 
     

 

 
                ?     

           2   +o|●   

           1   _-|+    

           0     |  

 

              2-1|1½ 

                 | 

________________________________________________________________ 
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 Ω(2250)–                  I(JP) = 0(??)      

       

  Mass m = 2252 ± 9 MeV       

               Ω(2250)–                   
                ?  

          2    o|●+ 

          1    -|+_ 

          0     | 

 

           1½-1½|½   Unknown 

________________|____________________________________ 

 

 

CHARMED BARYONS 

(C = + 1) 

 

 c


             I(JP) = 0(½+)     J not confirmed; ½ is the quark model prediction. 

   Mass m = 2286.46 ± 0.14 MeV                

                  c


      

         

                 ? 

          3     _|o        

          2     _|● 

          1     +|_ 

          0      | 

 

              1-1|½ 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 (2595)c


      I(JP) = 0(½-)     The spin-parity follows from the fact that 

Σc(2455)π decays,  with little available space, are dominant.  

  Mass m = 2592.25 ± 0.28 MeV                 

             (2595)c


    

                 ? 

         3     _+|+    

         2     _ |●   

         1      +|_  

         0       | 

 

              1-2|½ 

                 |                  

________________________________________________________________ 
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 Λc(2625)+                   I(JP) = 0(3/2-)     JP is expected to be 3/2–. 

       Mass m = 2628.11 ± 0.19 MeV      (S = 1.1) 

 

               Λc(2625)+                                         
                ? 

        3      -|-   

        2       |●    

        1      -|o 

        0       | 

 

           1½-1½|-1½ 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

(2880)c


          I(JP) = 0(5/2+)    There is some good evidence that                                               

indeed JP = 5/2+. 

 Mass m = 2881.53 ± 0.35 MeV       

               (2880)c


                                           

                ?    

        3      +|+ 

        2       |●    

        1      +|o   

        0       |  

 

             2-1|2½  

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 (2940)c


              I(JP) = 0(??) 

 Mass m = 
1.4

1.52939.3


  MeV       

               (2940)c


                                           

                 ?  

        3      +|+  

        2       |●     

        1      +|o_    

        0       |   

 

             2-1|2½       Unknown 

                | 

________________________________________________________________ 
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Σc(2455 )++  I(JP) = 1(1/2+)     JP not confirmed; 1/2+ is the quark model prediction.  
 Mass m = 2453.98 ± 0.16 MeV      

                Σc(2455 )++                           

                 ? 

          3     _|o_     

          2     o|●+    

          1      | _  

          0      |   

 

              1-1|½ 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

Σc(2455)+  I(JP) = 1(1/2+)     JP not confirmed; 1/2+ is the quark model prediction.  
 Mass m = 2452.9 ± 0.4 MeV              
 

                Σc(2455)+                  
             

 

 
                ?   

          3     +|+_    

          2     o|●+    

          1      | _  

          0      |   

 

              1-2|½ 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

  Σc(2455)0                   I(JP) = 1(½+)     JP not confirmed; 1/2+ is the quark model         prediction. 

        Mass m = 2453.74 ± 0.16 MeV                

 

              Σc(2455)0                             
                                          

                ? 

         3     o|o    

         2     +|●  

         1      |_  

         0      |  

 

           1½-1½|½ 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 
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  Σc(2520 )++  I(JP) = 1(3/2+)         
  

  Mass m = 2517.9 ± 0.6 MeV       (S = 1.6) 
 

                Σc(2520 )++       
                               

                 ? 

         3      _|o_      

         2      o|●+     

         1      +|+_   

         0       |  

 

            1½-1½|1½  

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

  Σc(2520)0  I(JP) = 1(3/2+)       
 

  Mass m = 2518.8 ± 0.6 MeV       (S = 1.5)       
 

                Σc(2520)0                           
             

 

 
                 ?   

         3      +|+ 

         2      +|●    

         1      +|+   

         0       |   

 

              1-2|1½ 

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 (2800)c                 I(JP) = 1(??)         Unknown structures. 

 

  (2800)c


 mass m = 

4

62801


 MeV 

 

  (2800)c


 mass m = 

14

52792


 MeV 

 

  
0

(2800)c mass m = 2806+5
-7  MeV        (S = 1.3) 

 

________________________________________________________________ 
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    c


                   I(JP) = ½(½+)     I(JP) not confirmed; ½(½+) is the quark  

        model prediction. 

        Mass m = 2467.8+0.4
-0.6  MeV                

                    c


                                  

                                          

                ?   

        3     _o|o_ 

        2      o|●+     

        1     -+|+-      

        0       | 

 

           1½-1½|½ 

                | 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

   c

0
      I(JP) = ½(½+)     I(JP) not confirmed; ½(½+) is the quark model         prediction.  

 
  Mass m = 2470.88+0.34

-0.80  MeV      

                      c

0
            

                               

                 ?  

          3    _+|+_  

          2     o|●+    

          1    -+|+-  

          0      |   

 

              1-2|½  

                 | 

_____________________________________________________  

 

'

c


              I(JP) = ½(½+)     I(JP) not confirmed; ½(½+) is the quark model 

prediction.   
  Mass m = 2575.6 ± 3.1 MeV      

                      c

0
            

                               

                 ? 

         3     _-|-_    

         2     _o|●+     

         1     -+|+-   

         0       |    

 

            1½-1½|-½  

                 | 

_____________________________________________________ 
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'0

c     I(JP) = ½(½+)     I(JP) not confirmed; ½(½+) is the 

 quark model prediction.    
  Mass m = 2577.9 ± 2.9 MeV      

                      c

0
            

                               

                 ?   

         3     _o|o_ 

         2     _+|●_    

         1     -+|+-  

         0       |  

 

            1½-1½|½  

                 | 

 

  Ξc(2645)+  I(JP) = ½(3/2+)       
  Mass m = 2645.9+0.5

=0.6  MeV      (S = 1.1) 

                 Ξc(2645)+                                    
             

 

 
                ?      

          3    _o|o_ 

          2    _o|●+     

          1    -+|+-   

          0      |  

 

              2-1|1½    

                 | 

 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Ξc(2645)0                     I(JP) =1/2(3/2+) 

 

  Mass m = 2645.9 ± 0.5 MeV 

              Ξc(2645)0                                      
                ?    

        3     _o|o_ 

        2     _+|●_ 

        1    -+o|o+- 

        0       | 

             2-1|1½  

                | 

____________________________________________________ 
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(2790)c


                  I(JP) =1/2(1/2-) 

JP has not been measured; ½- is the quark model prediction.  

  Mass m = 2789.1 ± 3.2 MeV 

              Ξc(2790)0                                      
                ?  

         3   __o|o__    

         2   __o|●-_ 

         1   -+o|o+- 

         0      | 

  

           1½-1½|-½  

________________|____________________________________ 

 

 
0

(2790)c                  I(JP) =1/2(1/2-) 

JP has not been measured; ½- is the quark model prediction.  

  Mass m = 2791.8 ± 3.3 MeV 

              Ξc(2790)0                                      
                ? 

        3    __o|o__    

        2    __-|●__ 

        1    -+o|o+- 

        0       | 

  

           1½-1½|-½  

________________|____________________________________ 

 

(2815)c


                  I(JP) =1/2(3/2-) 

JP has not been measured; ½- is the quark model prediction.  

  Mass m = 2816.6 ± 0.9 MeV 

              Ξc(2815)0                                      
                ?    

          3  __o|o__ 

          2  __o|●-_ 

          1  -+o|o+-  

          0     | 

  

             1-2|-1½  

________________|____________________________________ 
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0
(2815)c                  I(JP) =1/2(3/2-) 

JP has not been measured; ½- is the quark model prediction.  

  Mass m = 2819.6 ± 1.2 MeV 

              Ξc(2815)0                                      
                ?  

       3     __o|o__    

       2     __-|●__ 

       1     -+o|o+- 

       0        | 

   

             1-2|-1½  

________________|____________________________________ 

 

 (2980)c                  I(JP) = 1/2(??)      Unknown structures. 

  

  (2980)c


 m = 2971.4 ± 3.3 MeV      (S = 2.1) 

 

  
0

(2980)c  m = 2968.0 ± 2.6 MeV       

 

 

  (3080)c                  I(JP) = 1/2(??)      Unknown structures. 

  

  (3080)c


 m = 3077.0 ± 0.4 MeV       

 

  
0

(3080)c  m = 3079.9 ± 1.4 MeV      (S = 1.3) 

 c

0
         I(JP) = 0(½+)      I(JP) not confirmed; 0(½+) is the quark  

         model prediction.  

   Mass m = 2695.2 ± 1.7 MeV      (S = 1.3) 

                    c

0
             

   

                 ?  

         3    __o|o__      

         2    __+|●__    

         1    -+o|o+-    

         0       |               

 

            1½-1½|½    

_________________|___________________________________ 
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0
(2770)c          I(JP) = 0(3/2+)      I(JP) not confirmed; 0(½+) is the quark  

         model prediction.  

   Mass m = 2765.9 ± 2.0 MeV      (S = 1.2) 

                    c

0
             

   

                 ?  

        3      _o|o_      

        2      +o|●o 

        1      -o|o+      

        0        |               

 

              2-1|1½    

_________________|___________________________________ 

 

BOTTOM  BARYONS 

(B = - 1) 

 

  b

0    I(JP) = 0(1/2+)     I(JP) not yet measured;  0(1/2+) is the   

          quark model prediction.  
   Mass m = 5619.4 ± 0.6 MeV                  

                  b

0              

           5425.878 398 MeV         

           4    _|o 

           3     |_  

           2    o|●  

           1    +|_   

           0     |    

 

            1½-1½|½ 

                 | 

________________________________________________________________ 

 b


    I(JP) = 1(1/2+)     I, J, P need confirmation. 

 
   Mass m = 5811.3 ± 1.9 MeV                  

                 b


              

 
                ? 

           4    o|o_    

           3    _|__  

           2    o|●+  

           1     |_   

           0     |   

  

            1½-1½|½ 

                 | 

_______________________________________________________________ 
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 b


    I(JP) = 1(1/2+)     I, J, P need confirmation. 

 
   Mass m = 5815.5 ± 1.8 MeV                  

                 b


              

 
                ?  

          4     o|o    

          3     +|_  

          2     o|●  

          1      |_   

          0      |   

 

            1½-1½|½ 

                 | 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

 
*

b


    I(JP) = 1(3/2+)     I, J, P need confirmation. 

 
   Mass m = 5832.1 ± 1.9 MeV                  

                 
*

b


              

 
                ? 

         4      o|__    

         3       |__  

         2       |●+  

         1      +|+_  

         0       |   

 

            1½-1½|1½ 

                 | 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
*

b


    I(JP) = 1(3/2+)     I, J, P need confirmation. 

 
   Mass m = 5835.1 ± 1.9 MeV                  

                 
*

b


              

 
                ?   

         4      o|_  

         3      _|_ 

         2      +|●  

         1      +|+   

         0       |   

 

            1½-1½|1½ 

                 | 

________________________________________________________________ 
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0

b          I(JP) = 1/2(1/2+)     I, J, P need confirmation. 
 
   Mass m = 5788 ± 5 MeV                  
 

                 
0

b
             

 
                ? 

         4     _o|o_    

         3     _ |__  

         2      +|●_  

         1     -+|+-   

         0       |   

 

            1½-1½|½ 

                 | 

________________________________________________________________ 

b


          I(JP) = 1/2(1/2+)     I, J, P need confirmation. 
 
   Mass m = 5791.1 ± 2.2 MeV                  

                 b


              

 
                ? 

           4    o|o_       

           3   __|__ 

           2   +o|●_  

           1   -+|+-   

           0     |   

 

            1½-1½|½ 

                 | 

________________________________________________________________ 

GRAVITONS 

 

 g±   I(J) = 0(2)    

          Mass not measured yet. 

                  g+                       g-  
             About 70.0 MeV  About 70.0 MeV 

             2    |            2   |_  

             1   +|+           1  -|-  

             0    |            0   | 

 

                 1|2             -1|-2 

                  |                | 

 

Higher energy state orbiting particle pairs can also compose g± gravitons. 

________________________________________________________________ 
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 go+   I(J) = 0(2)    

                        Mass not measured yet. 

                  go+
  

 
 

             About 70.0 MeV 

            2     |__   

            1   +o|o+   

            0     | 

 

                -3|-2 

                  | 

A negative + echon orbits a positive o echon with -1 orbital spin, 

forming a neutrino.  A positive + echon orbits a negative o echon 

with -1 orbital spin, forming an anti-neutrino.  The neutrino and 

anti- neutrino orbit each other with an additional -1 orbital spin.  

The result is a g
o+

 graviton with -2 spin. 
 

 

 go-                   I(J) = 0(2)     The spin conjugate graviton go- is also possible. 

                     go-            
            About 70.0 MeV 

          2       |__   

          1     -o|o-   

          0       | 

 

                 3|2 

                  | 

 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 

According to chonomic decay schemes, a 1 spin graviton also 

exists. 
 

 go                    I(J) = 0(1)      

              Mass not measured yet. 

                   go                        
           About 70.0 MeV 

           2    |_   

           1   o|o  

           0    | 

 

               1|1    

                |  

____________________________________________________  
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MAGNETONS 

 

 

The magnetic moments cancel out in gravitons.  Not so in 

magnetons.  The ω(782) particle is a magneton, as are other ω and 

Ω particles. 
 

 

  ω(782)           IG(JPC) = 0-(1--)      

  

  Mass m = 781.94 ± 0.12 MeV      (S = 1.5)               

                 ω(782)  
                 ?       

           2     |_  

           1    -|+  

           0     | 

 

                1|1 

                 | 

 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

More magnetons are ω(1420), ω(1650), ω3 (1670), K1(1270), J/ψ 

(1S), ψ (2S), ψ (3770), χ (3872), Y(10860), N (1535)½
-
, Λ 

(1810)½
+
, Ω

-
, Ω (2250)

-
, and Ω (2770)

0
.  We have the measured 

masses of all those particles already (see this chapter.) 
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Chapter 11 

 

Postulates 

 

A. Short Cut Postulates. A number of postulates are useful in 

the overall science of the Unified Field Theory and Unified 

Particle Theory—including the postulates for calculating the 

masses of elementary particles. 

 

1.   Parsimony Principle:  The Universe is constructed 

according to the simplest design possible to account for the many 

varied natural phenomena.  [1] (Chapter 6). 

 

2.  The author learned how to unite and predict many of the 

constants, forces, and particles, given but one simple formula: 

 

0

0 0

arbitrary mass unit
M arb ma u ( . . .),  [1] (Chapter 8)   (11-1) 

 

M0 is the strong mass of a whole particle in the relativistic frame as 

seen by an observer at rest, 0 in the numerator on the left side of 

the equation is the mass of a whole particle (uniton) at rest, and 1/0 

is the gamma factor transforming the non-relativistic frame to the 

relativistic frame when the uniton travels at exactly the speed of 

light.  Many fundamental constants, forces, and particles in the 

Universe can be derived from this simple definition.   

 

3. The one measured mass that needs to be input in this model 

is the mass of the electron:  The mass of the electron was 

previously measured to be 0.510 998 928(11) MeV.  [1](p. 434). 

 

4.  The spin relation (solved for r) for electrons orbiting atoms is:  r 

= nħ/mev   [2].                   (11-2) 
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5.  The spin relation (solved for r) for the electron family of 

particles is:    r = nħ/b
2
mec.  [3]                                      (11-3) 

 

6.  The spin relation (solved for r) for the pion family of particles 

is:  r = n
2
ħ/bmec.  [3]                                                                (11-4) 

 

7.  Instead of the spin relation of the electron family member 

intimately involved with the dot and the neutron overall binding 

orbit, the spin relation (solved for r) for the neutron family of 

particles and their captive electron is: r = Nħ/Bmec. [3].        (11-5) 

 

8.  Pauli Exclusion Principle applied to sub-particles in particles:  

No two sub-particles in a particle (except a briefly temporary 

quasi-particle) can have the same set of parameters.  Also, no two 

mass factors in a particle can have the same j subscript. 

 

9.  Conservation law of particle parameters:  Once a set of sub-

particle parameters is determined, they must stay the same 

throughout the sub-particle calculations (except where modified by 

a chonomic process). 

 

10.  The states of the meso-electric terms can be calculated by 

taking particle number p minus 1 for the pion family, p plus 0 for 

the positron family, and p plus 1 for the neutron family times the 

corresponding n times  . 

 

11.  Masses of particle family members terms can be obtained by 

evaluating the unitless exponential polynomial (obtained by 

solving for the orbital vo
2
) times the unitless Energy Factor (EF) 

times the unitless particle g/2 factor times the mass of the electron 

me.  We don’t know why, but it seems to work.  The m and r in the 

balancing equations are the same as in postulate A.6 
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12.  Except for particles containing a dot (●), particle term masses 

must be summed with all previous mass terms (previous mass 

terms must be added only once for each new mass term.). 

 

B.  Original Set of Postulates in Electrino Physics. Science is 

based on postulates—unproven assumptions.  Yet they can be well 

chosen based on experimental evidence.  Einstein's Special 

Relativity is based on two postulates:  1) the principle of relativity 

(from which is gleaned the covariance of physical laws); and 2) the 

constancy of c (the speed of light) to all observers.  The following 

aether model of quasi-relativity is based on postulates also.  Aether 

quasi-relativity postulates are not Einstein's postulates.  (The 

covariance of physical laws and the constancy of c are derived 

results in aether quasi-relativity.)  The postulates for aether quasi-

relativity are more fundamental in nature: 

 

Special Quasi-Relativity in an Aether Postulates 

 

1.  There is an absolute space mediated by an electrical aether. 

 

2.  For every whole particle relativistic action there is an equal and 

opposite reaction. 

 

      The first postulate may be expanded to say there is a turbulent 

absolute space mediated by an electrical aether affected by matter 

and forces in the Universe.  The aether may be electrically 

polarized, ionized, magnetically aligned, and accelerated relative to 

the distant stars.  The best evidence is the aether consists of a sea 

of 70.0 MeV minimum real mass integral spin bosons. 

      The second postulate (parallel to Newton's third law) is here 

taken more broadly.  Lenz's law with magnetic fields and electrical 

currents ("the induced emf is always in such a direction as to 

produce a current and resulting flux change that counteracts the 

original flux change responsible for the induction") might be 

considered a phenomenon explained by a more broad interpretation 
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of Newton's third law.  Nature resists the collapse of a magnetic 

field by the induction of a current just equal to that which would 

compensate for the loss of the magnetic field.  Aether relativity 

depends on a similar reaction to an action affecting the permittivity 

of free space, length, and clock speed of an object due to motion of 

that object in an aether in a "classical mechanics" system. 

      General quasi-relativity requires an additional postulate over 

the two postulates of special quasi-relativity. 

 

General Quasi-Relativity Postulate 

 

3.  All non-zero mass particles (including imaginary mass 

particles) accelerate at the same rate at the same potential in a 

gravitational field. 

 

       In addition to the three postulates of Special and General 

Quasi-Relativity in an Aether, several postulates are necessary to 

derive the structure of elementary particles and unite the forces.  

The postulates will be listed here and discussed where appropriate 

in the text and derivation. 

 

Particle and Field Postulates 

 

4. Parsimony Principle:  The Universe is constructed 

according to the simplest design possible to account for the many 

varied natural phenomena. 

 

5. A symmetric smooth charge distribution cannot have 

detectable spin. 

 

6. (ad hoc hypothesis, not a postulate)  In every particle other 

than zero mass, electrinos have a velocity component along one 

direction equal to or greater than c.  Electrinos may also have 

velocity components or zero in perpendicular directions. 
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7. Total momentum P, observable angular momentum Jℏ, and 

total ordinary energy W are conserved in every natural non-

accelerating frame and reaction.  Energy cannot ever be destroyed.  

It is eternal.  But it can be created, expanding the Universe, which 

is a good thing.  (See The Physics of Genesis, Draft 3, Chapter 3.) 

 

8. The observable angular momentum (spin) of the 

parameterized particle system is 

 

 
pp p f ts r x m c 

 
 / 2 1 ,

p Ji
i

f                  (11-6) 

 

in the aether rest frame, where the variables are defined and 

illustrated in the text. 

 

Definitions of Postulates’ Variables and Terms 

 

 In hypothesis 6, c is the ordinary speed of light. 

 In postulate 7, the word "natural" is employed because the 

postulate holds true for natural particles—those made of unitons, 

semions, and quartons and their anti-particles in matter, light, and 

gravitons.  Octons, however, are supernatural particles, which, 

while they may conserve order energy (positive and negative 

energy in the creation of particles), they do not conserve entropy 

energy (ordinary energy W—the absolute value, term for term, of 

order energy in the equations). 

 In postulate 8, sp is the observable spin of the overall 

particle or particles studied.  sp = Jℏ.  Σi means sum over all the 

sub-particles being considered.  rp means the radius vector of the 

overall particle contemplated.  x means the vector cross product.  

mfp means the mass of an electrino i making up the overall particle 

p considered.  For an electron it’s the mass of a semion.  For a 

photon it’s the mass of a uniton.  In the relativistic frame, it is the 

strong mass of the electrino (to be derived).  In the nonrelativistic 

frame, it is a portion of the overall particle considered (such as half 
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of the electron).  ct means the tangential (perpendicular to the 

radius) or orbital vector velocity at the speed of light.  fp equals the 

fraction of a whole particle for electrino i in overall particle p, or 

the fusion state of the electrino.  fp are fractions of charge, and 

come in +1, -½, +¼, -⅛, 0, +⅛, -¼, +½, and -1 only.  The first four 

are matter, and the last four are antimatter.  ℏ equals Planck's 

constant h divided by 2π.  1J is a unit vector in the direction of the 

angular momentum Jℏ. 

 Equation (11-6) holds true in the hyperoptic speed frame as 

well as the suboptic speed frame.  In the hyperoptic speed frame 

there may be imaginary radii, minus imaginary mass, and positive 

or negative vt.  The cross product is real and obeys the right hand 

side of the equation.  Particle systems are mass singularities.  

Because the observer cannot see across to the back side of a mass 

singularity, but can observe only the front side at the event 

horizon, sp is the product of rp, mfp, and ct. 

Equation (11-6) holds true in the aether rest frame.  That is 

as if an observer rode with the aether particles from at rest at 

infinity to the surface of the particle and made the observation as 

he/she passed the surface of the particle on the way in, or rode with 

the aether particles from at rest at infinity through the particle, and 

observed at the surface of the particle on the way out.  The aether 

rest frame is not the customary, natural, or convenient frame from 

which to observe and calculate.  It is more natural to select the 

echon relative rest frame.  That frame is at rest with the center of 

mass of the particle.  In that frame the aether travels with velocity 

v radially.  Calculating the angular momentum or spin in this frame 

requires the addition of terms as shown in Equation (11-7). 

 

 
pp p f p

s r x m V 
 

1
1

2
p p J

i i

f k
 

  
 

               (11-7) 

 

 Vp is different than ct in Equation (11-6).  For the electron, 

it is the vectorial sum of ct and vp, which are the orbital velocity of 
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the electrino and the radial velocity of the aether at the surface of 

particle p, respectively.  kp is added.  kp = (1 + vp
2
/c

2
)
1/2

 and is on 

the order of 1 + 10
-45

 for electrons and differs negligibly from 1 for 

conceivable vp.  vp is v for particle p, the magnitude of vp.  

Equation (11-6) is a good approximation for equation (11-7). 

 The Parsimony Principle is a long-standing physical view 

of the Universe.  It has been employed in many theories.  This 

principle is the foundation for this derivation of particle and field 

structure.  Some of the conservation laws in Postulate 7 have long 

been known and used in physics.  The rest of the postulates are 

unfamiliar ones introduced by the author. 

_____________________ 
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Chapter 12 

 

The Science of Calculating Particle 

 Masses from First Principles 

 

A.  Introduction 

 

 It is appropriate now to explain the science of calculating the 

masses of elementary particles from the information in their 

chonomic structure codes.  This work was done for charged 

leptons, the pion family, and the neutron family in [1,2].  (The pion 

family and neutron family calculations are modified in the next 

two chapters.)  The first electrino mass family, the electron family, 

was of particles composed simply of orbiting fractons in 

containment.  The pion and neutron family calculations are more 

complex, but are good explanations of the science of calculating 

the masses of systems in the chonomic structures. 

 In order to abbreviate the requisite labor in the calculations 

involved in this book and take advantage of previous results, we 

will reverse some of the order of the calculations.  Instead of 

combining the 2

ov  and solving for m, we will henceforth solve for 

the m’s and combine masses employed in the particles.  Some of 

the masses will be masses previously calculated in “Prediction of 

the Masses of Every Particle, Step 1.” [2] These will have to be 

updated slightly because of the update of the α to 2010 CODATA 

data.  Some of the masses will be masses associated with the 

potential energies and kinetic energies of the orbits binding the 

masses together.  The previously calculated masses include their 

g/2 factors and energy factors combining their kinetic and their 

potential energies.  We will have to include both terms in the 

calculations of each intrinsic mass and orbital mass associated with 

the particles on the face of the chonomic grid for the particle in 

question. 

 The particle data below (cnonomic structure codes) are 

formatted similarly for each particle:  first on the left is a particle 
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symbol.  To the right is typically the isospin, spin, parity, etc.  

Below that is the measured mass.  Then the particle symbol is 

repeated above the particle chonomic structure proper, as part of 

the particle structure.  Then comes another mass.  Originally it was 

the measured mass less the error terms.  But we desire to make a 

change here—let us now make this mass the calculated mass from 

first principles.  Below that is the chonomic grid.  Right of the 

vertical line are the symbols of positively charged particles—to the 

left the negative particles.  There are different levels in the grid 

representing different energy states.  For more information, see [3] 

Chapter 10. 
____________________________________________ 

 

 
 η      I

G
(J

PC
) = 0

+
(0

–+
) 

   Mass m = 547.853 ± 0.024 MeV 

                  η 

                548.008 806 

             3    |__   

             2    |__   

             1  -+|+- 

             0    | 

  

             1½-1½|0 

                  | 

_____________________________________________ 

 

 This is the chonomic structure for the η particle, our first 

sample particle for mass calculation.  First let us calculate the 

masses of the intrinsic particles on the face of the grid.  (Then we 

will do the binding orbital masses.)  They are all muons and anti-

muons, which are in the electron family and the positron family, 

which we have to calculate in order to obtain the muon and anti-

muon mass values. 

 

A1.   Electron Family Calculations 
 

 Deriving particle states is one orbital level deeper than 

deriving electron orbital states that Niels Bohr did.  The 
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calculations are similar, but significantly different.  Instead of 

treating the situation as a one body problem, we must treat the 

situation as a two body problem, with two equal semions in orbit 

about each other. [4] This introduces an extra ½ into the expression 

of the centrifugal force.   

 We will solve for the particle states in a different order than 

Neils Bohr did.  First we will balance the strong electric force in 

this problem with the central force of inertia in this problem, and 

familiarize ourselves with the whole problem to be solved: 

 Equation (12-1) below is the balancing of the force due to 

charge on the semions with the centrifugal force on the semions.  

The effective mass of a semion is half the mass of the whole 

particle in the outer non-relativistic frame.  We use this mass of the 

semion in the centrifugal force along with the ½ from the two body 

problem.  The velocity vo is greater than or equal to c, and must 

increase when the energy increases.  In the electric type force side 

of the equation, the charge of the semion is e/2.   

 Different particle systems are in different order black holes.  

The force must depend on the order of black hole the particle 

system is in.  Like the strong force and the electric force differ in 

strength by a power of 1/α, the forces in different orders of black 

holes differ by powers of 1/α
n/b

.  The electric type force 

expression, in the right side of Eqn. (12-1), we expect to depend on 

a power of 1/α
n/b

.  To be in harmony with measured results and 

Eqn. (12-1), we want the power of 1/α to be related to n/b.  Also, 

we want the power for the electron to be such that the power of α is 

1 when n = 0.  We therefore take the power of α for electrons and 

higher charged leptons to be n/b + 1.  Completing the balancing of 

forces equation, we have 
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                (12-1) 

 

The first ½ in the equation is from the two body nature of the 

problem, converting it to a one body problem. The me/2 is for the 
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semion.  The vo
2
/r is the centrifugal force acting on the semions 

from a circular orbit.  The e/2 is for the charge on each semion. 

The 4πε0 are constants necessary to solve this problem in MKSC 

units.  The 1/α
n/b

 is the fine structure coupling constant between the 

orders of black holes in the problem.  The r is the radius of the 

particle sub-particle orbit. 

 Thanks to the two body nature of the problem, all of the 

numeral constants except 4 in the above equation cancel out.  And 

e
2
/4πε0α can be factored out as ћc.  One r can cancel out of the two 

sides of the equation.  The equation then looks like the following: 

 

   
r

c
vm

bnoe /

2




                                     (12-2) 

 

We can solve for vo if we can find an independent equation for r.  

Neils Bohr utilized the spin relation for electrons for this purpose. 

That equation was 

 

   mevr = nħ.               (12-3) 

 

Unfortunately that spin relation does not work for charged leptons.  

Through trial and error, the author has settled on the following spin 

relation for charged leptons, which is here taken as a postulate: 

 

   mecr = nħ/b
2
.                         (12-4) 

 

 Solving for r we obtain: 

 

   r = nħ/b
2
mec.                 (12-5) 

 

Combining Eqn. (12-2) with Eqn. (12-5) we have: 

 

       mevo
2
 = ħcb

2
mec/α

n/b
nħ             (12-6)  

    

   vo
2
 = (b

2
/nα

n/b
) c

2
             (12-7) 
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    vo = (b
2
/nα

n/b
)
1/2 

c.                (12-8) 

 

The constant n in the above Eqns. (12-1) – (12-8) is confusing.  

The n in Niels Bohr solution went 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 . . . , but the n in 

the charged lepton solution goes 0, 1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 21 . . . , where b 

in the charged lepton solution goes 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 . . . .  The n’s are 

calculable from the b’s.  nj = nj-1 + bj. 

B.  Deriving Semion Orbit Energy Levels and Masses 
 

1.  Energy calculations.  

 

We have solved for vo in terms of our parameters n and b.  We can 

now plug that formula into the relationship for particle energy to 

obtain the energy levels of quarton orbits, and thus the particle 

masses.  The kinetic, potential, and total energies of the semion 

system can be expressed as 

 

 Energy Energy Energytotal kinetic potential  .                 (12-9) 

 

Because, in some particles, like charges attract, the potential 

energy for those particles is positive instead of negative.  You 

recall the energies are negative in Neils Bohr’s calculations of 

orbiting electrons in Hydrogen.  But they are positive in our 

calculations.  Also the kinetic Energy in some particles is a 0 or net 

0, but is one half the potential energy in other cases, so that the EF 

for those cases is 3/2.  We must take that into consideration in a 

term EF (energy factor).  But that is not all!  The value we would 

thus calculate is most of a mass term, not the total mass of the 

particle we are calculating.  The mass term must be summed up 

with all previous mass terms in the series (previous terms utilized 

only once in each term) to arrive at the total mass of the particle.  
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Also we must multiply by the appropriate g/2 factor in each term to 

have the complete mass term for summing.  
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 (12-10) 

 

For the calculation of the intrinsic masses of the η particle we must 

have the muon term of the electron family calculation in Eqn. (12-

10) above (only one large term and 1), 3/2 for the EFj, and the 

appropriate g/2 factor for each term.  Since we are doing all the 

necessary calculations from first principles, we will take time out 

here to derive the necessary g/2 factors from first principles: 

 

 2. g/2-factor Theory 

 

 Our model of half the g-factor is a sum of terms—each term for 

a force or interaction—each term an integration of a force with 

respect to r or R (in other words, an energy), divided by the 

standard energy of that particle system in the strong relativistic 

frame or the non relativistic frame, as appropriate (in other words, 

E = Mc
2
 or E = mc

2
, respectively). 

 The forces in the strong relativistic frames we integrate to the 

standard radius in the inner relativistic frames, namely R.  The 

forces in the non-relativistic frames–electricity and magnetism--we 

integrate to the standard in non-relativistic frames, namely 2πr.  

For the weak forces, we integrate to the standard 2πR, because 

there are no magnetic monopoles.  In the following general term 

derivations, the integration limit will be expressed as lim, to be 

substituted from Table 12-1.  The term lim will either be 1 for the 

strong force and gravity, or 2π for all other forces.  For the 
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magnetic force and weak forces, the 2πr or 2πR is for only one r or 

R in r
2
 or R

2
 (in other words r(2πr), etc.   

 The inertial force is not included in this calculation.  Strong 

gravity and the strong electric force are equated in the model.  

They are not additive.  They are equivalent calculation of forces.  

Therefore we need to consider only one of the two—strong electric 

or strong gravity forces—in half the g-factor. The following is the 

pattern of terms we will encounter in the calculated g/2 factors. 

 

    ,...2/ 21 pgwkwkmgemesep tttttttg  (12-11) 

where there is defined to be the term, se stands for strong electric, 

me stands for meso-electric, e electric, mg magnetic, wk1 weak1, 

etc., and g gravity.  We will calculate each term separately.  

 In all the magnetic (and weak) type forces and interactions, the 

integration is done already.  We only have to adjust the resultant 

energy for the R or r limits and weak terms, calculate, and 

simplify. 

 The magnetic and weak g/2 terms have in the calculations a 

velocity v2, which in these calculations is orbital.  For all 

subscripted weak interactions, v2 = c.  For the magnetic force, (v2 

≪ c) ≈ 0. 

 The exponent of α k is the sum of two parameters p and q:  p is 

the sequential number of a list of forces; q is the number of shell 

the mass singularity is in.  As with electron shells, singularities in 

particles do not all come in a single shell.  For electrons and 

muons, q = 0.  For tauons and a few higher charged leptons, q = 1.  

Be aware that q will switch to 2 and higher numbers as p increases 

beyond the first few numbers.   

 Like v
2
 =  2GM/r for speeds much, much less than c, and GM/r 

for speeds about c, the denominators of some g/2 factor magnetic 

and weak terms have an extra factor of two in them.  In the 

calculations, a parameter Δ substituted from Tables 12-1 or 12-3 

accounts for these differences.  For the magnetic term and weak1 

term for the electron g/2-factor, Δ = 2.  For all other weak terms 
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for any particles, Δ = 1.  The appropriate values of Δ will be 

recorded in Tables 12-1 and 12-3. 

 Please note that r
2
 is positive, R

2
 is negative, m

2
 is positive, M

2
 

is negative, rm is positive, and RM is positive.  In the expression 

two charges are multiplied together—ee.  The test charge is 

negative—the electron—-e.  If the main charge is also –e, the 

negative signs cancel, and the Sign is +.  If the main charge is 

positive, the Sign is -.  In the electric force, r and m are used (the 

outer non-relativistic values).  In the strong electric force, R and M 

are used (the inner relativistic values).  In the equations, the radius 

is abbreviated as rad. 

 

 3. Calculation of g/2-factor terms 
 

 First we calculate the general terms, employing the above data 

for the g/2-factor.  Then we will calculate the individual force 

terms for the electron g/2-factor and for the muon g/2-factor. 

 

 a. General electric term. 
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For the electric force, lim = 2π, k = 0.  Therefore, for the electric 

force, te = -α/(2π). 

 For the strong electric force (equivalent to the strong 

gravitational force), lim = 1, k = 1.  Therefore tse = -1.  This is the 

same as the strong gravitational term tsg calculated below: 

 

 b. Strong gravitational term. 
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2 1.                        (12-17) 

 

Only one strong term is employed in the g/2-factor.  

 The explanation of the minus signs in Eqns. (12-16) and (12-

17) is as follows: The minus sign is because of the backward 

integration.  Another minus sign comes from the integration of r
-2

 

to r
-1

.  And another minus sign comes from the fact that the strong 

force is attractive.  The net effect is one minus sign.     

 

 c. Magnetic term. 

 

 The magnetic force makes a split of the energy state of eℏB/m 

separation when in a magnetic field for electrons in atoms, adding 

eℏB/2m to the maximum energy state in atom orbits.  We are 

interested in how much energy a magnetic field can add to the 

maximum energy state of a particle.  The charge of electrinos is a 

fraction of e, but the charge sums to e in common particles.  Also 

the relativity reduced mass of the electrinos is a fraction of the 

mass of the particle m, but the mass sums to m in the particle.  

Taking the energy eℏB/2m without integration, but putting in the 
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limits of the ‘would have been’ integration, and remembering the Δ 

term for magnetic type terms, we obtain the magnetic term.  In the 

general electric term, α is always positive.  But in the magnetic and 

weak terms, α is alternately negative or positive, depending on the 

power p.  For the magnetic term, we will take 0p   and 0pk  .  

So we also make note of that in the following terms.  (The 

parameters are defined in [1] Chapter 7, pp. 217-221.) 
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0, lim 2 , 2,pBut p k and                                   (12-24) 
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Where v2 is ≪ c (as in magnetism), it is from one order less mass 

singularity hole than c is.  We already have an example of what 

one order less singularity does to the g/2 factor term.  The electric 

is one order less a singularity than the strong.  The electric term is -

α/(2π).  The strong term is -1  The ratio is α/(2π).   For the 

magnetic term, we take  2 / 2v c   .  Then tmg = -α
2
/(16π

2
). 

 

 d. General weak term. 

 

 Weak forces are similar to magnetic forces, except they have 

more terms to account for magneton mediation and mass 

distinguishing constant engrossment.  Also v2/c = 1 in all cases, so 

there is an extra (-1) for (-v2/c) in the terms.  The equation for the 

general weak term is 
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But e c RM c and
2

04 2 1/ , / , lim ,              (12-29) 

 

for weak2 and higher weak forces.  Thus the master weak term for 

weak2 and higher weak forces,  where 2,pk   is 
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For lower order weak terms it is best to determine the terms 

through experimental calculations and best fit to the g/2 factor.   

 

 e. Gravity term. 
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 The author's guess is that the gravitational term of the g/2-

factor also has r limits of integration.  It will require 45 place 

accuracy to disprove this.  For exact g/2-factors, the gravity term is 

required.  However, if less than 45 place accuracy is required, the 

gravity term can be neglected. 

 

 f.  Meso-electric term. 

 

 For positive particle g/2 factors, there is an extra g/2 factor 

term for the meso-electric force = -bnπα.  This starts at 0 state with 

the positron with zero value.  Thus the positron is the only positive 

particle that is the simple charge conjugate of its negative particle 

(the electron).  For states 1 or higher, the meso-electric term makes 

the greatest difference of the g/2 factor terms.     
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 4. Evaluating the Electron g/2-factor 

 

 We begin to evaluate the electron g/2-factor by completing 

Table 12-2. 
 

 

Table 12-1 
 

Parameters Used in Calculating the Electron g/2-factor Terms 

 

force         sign   rad   mass   Δ    lim     v2     p     q       kp     n       electron g/2-                           

                                                                                                  factor term 

 

strong          +      R      M             1                              1                        -1 

electric        +       r       m             2π                            0                     -α/(2π) 

magnetic              r       m      2     2π    ≈0     0   ≈0    ≈0       1          -α
2
/(16π

2
) 

weak1                  R      M      2     2π      c     1   ≈0       1       1            α
2
/(8π) 

weak2                  R      M      1     2π      c     2   ≈0       2       1           -α
3
/(4π) 

weak3                  R      M      1     2π      c     3   ≈0       4       1       (32α)
1
α

3
/(4π)  

weak4                  R      M      1     2π      c     4     1       5       1       -(32α)
3
α

3
/(4π)  

weak5                  R      M      1     2π      c     5     1       6       1        (32α)
4
α

3
/(4π)  

weak6                  R      M      1     2π      c     6     1       7       1       -(32α)
5
α

3
/(4π)  

weak7                  R      M      1     2π      c     7     1       8       1        (32α)
6
α

3
/(4π)  

weak8                  R      M      1     2π      c     8     1       9       1      -(32α)
7
α

3
/(4π) 

etc. 

gravity                 r       m              1                                                   me
2
/(M0)

2
 

 

 The right hand column of Table 12-1 can be evaluated if 

we obtain a value for α, the Fine Structure Constant.  The previous 

(2006) CODATA value was 0.007 297 352 5376(50).  The most 

recent (2010) CODATA value [8] is 0.007 297 352 5698(24). The 

author used both the CODATA values and the natural units system 

to evaluate the g/2-factors.  For the evaluation of the electron g/2-

factor, see Table 12-2 below. 
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Table 12-2 
 

Electron g/2-factor Evaluation 

 
force       electron g/2-          numerical value               numerical value          natural units   

                  factor term             (2006)                              (2010) 

strong                       -1   -1.000 000 000 000  . . .  -1.000 000 000 000  . . .                  -1 

electric             -α/(2π)   -0.001 161 409 727  . . .   -0.001 161 409 733 . . .             -1/8π2 

magnetic     -α2/(16π2)   -0.000 000 337 218  . . .    -0.000 000 337 218 . . .        -1/256π4 

weak1               α
2/(8π)  +0.000 002 118 804  . . .   +0.000 002 118 804  . . .        1/128π3 

weak2              -α
3/(4π)   -0.000 000 030 923  . . .   -0.000 000 030 923  . . .       -1/128π4 

weak3     (32α)1α3/(4π)   +0.000 000 007 221 . . .   +0.000 000 007 221 . . .             1/8π5  

weak4   -(32α)3α3/(4π)    -0.000 000 000 393  . . .   -0.000 000 000 393  . . .              2/π7 

weak5     (32α)4α3/(4π)   +0.000 000 000 091 . . .  + 0.000 000 000 091 . . .             16/π8 

weak6    -(32α)5α3/(4π)   -0.000 000 000 021  . . .  - 0.000 000 000 021  . . .          128/π9 

weak7     (32α)6α3/(4π)   +0.000 000 000 005  . . .  +0.000 000 000 005  . . .        1024/π10 

weak8      -(32α)7α3/(4π)    -0.000 000 000 001 . . .   -0.000 000 000 001 . . .         8192/π11 

etc. 

gravity          me
2/(M0)

2     -0.000 000 000 000  . . .  -0.000 000 000 000  . . . 

Total with eight weak     -1.001 159 652 163 . . .   -1.001 159 652 169 . . . 

                interactions 

 

The 2010 calculated theoretical electron g/2-factor is -1.001 159 

652 169 . . . .  The measured 2010 electron g/2 factor is -1.001 159 

652 180 76(27). [8] The 2010 theoretical value differs from the 

measured value by 1.1 x 10
-11

.  The 2006 calculated theoretical 

electron g/2 factor was -1.001 159 652 163 . . . .  The measured 

2002 CODATA electron g/2-factor was -1.001 159 652 1811(08).  

The theoretical value differed from the measured value by 1.81 x 

10
-11

. (The difference with 1998 CODATA data was 2.38 x 10
-11

, 

and with 1986 CODATA data was 5.70 x 10
-11

.)  The fit of the 

theoretical values with the measured values continues to get better.  

Still, the measured value of the electron g/2-factor is more accurate 

than the measured α used to try to calculate it.  We need a more 

accurate α.  In natural units α = 1/4π exactly.   

 

5. Evaluating the Muon g/2-factor 

 The muon g/2-factor differs from the electron g/2-factor in 

one way.       All but one weak interaction terms are multiplied by 
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n ≈-3 for muons.  We evaluate the muon g/2-factor by completing 

Tables 12-4 and 12-5. 

 

Table 12-3 
 

Parameters Used in Calculating the Muon g/2-factor Terms 

 

force         sign   rad   mass   Δ    lim    v2      p     q      k      n              muon g/2-factor 

term 

strong          +      R      M             1                               1                                     -1 

electric        +       r       m            2π                              0                                 -α/(2π) 

magnetic              r       m      2     2π    ≈0     0   ≈0    ≈0      -1                      -α2/(16π2) 

weak1                  R      M      1     2π      c     1   ≈0       1      -1                       -α2/(4π) 

weak2                  R      M      1     2π      c     2   ≈0       2      -3                      +3α3/(4π) 

weak3                  R      M      1     2π      c     3     1       4      -3                  -(32α)1α3/(4π)  

weak4                  R      M      1     2π      c     4     1       5      -3                  +3(32α)3α3/(4π)  

weak5                  R      M      1     2π      c     5     1       6      -3                   -3(32α)4α3/(4π)  

weak6                  R      M      1     2π      c     6     1       7      -3                  +3(32α)5α3/(4π)  

weak7                  R      M      1     2π      c     7     1       8      -3                  -3(32α)6α3/(4π)  

weak8                  R      M      1     2π      c     8     1       9      -3                 +3(32α)7α3/(4π) 

etc. 

gravity                 r       m              1                                                              mμ
2/(M0)

2 

 

Table 12-4 
 

Muon g/2-factor Evaluation 

 

force                                         muon g/2-factor term                            numerical value 

                                                                                                                  (2006) 

strong                                                     -1                                       -1.000 000 000 000  . . . 

electric                                                 -α/(2π)                                 -0.001 161 409 727  . . . 

magnetic                                             -α2/(16π2)                              -0.000 000 337 218  . . . 

weak1                                                  -α
2/(4π)                                 -0.000 004 237 608  . . . 

weak2                                               +3α3/(4π)                                +0.000 000 092 769  . . . 

weak3                                        -3(32α)1α3/(4π)                               -0.000 000 021 663  . . . 

weak4                                      +3(32α)3α3/(4π)                               +0.000 000 001 181  . . . 

weak5                                         -3(32α)4α3/(4π)                              -0.000 000 000 275  . . . 

weak6                                      +3(32α)5α3/(4π)                               +0.000 000 000 064  . . . 

weak7                                        -3(32α)6α3/(4π)                               -0.000 000 000 015  . . . 

weak8                                                           +3(32α)7α3/(4π)                              +0.000 000 000 003  . . 

. 

etc. 

gravity                                             mμ
2/M0

2                                    -0.000 000 000 000 . . . 

 

Total with eight weak forces                                                            -1.001 165 912 489 . . . 
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The 2010 calculated theoretical numerical values will be the same 

as the 2006 numerical values, except the electric term will be -

0.001 161 409 733 . . . and the total will be -1.001 165 912 495 . . . 

.  The 2010 measured CODATA value (after dividing by 2) is -

1.001 165 9209(07). [8] The theoretical value differs from the 

measured value by 8.4 x 10
-09

.   The 2006 calculated theoretical 

muon g/2-factor was -1.001 165 912 489 . . .
  
 The 2006 CODATA 

measured muon g/2-factor is -1.001 165 920 7(06).  The theoretical 

value differs from the measured value by 8.21 x 10
-9

. 

 The electron and muon theoretical g/2-factors are close but 

not exact fits with the measured g/2-factors.  When α and the g/2 

factors are known more precisely, it will be interesting to see if the 

measured values are closer to the theoretical values.   

 The number of identifiable precise terms in the g/2-factors 

is greatly increased with this scheme.  We have good confirmation 

of the fundamental forces of the Universe by the g/2-factors.  

These very accurate calculations are without recourse to 

renormalization theory of Quantum Electrodynamics.  They are 

without the quark hypothesis.  These accurate calculations are one 

test for a new boson-aether model of physics in which charges are 

divided into e, e/2, e/4, e/8, 0, -e/8, -e/4, -e/2, and –e.

 Acknowledgment.  I am very grateful to Dr. James G. 

Gilson for discussions on the electron and muon g/2 factors. 
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6.  Evaluating the Positron g/2 factor 

 

Table 12-5 

 
Positron family 

 

Anti-electron -e0 g/2 Factor Evaluation with 2010 α 

 

force:                  g/2 factor term:                 numerical value: 

 

strong                          +1                              +1.000 000 000 000  

meso-electric         bn                          -0.000 000 000 000  

electric                     + / 2                        +0.001 161 409 733 

magnetic               
2 2

/16                    +0.000 000 337 218  

1weak                  
2

/ 8                        -0.000 002 118 804  

2weak                   
3

/ 4                     +0.000 000 030 923  

3weak                 
1 3

32 / 4           -0.000 000 007 221  

4weak                 
3 3

32 / 4          +0.000 000 000 393  

5weak                 
4 3

32 / 4           -0.000 000 000 091  

6weak                
5 3

32 / 4           +0.000 000 000 021  

7weak               
6 3

32 / 4             -0.000 000 000 005  

8weak               
7 3

32 / 4            +0.000 000 000 001  

9weak              
8 3

32 / 4              -0.000 000 000 000  

 

total calculated g/2 factor for –e0            +1.001 159 652 169  
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7.  Evaluating the Anti-Muon g/2 Factor 

 

Table 12-6 
 

Positron family 

 

Anti-muon -e1 g/2 Factor Evaluation with 2010 α 

force:                  g/2 factor term:                 numerical value: 

 

strong                             +1                       +1.000 000 000 00  

meso-electric              bn                  -0.022 925 309 22  

electric                         + / 2                +0.001 161 409 73  

magnetic                     
2 2

/16            +0.000 000 337 21  

1weak                         
2

/ 4               +0.000 004 237 60  

2weak                       
3

3 / 4               -0.000 000 092 76  

3weak               
1 3

3 32 / 4           +0.000 000 021 66  

4weak               
3 3

3 32 / 4           -0.000 000 001 18  

5weak               
4 3

3 32 / 4          +0.000 000 000 27  

6weak               
5 3

3 32 / 4           -0.000 000 000 06  

7weak              
6 3

3 32 / 4           +0.000 000 000 01  

8weak              
7 3

3 32 / 4            -0.000 000 000 00  

9weak             
8 3

3 32 / 4             +0.000 000 000 00  

10weak             
9 3

3 32 / 4            -0.000 000 000 00  

total calculated g/2 factor for –e1                   +0.978 240 603 27 

 

8.  The Masses of the Muon and Anti-Muon.   

 We now have all the necessary data to assemble the masses 

of the muon and anti-muon in Eqn. (12-10) and (12-33): 
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The right most term in Eqn. (12-33) is defined as 1.0. 

 To calculate Eqn. (12-33) in general, we must have a 

definition of n, b, and j:  (See Table 12-1.)  The first three n and b 

are tested.  Higher n and b are calculated.  We expect both n and b 

to increase with j.  We expect nj – (nj-1) to be bj. 

 Finally, just as the mass is a series of terms, all other force 

terms are added by multiplying by half the g-factor for the given 

particle.  There are only two usable measured g/2 factors that are 

available which can be used in calculating masses—for the 

electron and the muon.  Fortunately, the match is close enough 

between particle masses and particle g/2 factors that calculated g/2 

factors can be tested by the measured masses of the particles.  We 

will begin employing calculated g/2 factors in this and the next 

section.   

 
Particle       b  n   polynomial       EF              g/2 factor            mass factor 

                              m/me 

Electron      0  0   included      included          included           1.000 000 000 

Muon          1  1       1/α               3/2         -1.001 165 912      205.793 656   

       

 ____________ 

     Total Muon      206.793 656 

 

Positron      0  0   included       included          included         -1.000 000 000 

Anti-Muon 1  1        1/α               3/2         +0.978 165 912   -201.065 914 

       

 ____________ 

           Total Anti-Muon   -202.065 914 

Table 12-7 

 

9.  Masses of + spin muons and anti-muons 

 The calculations above are for the – spin muons and anti-

muons.  The g/2 factors of the + spin muons and anti-muons (as in 
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the η chonomic grid) can be calculated from the above by simply 

reversing the sign of the magnetic term in the muon and anti-muon 

in the g/2 factor evaluation Tables (12-4 and 12-6).  This is like 

adding  2 x  0.000 000 337 218 . . . to the muon g/2 factor -1.001 

165 912 = -1.001 165 238; and like subtracting 2 x 0.000 000 337 

218 from the anti-muon g/2 factor  +0.978 240 603 27 = 0.978 241 

277. 

 Now, as before, multiply the terms and add as above:  The 

mass ratio m/me for the + spin muon is 206.793 518 . . . .  The 

mass ratio m/me for the + spin anti-muon is 202.081 406.   

 

C.  Orbital Masses From the η Sub-particles 

 

 Calculations are not alone for intrinsic masses on the 

chonomic grid.  Mass ratios can and must be calculated for orbits 

beside intrinsic orbits—for binding orbits. 

 The first consideration in calculating the mass ratio of an 

elementary particle is to carefully examine its chonomic structure.  

Are there symbols on more than one state level?  Or are the 

symbols all on one level?  Is there more than one symbol on the 

same side of the vertical chonomic line?  By inspection, determine 

how many different orbits are needed to bind the symbol particles 

together without gluons.  Symbols on the same side of the vertical 

chonomic line (including of more than one energy state) can all be 

held together by means of the electric strong force—where the 

aether travels faster than the speed of light, the radii are made 

imaginary, and like charges attract.  All the sub-particles in an 

elementary particle obey the Pauli Exclusion Principle—that is no 

two sub-particles in a particle have the same set of parameters—

the identical state, except in briefly temporary quasi particles.  

Thus the sub-particles in a binding orbit can all get along together, 

because they are a subset of a Pauli Exclusion Principle compliant 

set. 

 In the event a central particle cannot be found, and the particle 

is totally symmetric, the particle acts like a two body problem, and 
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a ½ must be put before the inertial side of the equation (see Eqn. 

(12-34) for a sample).  In this case, one half of the charge of the 

sub-particles of the particle must be multiplied by the other half of 

the charge of the sub-particles of the particle in the electrical 

product portion of the balancing equation. 

 The mass term in the inertial side of the balancing equation is 

(m/4) for quarton orbits, (m/2) for semion orbits, and (m/1) for all 

whole particle orbits—irrespective of mass. 

 The mechanic for overall orbits for oppositely charged sub-

particles is similar, except it is an orbit of all the positively charged 

particles (bound) with all the negatively charged particles (bound).  

The electric term in the balancing equation is the sum of all the 

positive charges times the sum of the negative charges, where there 

is an extra minus sign because opposite charges attract.   

 There can be another strong force binding orbit for the charges 

on the other side of the vertical chonomic line.  And there can be 

an overall binding orbit of both sides of the vertical chonomic line 

by the meso-electric force—where the aether travels slower than 

the speed of light, the radii are real, and opposite charges attract.  

But since the opposite particles are of opposite charges, ½ of the 

orbital spin is often + ½ and the other ½ of the orbital spin is – ½.  

Sometimes both sides of the orbit have like spins. 

 For each binding orbit, there must be an equation balancing the 

respective electrical force in the orbit with the inertial force in the 

orbit.  For the Niels Bohr style calculation and approximation of 

the respective mass ratio associated with the orbit, the orbit is 

considered to be circular for particles at rest, and elliptical for 

particles in motion.  The inertial centrifugal force is calculated 

from circular centripetal acceleration. 

 In the event a central particle cannot be found, and the particle 

is totally symmetric, the particle acts like a two body problem, and 

a ½ must be put before the inertial side of the equation (see Eqn. 

(12-34) for a sample).  In this case, one half of the charge of the 

sub-particles of the particle must be multiplied by the other half of 
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the charge of the sub-particles of the particle in the electrical 

product portion of the balancing equation. 

 The mass term in the inertial side of the balancing equation is 

(m/4) for quarton orbits, (m/2) for semion orbits, and (m/1) for all 

whole particle orbits—irrespective of mass. 

 The mechanic for overall orbits for oppositely charged sub-

particles is similar, except it is an orbit of all the positively charged 

particles (bound) with all the negatively charged particles (bound).  

The electric term in the balancing equation is the sum of all the 

positive charges times the sum of the negative charges, where there 

is an extra minus sign because opposite charges attract.   

 Let us now give three examples of the relationships between 

aspects of particle chonomic structures and their respective orbital 

balancing equations.  We start with the faster than c aether 

mediated positively charged particle inner binding orbit for the η 

particle. 

 The total spin in the η particle chonomic structure (see Section 

11 before subsection A)  is 0 ħ, which comes from the intrinsic 

spins on the face of the grid canceling out and the orbital spins 

canceling out—that is, one binding orbit has 1 ħ spin, another 

binding orbit has – 1 ħ spin, and the overall binding orbit has 1/2-

1/2 = 0 ħ spin.  The negative sub particles (on the left side of the 

vertical chonomic line) require a faster than c binding orbit to bind 

like charges.  The positive sub particles (on the right side of the 

vertical chonomic line) require a faster than c binding orbit to bind 

like charges.  The two binding orbits require a slower than c 

binding orbit to bind opposite charges with the meso-electric force.  

Thus this particle requires three binding orbits. 

 The binding orbit we first wish to consider in this sample is the 

binding orbit of the negative particles.  The + particle (electron 

with + ½ ħ spin) is very slightly lighter than the – particle (electron 

with – ½ ħ spin).  But to all intents and purposes the – and + 

particles have the same mass.  The binding orbit is virtually 

symmetric.  There is no central particle in this problem.  Therefore 

we take the two body approximation in the balancing equation.  
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We put a ½ before the inertial side of the balancing equation.  All 

the particles in these orbits are whole particles, so m is divided by 

1.  Both electrons have -1e/1 charge.  We then have the following 

sample balancing equation for like charged sub-particles in the η 

particle: 

 

 2 2 ( / ) 1 2
o 0

1
( /1) / ( /1) 4

2

n b
m v r e r


                  (12-34) 

 The binding orbit we next wish to consider in this sample is the 

binding orbit of the positive particles.  Like the negative particles 

on the left of the vertical line, the positively charged particles on 

the right of the vertical line are almost precisely the same absolute 

value mass.  All the particles in these orbits are whole particles, so 

m is divided by 1.  The positrons have +1e/1 charge.  We then 

have the following sample balancing equation for like charged 

positive sub-particles in the η particle: 

 ½ 2 2 ( / ) 1 2
o 01( /1) / ( /1) 4

N B
m v r e r


   .           (12-35) 

 We wish now to consider the overall binding orbit of the η 

particle.  Because of the symmetry of the negative and positive 

charged sub-particles, the orbit is again balanced, and requires 

another ½ on the inertial side of the balancing equation.  We 

therefore use the two body approximation in this case, with whole 

particles and positive and negative terms in the electric term.   (The 

negative particles have an extra negative sign because opposite 

charges attract in this case.)   

 ½ 1(m/1)vo
2
/r = (--2e)(2e)/4πε0α

(n/b)+1
r
2
 .               (12-36) 

Eqn. (12-34) reduces to:  

  mvo
2
 = 2ħc/α

n/b
r                                            (12-37) 
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Eqn. (12-35) reduces to the same. 

 

Eqn. (12-36) reduces to: 

 

mvo
2
 = 8ħc/α

n/b
r.              (12-38) 

 

In Eqns. (10-37) and (10-38) we substitute for r the spin relation 

postulate 5 2
/r n b mc .  The results are: 

 

vo
2
 = 2b

2
/nα

n/b
 c

2
 for the inner binding orbits and          (12-39) 

 

vo
2
 = 8b

2
/nα

n/b
 c

2
 for the outer binding orbit.            (12-40) 

 

Because the outer binding orbit has ½ - ½ = 0 spin, The EF for the 

orbit equals 1.  That is all we need, except the g/2 factors 

(explained above), to calculate the mass ratios for each orbit, and 

the total mass of the particle, and the net mass of the particle.  

 Now let us calculate the sub-masses for the three binding orbits 

in the η particle. Putting it all together we have: 

 

Table 12-8 
 
Full particle approximation 
Sub-particle   b  n      polynomial    EF       g/2 factor     sub-mass ratio    predicted        measured [7]  

                                                                                               / em m          m MeV             m MeV 

- Spin Muon  1  1        b2/nαn/b    3/2   -1.001 165       206.793                             

+Spin Muon  1  1        b2/nαn/b    3/2    -1.001 165      206.793                        
-Sp Anti-mu. 1  1        b2/nαn/b    3/2   +0.978 165     -202.065      

+Sp Anti-mu. 1 1        b2/nαn/b    3/2   +0.978 241     -202.081                  

Orbit 1          1   1      2b2/nαn/b   3/2   -1.001 159       412.584  

Orbit 2          1   1      2b2/nαn/b   3/2    0.978 234      -402.159  

Orbit 3          1   1      8b2/nαn/b      1   -0.978 234     1072.426  

Total                                                                                   1092.290            558.159        547.853(24) 
 

Outer binding orbit approximation 

 Orbit 3           1    1       8b2/nαn/b        1      0.978 234      1072.426             548.008        547.853(24) 

 

 The outer binding orbit approximation is far closer to the 

measured value than the total of all mass contributions, because the 
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particle black hole obscures all masses and orbits other than the 

outer binding orbit.  This is good to know in our future work to 

save us a lot of effort, time, and paper. 

 As a recap, in going from the polynomials to mass ratio factors, 

in general, the polynomials (unitless) have to be multiplied by the 

kinetic-potential energy factor (unitless) times the g/2 factor 

(unitless) to arrive at the unitless mass ratio m/me. (Don’t forget to 

add 1 for the mass ratio of the electron.)  To arrive at the predicted 

particle mass in MeV, we multiply the resultant mass ratio by the 

mass of the electron in MeV (0.510 998928). 

 Many overall particles have 3/2 energy factors, because the 

kinetic energy adds to the positive potential energy of the system.  

But in some particle systems, the kinetic energy cancels out in the 

particle system, and the resultant potential energy factor is 1.  

 The first thing to know about g/2 factors is that they include the 

influence of all the forces active in the particle.  The electrical 

medium in space has a preponderance of excess negative charged 

electrons.  Electrons are the test charges in electrical fields.  

Negatively charged particles act one way in that field.   Positively 

charged particles act another way in the field.  The negatively 

charged particles do not have the meso-electric term (where 

opposite charges attract) in their g/2 factors.  The positively 

charged particles do have the meso-electric term in their g/2 

factors.  The meso-electric term subtracts more and more from 

higher and higher energy state g/2 factors, and makes a measurable 

difference in 1 state, making oppositely charged particles not 

simple charged conjugates.   

 Once the exponential polynomial is multiplied by the energy 

factor and the g/2 factor, there is still one step that must be made 

before summing all the sub-mass ratios in a table:  The number you 

have arrived at is a mass ratio factor, not the total mass ratio of the 

particle you are considering, unless your particle contains a ●.  

Then the mass ratio is as it is without summing sub mass ratios.  

For any state above relative ground state, without a ● in the 

system, the mass ratios of all lower states of the particle family 
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must be added to the mass ratio factor to yield the mass ratio in 

question.  Then all the mass ratios of all the sub-particles may be 

added together in a table for the mass ratio of the particle in 

question.  This includes previously calculated intrinsic mass ratios 

on the face of the chonomic grid, as well as mass ratio equivalents 

calculated for the binding orbits. 

 The electrical force calculation for an orbit requires the 

identification of what the central particle in the orbit is.  It is likely 

to be of an elevated state, or at least to be an n or an o particle.  If a 

central particle can be identified, its charge is multiplied by the 

sum of the charges of the rest of the sub-particles in the orbit (for 

orbits binding like particles).  This product is a part of the 

balancing equation (see Equation (12-41) for a sample). 

 1(m/1)vo
2
/r = (2e/1)

2
/4πε0α

(N/B)+1
r
2
                         (12-41) 

 Notice the equation starts with a 1 for the single body 

approximation, not a ½ for a two body approximation.   

 

___________________ 
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Chapter 13 

 

Redoing the Pion 

A.  Pion Family Calculations 

 

 The author has had calculations for the pion family since 

practically the beginning of his work of calculating the masses of 

“elementary” particles or chonstructs.  However, the pion has been 

the hardest to get right.  The authors have published physics books 

with the wrong covers on them because of persistent confusion 

over the structure of the pion and the forces acting in it and on it.  

The authors published their revised structure of the pion, but now 

are returning to their original structure of the pion, which is and 

was two quartons orbiting one way and two quartons orbiting the 

opposite way, superimposed on the first pair of orbiting quartons.  

The two quartons in one pair of quartons approach the two 

quartons in the other quarton pair at a relative velocity of 2 c.  1) 

Do they collide with each other and reflect, initiating a continual 

chatter—do they sing?  2) Or, since their relative velocity is over c, 

do they attract each other to fusion to anti-semions in anti-

electrons?  3) Or since the quartons have intrinsic 0 spin other than 

by their orbits, and their net orbital spin is 0, do they act as bosons 

and go through each other without colliding? 

 The pion appears to be stable.  Thus option 2) must not 

occur for the pion, though it may occur for the excited state the 

kaon.  By definition, the single quartons as well as their collective 

spins are bosons.  In their lowest state they must act as stable 

bosons.  Thus the quartons in their orbits must go through each 

other as if their opposing quartons were not even there.  The covers 

of Electrino Physics Draft 2 and Advanced Electrino Physics Draft 

3 show the apparently correct structure of the pion among other 

particles.   

According to postulate A.11. (Chapter 11)  the mass of the 

particle term is the sort of exponential polynomial times the 
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Energy Factor (EF) times the appropriate g/2 factor times the mass 

me.  The exponential polynomial we can determine by solving for 

vo
2
 for the pion family member term.  We first balance the strong 

electric force on one quarton with the inertial force of its circular 

orbit.  The pion has two orbiting pairs of quartons.  We first solve 

for one of those pairs.   

The effective mass of a quarton is one fourth of the mass of 

the whole particle in the outer non-relativistic frame.  We use this 

mass of the quarton in the centrifugal force along with the 1/ 2  

from the two-body problem.  The velocity ov  is greater than c , and 

must increase when the energy increases.  In the electric type force 

side of the equation, the charge of the quarton is / 4e .   

Each particle is a miniature mass singularity, and 

communicates with the outside world through powers of   (the 

Fine Structure Constant).  The electric force expression, in the 

right side of Eqn. (11-2), we expect to depend on a power of 1 /  .  

The numerator of the power of alpha n must be what makes the 

mass increase in the particle—namely the shells of mass from the 

radius jr  to r  , which can be totaled by taking ( 1)b  

(pairing of shells) times / 2b  (number of pairs of shells).  The 

denominator in the power of   should be b  (the power of 

attenuation through j  orders of mass singularity).  Also, we want 

the power for the quarton orbits to be such that the power of   is 1 

when n   2
( ) / 2 0b b  .  We take the power of   for pions and 

higher charged pion family members to be / 1n b  .  To solve this 

in MKSC (SI) Units, we must put 4πε0 in the denominator on the 

right side of the equation.  Balancing the forces, we have  

   
2

2 ( / ) 1 2o
0

1
( / 4) 4

2 4

n bvm
e r

r


                                       (13-1)  

for one orbiting quarton, where m is me.  The 1/ 2  in the equation 

is from the two-body nature of the problem, converting it to a one-
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body problem.  The first 1/ 4  in the equation is for the quarton 

non-relativistic effective mass. Some of the numeral constants in 

the above equation cancel out.  The 2
0/ 4e    can be factored out 

as c .  One r  can cancel out of the two sides of the equation.  The 

equation then looks like the following: 

 2 /
o o/ 2 ,

n b
mv c r where v c      or    , 0n b  ,      (13-2) 

where m equals me.  We can eliminate me and r in this equation by 

combining this equation with Postulate A.6.   

 r = n
2
ħ/bmec (from postulate A.6. (Chapter 11)).       (13-3) 

Combining Eq. (13-3) with Eq. (13-1), we can solve for 

vo
2
: 

 

  2 2 / 2
o ( / 2 )

n b
v b n c  ,   , 0b n  ,                               (13-4) 

 The me and r cancel out in the above calculation.  Both 

quarton orbits in pion family members have Eqn. (13-4) as the 

solution of the velocity squared for those orbits.  But we are doing 

the quarton pairs one pair at a time.  We will double the masses of 

the quarton pairs next.  The sort of exponential polynomial in the 

parentheses is the first unit less term we need to calculate the mass 

terms of the pion family members.  We will double this term in our 

mass evaluation table. 

B.   The kinetic, potential, and total energies of the semion system  

 

The kinetic, potential, and total energies of the semion 

system can be expressed as 

 total kinetic potentialEnergy Energy Energy             (13-5) 
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The potential energy of a mass term of a pion family member is  

 Epotential term = 2 x (b/2n
2
α

n/b
)mec

2
                              (13-6) 

Dividing the energy by c
2
 we obtain the first term of a 

parameterized mass for the pion family member. 

Mass is a volume thing, and is integrated from jr r  to 

r   in discrete terms.  The expression above in Eqn. (13-6), 

derived from first principles, is a term in a series of terms in a 

natural calculation of the mass of the pion family member.  The 

sum of the terms is displayed in Table 13-1.  See postulate A.12. 

The Energy Factor (EF) for a single orbiting pair of 

quartons is 2 instead of 3/2.  In electrons orbiting protons, the 

velocity v is much much less than c.  In that case, the kinetic 

energy is ½ mv
2
.  But in the pion, the quartons orbit at c, and the 

kinetic energy is mc
2
.  That is a factor of two difference.  The 

potential energy is also mc
2
.  The potential and kinetic energies are 

the same.  So the EF factor in this case is 2.   

 The first author thought there should be no g/2-factors for 

the pion family members.  But there must be / 2g -factors after all 

for the pion family members.  The strong term must be +1.0 

instead of -1.0.  And the most variable term is a term for the meso-

electric force, not included in the electron / 2g -factor.  It should 

be  

 

 -bnπα =   11 .pp n                                             (13-7) 

 

The g/2 factors for the pion family are predicted in Advanced 

Electrino Physics, Draft 3.   
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C.  Predictions of the Masses of the Quarton Pairs in the Pion 

Family 

We now present Table 13-1 of the predicted (calculated 

from first principles) values of the masses of two quarton pairs in 

the pion family.  In the Table, pions are denoted by 1 , kaons by 

2 , D-ons by 3 , etc.  Now we will double the mass calculations 

for the entire pion family member (see the exponential polynomial 

column in the table).  Don’t forget that the terms must be added to 

all previous terms to obtain the calculated predicted mass.  Don’t 

forget to multiply the result m/me by the mass of the electron in 

MeV 0.510 998 928 to obtain the calculated mass of the particle 

(before the mass superposition calculation). 

 

 

Table 13-1 

(not including superposition calculation) 

Particle     b     n   2 x (b/2n2αn/b )     EF   g/2 factor       term / em m    Calculated mass                                                                                                                                                               

Pion 1    1    1     137.035 999         2    1.001 157 53       274.389 244        140.212 609 

Kaon 2  2   3      356.483 548         2    0.978 240 60      697.453 360         496.610 528 

D-on 3   3   6      1564.905 42         2    0.863 605 77      2702.922 70         1877.801 13 

D.  Masses of the anti-pion family 

 The anti-pion family g/2 factors are the charge conjugates of the 

pion family g/2 factors, except they do not have terms for the 

meso-electric force.  Otherwise, the mass tables for the anti-pion 

family are the same as the mass tables for the pion family.  We will 

denote the anti-pion as – 1 .  
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Table 13-2 
 

Particle   b     n   2 x (b/2n2αn/b)    EF     g/2 factor    Predicted / em m    Calculated mass   

-π1            1      1      137.035 999        2    -1.001 157 53          -274.389 244                 -140.212 609 
 
-π2          2     3     356.483 548      2   -1.001 165 91    -713.798 352            -504.962 802 

 

-π3          3     6     1564.905 42      2   -1.001 157 65    -3133.434 06            -2106.144 24 

 

 These calculated masses are for both orbital pairs of quartons 

(see exponential polynomial term).   

 Now let us determine the active force between the oppositely 

spinning quarton pairs.  Is it the strong nuclear force?  The strong 

nuclear force is the force between nucleons like protons and 

neutrons, and pions are the mediating particle.  Pions are strong 

gravitationally attracted entities to both nucleons, and are the go-

between particles between the nucleons force wise.  In nuclei, the 

pions have the leading important role.  In the pion attached to a 

neutron to make it a proton, as in baryon structure in our chonomic 

system, is the strong nuclear force active with only one nucleon at 

a time (neutron or proton)?  No.  Pions mediate the strong nuclear 

force between nucleons, but a single pion is not attracted to a 

single neutron by the strong nuclear force. 

 What force then is active between the two halves of the pion?  

Is it the magnetic force?  The magnetic force is active in this 

problem and adds a little to the maximum energy term a g/2 factor 

can have, but does not integrate well as a stick on force.  

According to the magnetic integration between two different levels 

of magnetism, the energy difference of the two levels calculates to 

be 0, because the magnetic field is a closed loop.   

 What force then is active between the two halves of the pion?  

The aether in the pion travels at or faster than c.  So the strong 

electric force is active of like attracting like charges in the pion.  

The quartons in the pion are all positively charged.  They attract 

each other.  The integrable force in a pion is the virtual center of 

mass charge of one orbiting quarton pair attracting the other 
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orbiting quartons.  When the orbiting pairs coincide, the separation 

of the centers is not taken to be zero (which would lead to an 

infinite force), but r separation of one center to both the quartons in 

the opposite pair of quartons.  The integral to be evaluated is  
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                               (13-12) 

   

This is the integral of the strong electric force between the orbiting 

quarton pairs.  In integrating a force times dr, we obtain the energy 

difference between the quarton pairs from infinity separation to r 

separation.  The (2) in the equation is for the two quartons in orbit 

2 experiencing the force integration to the quarton pair 1 (we are 

taking both quartons together in this portion of the calculation to 

add to the double of the mass of the quarton orbits calculated 

previously); the e/2 is for the quarton pair 1 attracting quarton pair 

2.  The e/4 is for a single quarton charge attracted to quarton 

orbital pair 1 (doubled by (2)).  We can combine Eqn. (13-3) with 

Eqn. (13-12) to eliminate the explicit r from the equation.  We 

obtain 

 

  ΔE = -bmec
2
/4n

2
 .                                                     (13-13) 

 

 By dividing by c
2
, we obtain the mass difference to add to the 

mass values in Tables 11-1 and 11-2. 

 

  Δm = -bme/4n
2
.                                                         (13-14) 

  

We note that, except for the me, the above expression is similar to 

the sort of exponential polynomial for the orbits.  The question 

comes, should there be also an EF factor and a g/2 factor in this 

radial integration?  The expression in Eqn. (13-14) is for the 

potential energy difference between infinity and r.  But a quarton 

accelerated from infinity to r would have a velocity also and a 
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kinetic energy radially (not orbitally).  The velocity would be 

negative.  And times a positive velocity, the vr
2
 would be negative, 

and the kinetic energy would be the same as the potential energy.  

So it would be correct to expect that there should be an EF factor 

of 2 also for the radial integration and a g/2 factor. 

   

Table 13-3 

 
Pion family   b  n    -b/4n2        EF        g/2          integrated        orbital             total           measured 

member                                                               mass MeV    mass  MeV   mass MeV   mass MeV [1] 

                     

Pion   π1         1  1  -0.250 000   2   1.001 157   -0.255 795        140.212       139.956         139.570  
 

Kaon  π2        2  3   -0.055 555  2   0.978 240   -0.055 542        496.610       496.554         493.677 
 

D-on  π3        3   6   -0.020 833  2  0.863 605    -0.018 387       1877.801     1877.78         1869.62 
 

 

Table 13-4 

 
Pion family   b  n    -b/4n2       EF        g/2          integrated        orbital             total           measured 
member                                                               mass MeV    mass  MeV   mass MeV   mass MeV [1] 

 
Anti-pion       1  1  -0.250 000  2   -1.001 157    0.500 578    -140.212 609  -139.712         not 

 
Anti-kaon      2  3  -0.055 555  2   -1.001 165    0.056 843    -504.962 802  -504.905 9    measured  

 

Anti-D-on      3  6   -0.020 833  2  -1.001 157    0.021 316    -2106.104 48   -2106.083        yet 
 

 

The calculated pion mass has three place accuracy to the measured 

pion mass.  That is better than the original calculation.  The kaon 

and D-on have two place accuracy compared with the measured 

masses. 
__________________________ 
 

 

[1]    J. Beringer et al. (Particle Data Group) PR D86, 010001 

(2012) and 2013 update for the 2014 edition (URL: 

http://pdg.lbl.gov). 
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Chapter 14 

 

Redoing the Neutron 
 

 

The third particle type—the neutron family—is different 

from the other two particle types.  The neutron is a baryon, and, 

like all baryons, has affecting the mass calculations not only a 

relativistic imaginary-axis massive core, but also at the same time 

a real-axis zero mass core—the uniton.  Electron family members 

orbit about this massive core particle.   It is similar to electrons 

orbiting protons in Hydrogen.  But electrons orbiting a proton are 

easily ionized, whereas the electron orbiting the uniton in a neutron 

is strongly bound to the core uniton.  The uniton cannot come 

alone.  For all lower particles, an electron always accompanies the 

uniton.  Electrons orbiting protons could have semions in higher 

states, but this is not normally considered.  Likewise the semions 

in the electron orbiting the uniton in neutrons could have higher 

states, but we do not consider them in our study of the neutron.  It 

is the electron states orbiting the uniton in the neutron that can 

have a range of values in the electron orbits in the neutron.   

 The neutron has an interesting g/2 factor.  Neutrons have 

positive cores, but they do not have positive strong force terms in 

their g/2 factors.  They have negative strong force terms. 

[1](Chapter 5). What can account for this?  Dots may be obscured 

by black holes, whereas – particles in the neutron (electrons), are 

outside the black holes and not obscured.  The +1 strong force of 

the dot is obscured.  The -1 strong force of the – particle (electron 

orbiting the dot uniton) in the g/2 factor is not obscured.  

Therefore, to all appearances, the negative strong force replaces 

the positive strong force in the neutron.  The same goes for the 

electric and magnetic terms.  

 The anti-neutron family has a + 1 strong force term from the 

orbiting positron (see above), no meso-electric term, and the 
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charge conjugate of all the other terms as the neutron family 

member. 

 A binding orbit uses the g/2 factor of its central particle or the 

highest mass ratio sub-particle.  Calculations are best if the energy 

factor and the g/2 factor are multiplied separately with each 

polynomial, and the mass ratios summed up. 

 Just as each previous particle family type has a different spin 

relation, the electron orbits of the uniton have a different spin 

relation.  With the neutron family orbits, we will use B and N for 

the whole particle electron orbiting the uniton, to differentiate it 

from b  and n  in the electron family orbits (also used in these 

calculations).  The total neutron spin is mvor, but the observable 

spin on the event horizon of the black hole is only mcr.  We have 

to go by the observable spin.  The neutron observable spin relation 

is: 

 mecr = Nħ/B                                                              (14-1) 

    r = Nħ/Bmec                                                              (14-2)   

 Let us balance the force equation for the neutron family.  

Instead of the balancing of the electric force and the inertial force 

in Eqn. (14-3) starting with a 1/2, as in Eqns. (12-34), (12-35), and 

(12-36), because of the two-body nature of those problems, Eqn. 

(14-3) starts with a ‘1’, because of the single body nature of the 

neutron family problem.  In this problem, the mass is m/1 instead 

of m/2, because in the main electron family orbits about the uniton, 

we are dealing with electrons as whole particles, not half particles. 

 1(m/1)vo
2
/r = (e/1)

2
/4πε0α

(N/B)+1
r
2
                            (14-3) 

Using the techniques under Eqn. (12-36), this reduces to 

 mvo
2
 = ħc/α

N/B
r   .                                (14-4) 

Combining this with Eq. (11-5), we obtain 
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 mvo
2
 = ħcBmc/Nħα

N/B
                                               (14-5) 

 von
2
 = B/Nα

N/B
 c

2
                                 (14-6) 

This is the orbital velocity squared for the neutron orbit of the 

electron family member.  We have to combine that with the orbital 

velocity squared for the electron family member voe
2
, which is 

solved by combining the electron spin relation substituting b for B 

and n for N in Eqn. (14-6), because the neutron space charge limits 

the spin relation for the intrinsic electron family members in the 

neutron, and is 

 voe
2
 = b/nα

n/b
 c

2
                                                         (14-7) 

There is a region where von relative to voe is faster, and a region 

where it is slower, but the average of the absolute value von and 

average absolute value voe are at right angles to each other and can 

be added by squaring them.  The process is clarified in Eqn. (14-8). 

 

vTn
2
 = [(B/Nα

N/B
) + (b/nα

n/b
)] c

2
                                           (14-8) 

 

 By multiplying the quantity in Eq. (14-8) by em  we obtain the 

potential energy of the neutron family system.  By multiplying the 

potential energy of the neutron family members by the EF 3 / 2 , 

we obtain the total energy including the kinetic energy in the 

neutron.  By dividing by 2
c  we obtain the mass m  of the neutron 

family member.  Each particle has a / 2g -factor.  [1, 2]  The result 

is in Eqn. (14-9). 

 

mparticle = [(Bi/Nα
N/B 

EF gi/2) + (bj/nα
n/b

 EF  gj/2)] me            (14-9) 

                                                                                          

  Unitons are different from other whole-body systems.  

There are no elevated states of unitons.  They are always only at 

state 2.  The only elevated states associated with unitons are with 

orbiting particle systems surrounding the unitons.  This feature of 
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unitons apparently is reflected in the property that uniton systems 

have only one shell of mass.  The sum of the velocity and thus 

mass components of the electron family member and the neutron 

system is not compounded by layers of mass shells.  That typical 

stage of calculations will be left out of baryon calculations. 

 We see the mass of the neutron is a combination of two 

calculable terms.  The N’s and the n’s are calculable from the B’s 

and the b’s.   To calculate this in general, we must have a 

definition of n, b, and j:  (See Table 14-1.).  The first three n and b 

are tested.  Higher n and b are calculated.  We expect both n and b 

to increase with j.  We expect nj – (nj-1) to be bj. 
 

Table 14-1 
 

j        0     1      2     3     4      5      6 

n       0     1      3     6   10    15    21 

b       0     1      2     3     4      5      6 
 

 

       For all neutron family members, the orbital spin is -1.  The B 

for all neutron family members is 2.  On the other hand, the 

minimum b and n are 0.   The neutron family members all have J = 

½ and parity +.  They all have unitons for core particles.  They all 

have an electron family member with ħ/2 intrinsic spin orbiting 

around the uniton with ħ orbital spin.  The only things that 

differentiate the neutron family members are the energy states of 

the particles.  Yet all the observed particles with these properties 

have different, seemingly unrelated, traditional names.  Those 

observed so far are n, Λ, Ʃ
0
, and Λb

0
.  To show the neutron related 

nature of those particles, we shall name those same particles n = n1, 

Λ = n2, Ʃ
0
 = n3, and Λb

0
   = n4, etc.   

The g/2 terms are simplified also.  There is only one g/2 

factor for the b terms—at b = 2 (Λ g/2 factor, see [1] Chapter 5).  

For the intrinsic states of the semion orbits in the orbiting electron 

about the uniton, see the electron family g/2 factors in [1] Chapter 

5.   
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 With the neutron family members, there is too much 

information to put in one table.  We will divide the information 

into three tables. 

 

Particle     b     n         b/nα
n/b

            B     N         B/Nα
N/B 

n       n1     0     0     1.000 000 000    2     3     1,069.450 645     

Λ      n2     1     1     137.035 999 7    2     3     1,069.450 645     

Ʃ
0
     n3     2     3     1,069.450 645    2     3     1,069.450 645 

Λb
0
   n4     3     6     9,389.432 523    2     3     1,069.450 645     

 

Table 11-2  Neutron family parameters 

 

In the next table, the g/2 factor to be utilized for B = 2 and N = 3 is 

the one where the meso-electric factor is -2 x 3πα, or the g/2 factor 

for the Λ particle.   

 

Parti-    bi   ni               gi/2             Bj   Nj             gj/2 

cle        

 

   n        0    0    -1.000 000 000      2     3   -1.138 716 794       

   Λ       1    1    -1.001 165 912      2     3   -1.138 716 794       

   Ʃ
0
      2    3    -1.001 157 653      2     3   -1.138 716 794       

  Λb
0
     3    6    -1.001 165 744      2     3   -1.138 716 794       

 

Table 14-3  System g/2 factors 

 

 

 

 

 

Particle   Predicted Mass Ratio  Measured Mass Ratio [3] 

                    (m/me)                          (m/me) 

  n               1,828.202 115               1,838.683 66 

  Λ              2,032.495 772               2,183.337 

  Ʃ
0
             2,288.490 108               2,333.9 
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 Λb
0
            10,618.179 61               10,996 

 

Table 14-4 

 

All calculated values, except for the Λ and Σ
0
, are two place 

accuracy to the measured values.  The calculated mass ratios of 

each neutron family member are a little on the low side compared 

to the measured values.  This is to be expected because we are 

calculating only circular orbits and neglecting relativistic effects.  

But actually, our calculated values are a pretty good fit with the 

measured values.  When our calculated values go up by small 

steps, the measured values go up by small steps.  And when our 

calculated value goes up by a large step, the measured value goes 

up by a large step—with about the same degree of precision. 

 

_________________________ 

 

  [1]  Gordon L. Ziegler and Iris Irene Koch, Advanced 

Electrino Physics Draft 2.  Draft 3 now available at Amazon.com. 

 

 [2]   Gordon L. Ziegler and Iris Irene Koch, “Prediction of 

the Masses of Every Particle, Step 1,” Galilean Electrodynamics, 

Summer 2010, Vol. 21, SI No.3, pp.  43-49. 

 

  [3]   J. Beringer et al (Particle Data Group) PR D86, 

010001 (2012) and 2013 partial update for the 2014 edition (URL: 

http://pdg.lbl.gov). 
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Chapter 15 

 

GAUGE AND HIGGS BOSONS 

 

 

γ  I(J
PC

) = 0,1(1
--
) 

  Mass m < 1 x 10
-18

 eV 

  Charge q < 5 x 10
-30

 e 

  Mean life τγ = Stable 

   γ 
   0 

  2   ●|● 

          1   _|_ 

  0    | 

 

      1|1 

   | 

 

 The gamma or photon is the one particle that cannot be 

constructed of electron, pion, or neutron family members.  [1] (p. 

43).  This is because the fundamental whole particle the neutron is 

not elementary.  It is composed with a zero spin nearly point 

charge uniton H
+
 and an electron orbiting it.  It is a piece of the 

neutron—the uniton—and the anti-uniton that compose the photon.  

The uniton has imaginary mass –i2.17644(11) x 10
-08

 kg.  [2] 

(Chapter 6, Eqn. (6-17).  The anti-uniton has minus that quantity, 

or +i times the value.  The net charge mass of the photon is 0, so it 

travels linearly at the speed of light c.  [2] (Chapter 6, Eqn. (6-14).  

But the photon probably cannot be summed at once.  It has the 

uniton and the anti-uniton on opposite sides of a black hole.  Only 

one can be seen at any one time.  The photon has charge and mass 

oscillations as it travels along the light path axis.  To be sure, the 

photon has time average zero mass and charge.  But the photon has 

energy by virtue of its oscillation:  E = hν.  The photon has orbital 

spin of ±1ħ and travels at the speed of light.   
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 Let us try the mass calculating procedure developed in 

previous chapters, to see if it gives us the right value for the 

photon.  The uniton and anti-uniton are held together by the meso-

electric force in slightly slower than light non-relativistic 

calculations.  The balancing equation for the uniton is 

 

 ½ (me/1)vo
2
/r = (-e)(e)/4πεeα

n/b + 1
r
2
             (15-1) 

 

 The e
2
/4πε0α can be factored out as ħc.  One r can cancel 

out of the two sides of the equation.  The equation then looks like 

the following: 

 

 mevo
2
 = 2ħc/α

n/b
r.              (15-2) 

 

The 2 in the above equation comes from the 2 in the ½ for the two 

body problem.  The spin relation for the dot (●) uniton H
+
 is  

 

r = nħ/bmec.  [1] p. 48).             (15-3) 

 

Combining Eqn. (15-2) with Eqn. (15-3), we can solve for vo
2
: 

 

 vo
2
 = (2b/nα

n/b
)c

2
.              (15-4) 

 

The anti-uniton has vo
2
 = -(2b/nα

n/b
)c

2
.  Thus we see again that the 

mass of the photon equals zero. 

 

g   I(J
P
) = 0(1

-
) 

or gluon Mass m = 0 

  SU(3) color octet 

 

Gluons do not appear to be needed in the electrino system.  But the 

jury is still out in this matter.   
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W   J = 1 

                        Charge = ±1e 

  Mass m = 80.385 ± 0.015 GeV [3] (measured at 

velocities close to the speed of light) 

   W 

    ? 
  5 _|o 

  4 _|_ 

  3 _|_ 

  2 _|_ 

  1 -|- 

  0  | 

 

     1-1|-1  

      | 

 

The W and Z particles have more mass than any other particles in 

this three volume set Predicting the Masses.  They either have an 

extreme chonomic structure as displayed here, or their extremely 

high mass is due to reaction velocities close to the speed of light.  

The W particle has listed with it [3] a very large momentum.  To 

get a more reliable mass estimate of these particles, they should 

first be stopped and then measured for mass. 

 

Z   J = 1 

  Charge = 0 

  Mass m = 91.1876 ± 0.0021 GeV [3] 
  5 +|+_ 

  4 _|_ 

  3 _|_ 

  2 _|_ 

  1 _|_ 

  0  | 

 

     1-1|-1 

    | 
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Higgs Bosons 

 

 A high energy boson has recently been discovered (m = 

125 GeV). The authors believe it will be found to not have Higgs 

Boson properties—that is, it will not determine the masses of all 

other particles.  In the Electrino Model of Physics, each particle 

determines its own masses from first principles by the radii of their 

orbits.  But masses of H
0
, H

+
, and H

-
 have been theoretically 

calculated in the Preface, showing “Higgs-ness” of all matter and 

light.  The Higgs plus H
+
 particle, in this model, is identified as the 

uniton ● particle in the chonomic system in photons and baryons, 

and the H
- 
particle, in this model, is identified as the anti-uniton -● 

particle in the chonomic system in photons and anti-baryons.  All 

other particles are made up of fractions of the ±●.  The Higgs 

Bosons are the perfect link between the Standard Model of Physics 

and the author’s Electrino Fusion Model of Elementary Particles.  

______________________ 

 

 [1]   Gordon L. Ziegler and Iris Irene Koch, “Prediction of 

the Masses of Every Particle, Step 1,” Galilean 

Electrinodynamics, Summer 2010, Vol. 21, SI No. 3, pp. 43-49. 

 

 [2]    Gordon L. Ziegler, Electrino Physics, Draft 2, 

available from Amazon.com, CreateSpace.com and Kindle. 

 

  [3]   J. Beringer et al (Particle Data Group) PR D86, 

010001 (2012) and 2013 partial update for the 2014 edition (URL: 

http://pdg.lbl.gov). 
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Chapter 16 

 

FRACTONS 
 

 

QUARKS 

 

 

 No formulation of quarks in the electrino system. 

 

 

ELECTRINOS 

 

 

 Except for unitons (H
±
), electrinos cannot be shown as symbols 

on the chonomic grid.  The chonomic grid is for whole particles.  

Except for unitons, electrinos are fractons, or fractional charged 

particles; and unitons act like fractons.  They never come alone.  

They always come with another particle—an anti-uniton in 

photons, or electrons in neutrons, or o echons in Ʃ particles. 

“In addition to the electric self potential mass, the uniton or any 

electrino has kinetic mass in the electrino relative rest frame.  The 

aether field is not static.  Every portion of charge in the uniton is 

traveling at speed c relative to the aether.  Therefore mq or Mq has 

kinetic energy also.  If mq had a small velocity relative to the 

aether, its kinetic energy Ekin would be ½mqv
2
.  But since v

2
 = - c

2
, 

we  take the relativistic form Ekin = -mqc
2
.  The total fundamental 

mass of the uniton is Mq + (-Mq) = 0.  The total absolute value 

mass is |Mq| + |-Mq| = 2Mq = M0, which is the imaginary Planck 

mass, composed simply of the following constants: 

 

    M i
c

G0

1 2

 











/

.                    (16-1) 

Numerically it is 
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  08

0 2.176 44(11) 10 .M i x kg


  [1]            (16-2) 

 
1/2

35

0 2 3

2
1.616 252(81) 10 .

q
GM G

R i i x m
c c

 
   

  
        (16-3) 

 

 “The physical size of the uniton is very small—essentially 

a point charge.  But it is imaginary in radius.  The mass in the 

relative rest frame is very large on particle scales.  But it is minus 

imaginary.  Essentially the radius of the uniton has been 

relativistically contracted and the mass relativistically increased.  

The circumferences of the uniton, however, are not in the direction 

of aether motion.  We might think they are not contracted.  But 

they are.   The circumference is 2  times the relativistic 

imaginary radius.  The relativistic particles are relativistic 

throughout. 

 “Semions and quartons (1/2 and 1/4 charges) are also of 

interest to us.  From equations parallel to [1] Equations (6-7) 

through (6-18) we see that, while the fundamental masses of the 

particles are all zero, the absolute value masses and radii are: 

 
09

1/ 4 5.4411(03) 10 .quarton unitonm m i x kg


               (16-4) 

 
36

1/ 4 4.040 63(21) 10 .quarton unitonr r i x m


                   (16-5) 

 
08

1/ 2 1.088 22(06) 10 .semion unitonm m i x kg


        (16-6) 

  
36

1/ 2 8.081 26(41) 10 .semion unitonr r i x m


  ” [1] (Chapter 6, 

Section II E).         (16-7) 

 

 The above electrino masses are all from the relativistic 

frame, and are precise.  The non-relativistic electrino masses are 

not unique, but depend on the particle they are found in.  For 
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instance, the non-relativistic semion mass equals  1/ 2 em or 

 1/ 2 m  or  1/ 2 m or etc.  The non-relativistic quarton mass 

equals  1/ 4 m or  1/ 4 Km or  1/ 4 Dm or etc. 

 

________________________ 

 

 [1]  Gordon L. Ziegler and Iris Irene Koch, Electrino Physics 

Draft 2. Available at amazon.com. createspace.com, and 

kindle.com. 
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Chapter 17 

 

Leptons 

 

  e      J = ½ 

 

   Mass m = 0.510998928 ± 0.000000011 MeV 

                = (548.57990946 ± 0.00000022) x 10
–6

 u 

   |me+ - me-|/m < 8 x 10
-9

, CL = 90% 

   | |/q q e x
e e
  


4 10

8  

   Magnetic moment anomaly 

    (g-2)/2 = (1159.65218076 ± 0.00000027 

      g g g x
e e average    


/ . .05 21 10

12  

   Electric dipole moment d < 10.5 x 10
-28

 ecm, CL = 90% 

   Mean life τ > 4.6 x 10
26

 yr, CL = 90% 

 
                  e 

             0.510 998 928 

              2   |_  

              1   |_  

              0  -| 

 

                 0|-½ 

                  |                                        

  

 The electron mass is the one particle mass that has to be 

input from the measured value.  me = 0.510 998 928(11) MeV  [1]                
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  μ         J = ½ 

 

   Mass m = 105.6583715 ± 0.0000035 MeV 

                = 0.1134289267 ± 0.0000000029 u 

   Mean life τ = (2.1969811 ± 0.0000022) x 10
–6

 s    
   Magnetic moment anomaly (g-2)/2 = 11659209 ± 6) x 10

-10
 

 

                    μ 

               105.671 336 5 

                2   |_  

                1  -|_  

                0   | 

 

                   0|-½ 

                    |                      

The ratio / em m   is already calculated in [2], [3],  [4] and [5], but 

calculated by an incorrect formula.  Let us update those calculations by 

the correct formula. 
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b
m
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me.  (15-1) 

 

We already evaluated this formula for the muon: 

 

 
Particle       b  n   polynomial       EF              g/2 factor            mass factor 

              m/me 

Electron      0  0   included      included          included               1.000 000  

Muon          1  1       1/α               3/2         -1.001 165 912      205.793 656   

                   ____________ 

      Total Muon      206.793 656 

Table 15-1 
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Let us evaluate formula (15-1) for the tauon: 
 

Particle       b  n   polynomial       EF              g/2 factor            mass factor 

              m/me 

Electron      0  0   included      included          included               1.000 000  

Muon          1  1       1/α               3/2         -1.001 165 912      205.793 656   

Tauon         2  3  4/3α3/2               3/2         -1.001 157 653   3,212.066 092 

                                                                                              _____________ 

              Total Tauon      3,418.859 748 

 

The tauon mass in MeV can be derived by multiplying the total 

tauon m/me by me = 0.510 998 928 MeV.  The tauon mass in Mev 

is 1747.03, which is in the calculated mass position in the 

chonomic structure below.  Parameters l (elliptical) and m (tilt or 

magnetic) are not included in any of the calculations in this book—

a potential source of errors in the calculations. 

______________________________________________________ 

 

  τ         J = ½ 

 

   Mass mτ = 1776.82 ± 0.16 MeV 

             τ 

                  1747.03 MeV 
       2   -|_  

       1    |_  

       0    | 

 

           0|-½ 

            | 

___________________ 

 

 

  [1]  J. Beringer et al (Particle Data Group) PR D86, 010001 

(2012) and 2013 partial update for the 2014 edition (URL: 

http://pdg.lbl.gov).  
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 [2]   Gordon L. Ziegler and Iris Irene Koch, “Prediction of 

the Masses of Charged Leptons,” Galilean Electrodynamics 20 

(6), 114-118 (2009). 

 

  [3]   Gordon L. Ziegler and Iris Irene Koch, “Prediction of 

the Masses of Every Particle, Step 1,” Galilean Electrodynamics, 

Summer 2010, Vol. 21, SI No.3, pp.  43-49. 

  

 [4] Gordon L. Ziegler, Electrino Physics, 11/23/2013, 
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Chapter 18 

 

Neutrinos 

 

 Neutrinos have given particle theorists some degree of 

problems.  At first the neutrinos were thought to have zero mass 

and travel at the speed of light.  But then the work at the Super-

Kamiokanda in Japan [1], [2], and [3] disproved the zero neutrino 

mass premise of the Standard Model.  Not long ago neutrinos were 

thought to be clocked faster than the speed of light.  [4].  

Thousands of scientists now dissent from Einstein’s Special 

Theory of Relativity [5], particularly his conclusion that nothing 

could travel faster than the speed of light, and that there is no 

aether.  Aether theories of relativity now abound.  But some 

Standard Model loyalists have seriously objected to the neutrino 

clocking experimental results, attributing them to various 

experimental errors.  They are not ready to abandon Einstein’s 

Special Theory of Relativity—a pillar in the Standard Model.   

 The postulate that nothing can go faster than the speed of 

light does not work in the authors’ unified field theory [6].  The 

only possible way in this theory to unite all the forces is to allow 

some classes of particles to travel faster than the speed of light—

especially orbitally.  When the speed of the particles is slightly 

faster than the speed of light relative to the aether, then their radii 

are imaginary.  And if two of them are multiplied together, it 

introduces an extra – sign into the force.  Like particles then attract 

instead of repel.  This is a valuable result which simply unites the 

forces, which could not be had if nothing traveled faster than the 

speed of light.   There once was a theory of tachyons—some 

particles born faster than the speed of light.  But Standard Model 

loyalists do not give credence to that theory.  The authors take their 

stand with the idea that some particles like neutrinos do travel 

faster than the speed of light.       

 We now have a new tool to attack this mystery—a road 

map on how to calculate masses of particles from first principles.  
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Let us try the method of calculation in Chapter 12 and Chapter 13 

on the electron neutrino.  The given chonomic structure of the 

electron neutrino from Chapter 10 is 

 
 νe       J = ½ 

           Mass m <0i MeV 

                    νe  

              -i0.525 eV      (calculated in this chapter)    
              2     |_  

              1     |o  

              0    -| 

   

                   1|½ 

                    | 

 

 The intrinsic mass ratios on the face of chonomic grid are 

1.000 000 000 for the – echon—the electron; and 273.132 04 for 

the o echon—the pion  [7].  The masses in MeV of the particles are 

0.510998928 MeV for the electron, and 139.570 179 6 MeV for 

the pion.  The two particles are in orbit around each other with 

orbital spin 1 ħ and traveling at right angles linearly slightly faster 

than the speed of light.  The two particles have opposite charges, 

and they attract each other with the slower than the speed of light 

meso-electric force.  Thus we are led to believe that they orbit 

around each other just slightly slower than the speed of light.   

 But there is another speed of light we have to be concerned 

with with neutrinos—their linear translational velocity.  Relative 

mass increase for the neutrinos places them in the minus imaginary 

mass portion of the relative mass increase curve, which we take to 

be as valid as the relative mass increase curve slower than the 

speed of light.  The super luminal portion of the curve is not a 

waste as Einstein would have it.    

 This orbit has a central particle—the pion, which is much 

more massive than the electron.  Thus we have a one body problem 

here, not a two body problem.  Thus the balancing equation below 

must begin with a 1 not a 1/2.   

 But the electron orbits around the pion much as the electron 

orbits around the uniton in the neutron.  Like the neutron, the 
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neutrino has two mass terms which must be added.  One, for the 

electron portion of the neutrino (the intrinsic mass of the electron), 

must have the constants b and n equal to 1 and 1 for all neutrino 

states.   The other mass value (the electron orbiting the pion), must 

have different B and N states starting at 1 and 1 and going up from 

there.  Providence has ruled that the mass of all the particles in the 

Universe except the electron should be calculable without 

definition. 

 The neutrino problem is most like the Neils Bohr’s electron 

orbiting a proton problem, except we have a Fine Structure α of the 

meso-electric force.  It is not like the intrinsic mass calculations for 

electrons or pions.  Those are different states of simple electrons or 

pions, not electrons orbiting about a positive particle.  It is not like 

electrons orbiting around protons as in Niels Bohr’s calculations.  

Those are with the Coulomb electric force, not with the meso-

electric force as in the neutrino problem.  But the neutron problem 

is also with electrons orbiting positive particles with the meso 

electric force.  Therefore we choose the neutron problem as the 

most similar to the neutrino problem for the exponential 

polynomial. We therefore assume that we can use the neutron spin 

relation (tested) for the electron neutrino problem.  From Chapter 

11, Postulate A.7. we obtain 

 

  r1 = Nħ/Bm1c.                                                  (18-1) 

 

 Let us balance the force equation for the neutrino family.  

Instead of the balancing of the electric force and the inertial force 

starting with a 1/2, because of the two-body nature of those 

problems, Eqn. (15-2) starts with a ‘1’, because of the single body 

nature of the neutrino family problem.  In this problem (the pion 

portion of the electron neutrino), the mass is m/1 instead of m/2, 

because we are dealing with electrons as whole particles, not half 

particles.  Different than mass particles, neutrinos travel linearly 

slightly faster than the speed of light.  Therefore their masses we 

want to solve for are minus or plus imaginary values.  We want to 
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trust the balancing equation to solve for the correct values of the 

imaginary masses. But the radius depends on the direction 

measured.  The radius in the translational direction is ir2, but the 

radius of the orbit is the real r1.  We have to be careful of that 

distinction in the balancing equation below.  Also, we cannot 

cancel the –im with a real m.  This means that we do not yet have 

sufficient number of independent equations to solve the increasing 

number of variables in this system even with the appropriate spin 

postulate for this problem. 

 

 1(-im2/1)vo
2
/r =  (-e)(+e)/4πε0α

(N/B)+1
r
2
 ,                     (18-2) 

for the oppositely charged electron and pion held together by the 

meso electric force.  Using the techniques in Chapter 12, this 

reduces to 

 -im2vo
2
 = -ħc/α

N/B
r   .                                                   (18-3) 

Combining this with Eq. (18-1), we obtain 

 -im2vo
2
 = -ħcBmc/Nħα

N/B
                                            (18-4) 

Simplifying we have 

 -im2vo
2
 = -Bm/Nα

N/B
 c

2
                                                (18-5) 

We cannot cancel a m with an im2.  We therefore need another 

independent equation to solve for –im2.  The relative mass increase 

formula for m is an independent equation to help us in this system: 

 

  -im2 =  (1 – v2
2
/c

2
)
-1/2

m                                                (18-6) 

Let us substitute for –im2 in Eqn. (16-5) and solve for vo
2
: 

 (1 – v2
2
/c

2
)
-½

 vo
2
 = -B/Nα

N/B
 c

2
                                   (18-7) 
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 vop
2
 = -B/N α

N/B
 (1 – v2

2
/c

2
)
½
 c

2
                                (18-8) 

This is the orbital velocity squared for the neutrino orbit of the 

electron family member.  We have to combine that with the orbital 

velocity squared for the electron family member voe
2
, which is 

solved by combining the electron spin relation substituting b for B 

and n for N in Eqn. (12-6), because the neutron space charge limits 

the spin relation for the intrinsic electron family members in the 

neutron, and is 

 voe
2
 = b/nα

n/b
 c

2
                                                         (18-9) 

There is a region where von relative to voe is faster, and a region 

where it is slower, but the average of the absolute value von and 

average absolute value voe are at right angles to each other and can 

be added by squaring them.  The process is clarified in Eqn. (16-

10). 

 

vTn
2
 = [(B/Nα

N/B
) + (b/nα

n/b
)] c

2
                                         (18-10) 

 

 By multiplying the quantity in Eq. (18-10) by em  we obtain the 

potential energy of the neutrino family system.  By multiplying the 

potential energy of the neutrino family members by -3/2, we obtain 

the maximum absolute value total energy including the kinetic 

energy in the neutrino.  By dividing by 2
c  we obtain the mass m  

of the neutrino family member.  Each particle has a / 2g -factor.  

[7]  The result is in Eqn. (18-11). 

 

mneutrino = [-(Bi/Nα
N/B 

EFi gi/2) + (bj
2
/nα

n/b
 EFj gj/2)] (1 – v2

2
/c

2
)
½
  

me   

(18-11) 

                                                                                          

 We see the mass of the neutrino is a combination of two 

calculable terms.  The N’s and the n’s are calculable from the B’s 

and the b’s.   To calculate this in general, we must have a 
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definition of n, b, and j:  (See Table 18-1.).  The first three n and b 

are tested.  Higher n and b are calculated.  We expect both n and b 

to increase with j.  We expect nj – (nj-1) to be bj.  We leave out 0 

and 0 for all particles other than electrons and electron neutrinos. 

 

Table 18-1 

 

j        0     1      2     3     4      5      6 

n       0     1      3     6   10    15    21 

b       0     1      2     3     4      5      6 

 

        For all neutrino family members listed, the orbital spin is 

+1.  The neutrino family members all have J = ½.  They all have 

pions for core particles.  They all have an electron family member 

with -ħ/2 intrinsic spin orbiting around the pion with ħ orbital spin.  

The only things that differentiate the neutrino family members are 

the energy states of the particles.  The minimum B for N for 

electrons orbiting the pion is 0 and 0.  The only b and n for the 

exponential polynomial we will consider for the electron are 1 and 

1, and for the g/2 factor are 0 and 0.   

The g/2 terms are simplified also.  There is only one g/2 

factor for the b terms—at b = 0 (See [7] Chapter 5).  

 In the table below is v2 in a calculation.  We allude to part 

of an article by Robert Evans to document our inference of v2. [4]  

In that article is reported measurements of neutrinos taking 60 

nanoseconds less time to travel the distance light would travel in 

2.4 thousandths of a second.  We calculate from that information 

v2: 

 

v2 = 2.4E-03/(2.4E-03 – 60E-09) c = 1.000025001 c.         (18-12) 

 

  v2
2
/c

2
 = 1.000050002            (18-13) 

 

(1 – v2
2
/c

2
) = (1.0 – 1.000050002) = - 0.00005000189.      (18-14) 
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  (1 – v2
2
/c

2
)
½
 = i0.007 071 201 454             (18-15) 

 

where v2 may be different for electron neutrinos, muon neutrinos, 

and tauon neutrinos.  The authors assume that it was electron 

neutrinos that were clocked in the experiment, not muon neutrinos 

or tauon neutrinos.  We take the clocked velocity of the neutrinos 

as the value of v2 of the electron neutrinos (slightly faster than the 

speed of light).   

 It is not likely that v2 is the same for all neutrinos.  But in 

the off chance that it is, we only have to calculate by the B and N 

values for the different based neutrinos to not only calculate the 

electron based neutrino mass, but also the muon and tauon neutrino 

masses.  The appropriate values of B and N are in the second 

through fourth columns of Table 18-1.   

 All we need now are the appropriate EF factors (Energy 

Factors) and the appropriate g/2 factors to solve for the mass of the 

electron neutrino and guess the masses of the higher based 

observed kinds of neutrinos (in the off chance that v2 is the same 

for all neutrinos).  The spins are not canceled out in the neutrinos; 

but the potential energies are negative; therefore the EF is -1/2 or -

3/2 for each neutrino, depending if it is + or – spin.  To be in 

harmony with data reporting conventions, however, we take the – 

intrinsic spin and orbital spin equal to +1 and the total neutrino 

spin as +½ and the neutrino EF to be – ½.   

 With the neutrino family members, there is too much 

information to put in one table.  We will divide the information 

into three tables for the neutrinos and three tables for the anti-

neutrinos. 
 

Particle    B     N        - B/Nα
N/B

         b     n         b/nα
n/b

   (1-v2
2
/c

2
)

½ 

νe              1     1     -137.035 999      1     1   137.035 999  i0.007 071 

νμ              2     3     -1,069.450 64     1     1  137.035 999   i0.007 071 

ντ              3     6     -9,389.432 52     1     1  137.035 999   i0.007 071 
 

 

Table 18-2  Neutrino family parameters 
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In the next table, the g/2 factor to be utilized for B = 1 and N = 1 is 

the one where the meso-electric factor is ( 1)b n  , or the g/2 

factor for the pion particle.   The g/2 factor for the second term is 

the muon value. 

 

Parti-    Bi   Ni            gi/2                bj   nj              gj/2                EF 

cle        

 

νe          1     1    +1.001 157 53       1     1    -1.001 165 912      -0.5 

νμ          2     3    +0.978 240 60       1     1    -1.001 165 912      -0.5 

ντ          3     6    +0.863 605 77       1     1    -1.001 165 912      -0.5 

 

Table 18-3  System g/2 factors 

 
Particle      Predicted        Predicted     Measured  [8]            Range 

                 Mass Ratio          Mass          Mass                         Mass 

                    (m/me)               (m)             (m)   CL%                (m)    

 

νe         i0.000 001028   -i0.525 eV      <225 eV   95        <225-<460  eV 

νμ             i 3.213          -i1.642  MeV  <0.19 MeV 90        <0.15-<0.65 

ντ             i28.187          -i14.40 MeV  <18.2MeV 95           <1-<149 

 

Table 18-4 

 

 We populate three more similar, but not identical, tables for 

anti-neutrinos. 
 

Particle    B     N        - B/Nα
N/B

         b     n         b/nα
n/b

        (1-v2
2
/c

2
)

½
 

_ 

νe              1     1     -137.035 999      1     1     137.035 999     i0.007 071 

_ 

νμ              2     3    -1,069.450 64      1     1     137.035 999     i0.007 071 

_ 

ντ              3     6    -9,389.432 52      1     1     137.035 999     i0.007 071 

 

Table 18-5  Anti-neutrino family parameters 
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In the next table, the g/2 factor to be utilized for B = 1 and N = 1 is 

the one for the anti-pion without the meso-electric factor.   The g/2 

factor for the second term is the anti-electron (positron) family 

value. 
 

Parti-    Bi   Ni            gi/2                bj   nj              gj/2                    EF 

cle              

_    

νe          1     1     -1.001 157 533     0     0     +1.001 159 652          -0.5 

_ 

νμ          2     3    -1.001 165 912      0     0     +1.001 159 652          -0.5 

_ 

ντ          3     6    -1.001 157 653       0     0    +1.001 159 652          -0.5 

 

Table 18-6  System g/2 factors 
 

 

                 Mass Ratio          Mass          Mass                     Mass range 

                    (m/me)               (m)             (m)   CL%                (m)    

_ 

νe       -i0.000 001 027   +i0.525 eV      <2 eV  no data       <2  -<92 eV 

_ 

νμ            -i 3.300          +i1.686 MeV       no data              no data 

_ 

ντ            -i32.749         +i16.735 MeV       no data           no data 

 

Table 18-7 

                    _         _                                                                                   

_ The νμ and ντ have no measured limits in reference [8].  The 

νe value is within the measured limits.   

 Based on our experience in calculating masses from first 

principles in the Electrino Fusion Model of Elementary Particles, 

we make two predictions regarding neutrinos and anti-neutrinos:  

The mass of the electron neutrino should be -i0.525 eV; and the 

mass of the electron anti-neutrino should be +i0.525 eV.  The rest 

of the values are in the off chance that the v2 for muon and tauon 

neutrinos and anti-neutrinos is also 1.000025 c.  

____________________ 
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Chapter 19 

 

Gravitons 

 

 There is no formulation of gravitons in the Standard Model 

of Physics, though there is expectation that there should be such 

things as gravitons, and they should be spin 2.  As a matter of fact, 

it is impossible to construct gravitons from quarks, though it is 

possible to construct several different kinds of gravitons from 

electrinos with the Electrino Hypothesis of the Electrino Fusion 

Model of Elementary Particles.  In Chapter 10 there is a section on 

the structure of gravitons at the end of the chapter.  In Chapter 9 

are many Decay Modes solved by Chonomic reactions combining 

various gravitons with various parent particles, re-dividing into 

various daughter particles.  In Chapter 9 we get a good feel for the 

different structures of gravitons and how they gravitationally 

combine with particles. 

 The authors of this set of volumes have had theoretical 

structures of gravitons for quite a few years now.  The purpose of 

this chapter is to calculate from first principles the masses of the 

various kinds of gravitons using the roadmap for such calculations 

in chapters 10, 12, 13, 15 and 16.  This should actually be simpler 

than the calculation of the masses of the neutrinos and anti-

neutrinos in the last chapter.  The big surprise in this chapter is that 

the elusive invisible gravitons do not have insignificant masses.  

Since Providence has ruled that all particles in the Universe, except 

the electron, should be calculable from first principles without 

definition, the echons in the chonomic grids for gravitons should 

be forced up to significant mass states.  Gravitons, we will find 

out, should have real masses comparable to the masses of mesons.    

 The first graviton structure we wish to solve for from 

Chapter 10 is: 
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 g±   I(J) = 0(2)    

          Mass m not measured yet. 

                  g
+
 
 
 
                    

g
- 
 

           About 70.0 MeV.  About 70.0 MeV.                 

             2    |            2   |_  

             1   +|+           1  -|-  

             0    |            0   | 

 

                 1|2             -1|-2 

                  |                | 

 

Higher energy state orbiting particle pairs can also compose g
±
 gravitons.  

 

 It is easy to see that this kind of graviton is composed of an 

electron orbiting about a positron with the meso-electric force 

holding them together—opposites attracting.  Unlike positive 

particles at higher energy states, the positron here has 0.000 000 

000 for the meso-electric term, making the positron the simple 

charge conjugate of the electron.  The problem is a two body 

problem (the balancing equation below must begin with a ½).  We 

are dealing with whole particles orbiting here (the m in the 

balancing equation must be divided by 1).  The electron and 

positron are whole opposite charges, so they are (-e/1) and (+e/1) 

in the balancing equation below.   

 

 ½ (m/1) vo
2
/r = (-e/1)(+e/1) 1/4πε0α

N/B +1
 r

2
.             (19-1) 

 

We can cancel an r out of both sides of the equation and factor out 

an  

 

 ħc = e
2
/4πε0α.                                                            (19-2) 

 

Using the techniques under Eq. (12-36), the force balancing equation 

(the meso-electric force and inertia) is reduced to the following 

equation: 

 mvo
2
 = -ħc/α

N/B
r   .                                                   (19-3) 
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We need now a spin relation for the graviton, and we have none.  

We do not have measured graviton masses to go by in this case.  

But it is not essential that we have the precise values for the 

masses of the gravitons.  We need only a ball park figure for the 

mass of each graviton.  We have here a problem of whole particles 

orbiting.  We have two precedents for whole particles (electrons) 

orbiting—the neutron and the neutrino—both having the following 

spin relation and no contrary spin relations.  The assumed spin 

relation, then, taken as a postulate is 

 

 /r N Bmc .                 (11-5) 

 

Combining Eqn. (19-3) with Eq. (11-5), we obtain 

 mvo
2
 = -ħcBmc/Nħα

N/B
                                              (19-4) 

 vog±
2
 = -B/Nα

N/B
 c

2
                                                    (19-5) 

The mass of the electron in the graviton is 0.510998928 MeV.  The 

mass of the positron orbiting is -0.510998928 MeV—the intrinsic 

masses of the electron and positron in the graviton cancel out.  But 

the orbital mass does not cancel out.  Providence has ruled that all 

particle masses in the Universe except electrons should be 

calculable from first principles without definition.  To calculate the 

exponential polynomial for the g
±
 graviton, that means the B and N 

lowest level of 0 and 0 must be ruled out in this case.  The lowest 

possible values of the B and N in the exponential polynomial g
±
 

graviton case are 1 and 1.  The exponential polynomial for this 

case then is 1/α = 137.035 999.  The EF (Energy Factor) is 1.0 

(there is kinetic energy and there is potential energy—but not 

added; they are one and the same).  The g/2 factor is not much, and 

can be neglected in this case.  The m/me is then about 137, and the 

lowest real mass of the g
±
 is about 70.0 MeV.  Higher state 

gravitons would be convenient in some reactions (but not 

necessary) and could easily be solved for by using higher state B 

and N values of 2 and 3 and 3 and 6.   
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 The next graviton we wish to solve for is an electron 

neutrino orbiting a positron anti-neutrino: 

 
 go+   I(J) = 0(2)    
   Not yet measured 

                  go+
  

 
 

              About 70.0 MeV 

            2     |__   

            1   +o|o+   

            0     | 

 

                -3|-2 

                  | 

A negative + echon orbits a positive o echon with -1 orbital spin, 

forming a neutrino.  A positive + echon orbits a negative o echon 

with -1 orbital spin, forming an anti-neutrino.  The neutrino and 

anti- neutrino orbit each other with an additional -1 orbital spin.  

The result is a g
o+

 graviton with -2 spin. 
____________________________________________________________ 
 

 go-                   I(J) = 0(2)     The spin conjugate graviton go- is also possible. 
    The mass is not measured yet                    

                                          go-            
             About 70.0 MeV     
          2       |__   

          1     -o|o-   

          0       | 

 

                 3|2 

                  | 

 

 It is easy to see that this kind of graviton is composed of an 

electron neutrino orbiting about a positron anti-neutrino.  With 

what force it does so is not as easy of a question!  If the orbiting 

electrons and positrons cancel out the charges of the pions and 

anti-pions in this case, then the meso-electric force between the 

pions and anti-pions is zero, and the neutrinos must be held 

together by the strong gravitational force.  But if the electrons and 

positrons orbited in-sink with the pions and anti-pions, and the 

pions were closest to the anti-pions in this problem, and the 

electrons and positrons were polarized to the periphery of the 
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orbits, then the pion and anti-pion could be attracted to each other 

by the usual meso-electric force.  Do these two pairs of particles 

polarize each other or not?  It is easiest to assume that they do 

polarize each other, and the problem is not two neutrals attracting 

each other by strong force, but two opposite charged pions 

attracting each other by the meso-electric force—which balancing 

equation is easy to write and is identical to Eqn. (18-1).  Using the 

usual techniques, this reduces to Eqn. (18-3).  Using the graviton 

spin equation this solves for a m/me of 137.035 999 and a mass of 

70.0 MeV, notwithstanding that the neutrinos and anti-neutrinos 

have minus or plus imaginery masses.  

 The next and last graviton we want to solve the masses for 

is the g
o
.  According to chonomic decay schemes, a 1 spin graviton 

also exists. 
 go                    I(J) = 0(1)      

              Mass not measured yet. 

                   go                        
            About 70.0 MeV 

           2    |_   

           1   o|o  

           0    | 

 

               1|1    

                |  

____________________________________________________  

 

Like the other two types of gravitons, this type of graviton has the 

same balancing Eqn. as (19-1).  The minimum gravitational mass 

is also about 70.0 MeV.  That is not all! The higher mass states of 

all three types of gravitons will also be identical arrays of values.  

Higher state gravitons would have been convenient in some of the 

Decay Modes in Chapter 7, but not necessary. 

 The big surprise in this chapter is that the elusive invisible 

gravitons do not have insignificant masses!  They all have masses 

in lowest state comparable to some lower state mesons—about 

70.0 MeV.  This is an aether model of physics.  The authors find 

that the aether is composed of a large number of integral spin 
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bosons—mostly 2 or 1 spin gravitons, but also some 0 spin 

particles—like π
0
 particles. 

 Galaxies in this theory would have large clouds of invisible 

massive bosons—a source of calculated Dark Matter or Dark 

energy.  The 70.0 Mev mass per graviton is the minimum value.  

Higher state gravitons are not calculated here by the authors.  That 

is a simple exercise with a calculator left to the readers.    
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Chapter 20 

 

Magnetons 

 

 Like gravitons, all magnitons are massive particles—either 

mesons or baryons.  They have an echon pair of either -+ or +- 

in the lowest non-definition state of 1 and 1 for the B and N values.  

In the –- or ++ states, as in gravitons, the echons have 

opposite magnetic fields which cancel out.  In the magnetons one 

echon is tipped upside down, making the particle more massive, 

but also making the magnetic fields of the sub-particles not cancel 

out, but add to a magnetic dipole, which can align with other 

ambient magnetic dipoles to make magnetic lines of force.  

Depending on the density of the magnetic dipoles in the aether, 

there is a limit to how strong a magnetic force can be achieved.   

The following is the lowest mass magneton: 

 
 

  ω(782)           IG(JPC) = 0-(1--)      

  

  Mass m = 781.94 ± 0.12 MeV      (S = 1.5)               

                 ω(782)  
                 ?       

           2     |_  

           1    -|+  

           0     | 

 

                1|1 

                 | 

 

More magnetons are ω(1420), ω(1650), ω3 (1670), K1(1270), J/ψ 

(1S), ψ (2S), ψ (3770), χ (3872), Y(10860), N (1535)½
-
, Λ 

(1810)½
+
, Ω

-
, Ω (2250)

-
, and Ω (2770)

0
.  We have the measured 

masses of all those particles already (see Chapter 10).  Soon (like 

maybe in six months) we will have the calculated and predicted 

masses of each particle from first principles also in Predicting the 

Masses, Volume 2, Predicting the Mesons and Predicting the 
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Masses, Volume 3, Predicting the Baryons.  They won’t be much 

different than the measured values. 
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Section 2 

 

Relativistic Corrections 

 

And Summary 
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Chapter 21 

 

Trial Relativistic Factors 

 

 Heretofore in this book and set of books, the author has 

employed the Niels Bohr method of calculating the masses of 

particles.  Up until now, the author has thought that this method is 

quite accurate for low mass particles, like the electron, but 

increasingly inaccurate for increasing masses of particles.  The 

author does not think the Sommerfeld method of expanding the 

calculations to include ellipses as well as circles for the particle 

orbits is necessary in this lowest level.  But there may need to be 

some kind of relativistic correction factors for higher mass 

particles.  

 When we think of relativistic correction factors, we first 

think of the relativistic mass increase formula,  

 

   m = 

2/1

2

2

1

1




















c

v
mo. 

 

But when v in this formula equals c, the mass increase factor 

equals ∞.  But in our mass calculations vo = c for the electron, and 

the mass calculating factor for the electron is equal to 1.0.  We 

want a factor that gives 1.0 at vo = c and goes up at vo > c.  We 

next try    

    .

2/1

2

2

c

v

c

v oo 













 

This ratio may have the right sense, but it appears that it has way 

too big values for what we are looking for.  What magnitude 

correction values are we looking for exactly?  Let us first examine 
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the mass predicting values of the electron family of particles, the 

pion family of particles, and the neutron family of particles.                   
           
Charged    |     Predicted Mass Ratio          Measured Mass Ratio        Measured/Predicted      c/vo                                                                                                                                                                                     

                                                 

Lepton       |                 m/ me                                   m/me                                              unitless              unitless 

                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                                            

Electron e0 |         1.000 000 000                      1.000 000 000                 1.000 000 000       1.000 000 
 

                                                                                                                                                            

Muon     e1 |     206.794 822 479                  206.768 2843(52)                0.999 871 669       0.085 542  
 

 

Tauon     e2|   3 420.101 469                      3 477.15                                 1.016 803 62          0.021 622  
 

  

                                                                                                                                                           
Pion family|              Calculated                         Measured                   Measured/Predicted      c/vo   

                                                                                                                                                       
member      |              mass MeV                         mass MeV                         unitless                unitless 

                     

                                                                                                                                                            
Pion   π1     |                139.956                            139.570                        0.997 241 990         16.555 

                                                                                                                                                            

Kaon  π2    |                 496.554                           493.677                         0.994 206 068       120.156 
                                                                                                                                                            

 
 D-on  π3     |               1877.78                         1869.62                           0.995 654 443      7858.825 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                           
Particle       |      Predicted Mass Ratio        Measured Mass Ratio       Measured/Predinted 
                                                                                                                                                                                                

(m/me)                               (m/me)                          (m/me)                             unitless 

 
                                                                                                                                                         

    n                |           1,828.202 115                    1,838.683 66                 1.005 733 253 

                                                                                                                                                        

    Λ               |           2,032.495 772                    2,183.337                      1.074 214 781 

                                                                                                                                                          

    Ʃ0              |           2,288.490 108                    2,333.9                          1.019 842 730 
                                                                                                                                                          

   Λb
0             |         10,618.179 61                    10,996                             1.035 582 407     

 

 

 What can we determine from the above data?  Both vo/c 

and c/vo are way off from the needed relativistic correction factors.  
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Also the errors are not consistently increasing or decreasing along 

a consistent trend in any particle family.  The calculated mass 

ratios and calculated masses all go in consistent trends, but the 

measured values do not go in consistent trends.  The error factors 

are almost as much below 1.0 as above 1.0.  This is more probably 

measurement errors than calculated errors.  In the neutron family, 

the error ratios do not consistently increase for higher mass 

particles.  The Λ particle has the greatest error ratio in the neutron 

family, and higher mass particles in the neutron family have lower 

error ratios.  This is contrary to my previous estimates of errors in 

higher mass particles.  Even in higher mass particles, there is at 

least two place accuracy of the calculations, which is pretty good 

considering they all depend on an in-exact measured Fine Structure 

Constant α.  

 In summary, the Neils Bohr method of calculating the 

masses of the particles is almost as accurate for the higher mass 

particles as the lower mass particles.  I then can continue on in the 

particle mass calculations for the mesons and baryons like I have 

done in the books, Electrino Physics Draft 2; Advanced Electrino 

Physics Draft 3; and Predicting the Masses, Volume 1, Introducing 

Chonomics; and this book, The Higgs et. al. Universe.  And I can 

try to make the calculations computerized in an Excel Spreadsheet 

Program.    For that suggestion I thank Dr. Brad Sorenson.   
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Chapter 22 

 

The Higgs et. al. Universe Summary 

 

 For decades and billions of dollars, particle science has 

been on a quest to discover the Higgs boson and learn how to 

predict the masses of all the “elementary” particles.  The mainline 

science community has not had a way to theorize and predict the 

masses of the Higgs bosons (H
0
, H

+
, and H

-
), the Standard Model 

of Physics notwithstanding.  Accordingly they have experimentally 

searched for heavier and heavier bosons.  They have found one 

new boson at approximately 125 GeV.  Is this the Higgs boson?  

According to a back of the envelope calculation in the Preface of 

this book, the answer is no!  The Higgs boson masses are 

calculated exactly to be much more massive imaginary values than 

the 125 GeV boson—on the Planck scale. 

 But much to the surprise of the author, the Higgs bosons 

are not only shown to exist, but to be the magic links between the 

mainline Standard Model of Physics and the author’s Grand 

Unification Theory, The Electrino Fusion Model of Elementary 

Particles.  The Higgs bosons are in everything in the Universe!  H
+
 

and H
-
 orbit around each other and travel together at the speed of 

light in every ordinary photon in the Universe!  Every baryon in 

the Universe has the H
+
 particle as its core particle!  And every 

anti-baryon has the H
-
 particle at its core particle!  And every other 

particle in the Universe has ½, ¼, and ⅛ Higgs bosons in them.   

 In Chapter 12 of this book is brought to light a roadmap for 

the calculation of the masses of every particle from first principles.  

Each different particle calculates its own mass by first principles 

from their unique radii of orbits.  Furthermore straight line 

traveling zero mass electrinos can take on mass when injected into 

orbits.  It is a way to make matter and energy out of nothing (ex-

nihilo)!  We could do this ourselves!  The conservation of energy 

is only half correct.  Energy cannot ever be destroyed.  It is eternal.  

But mass and energy can be created out of nothing, expanding the 
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Universe, which is a good thing!  We need to keep the Universe 

expanding faster and faster, for, if the Universe ever collapsed on 

itself, all the joy and happiness and past achievements would have 

an end and be a failure! 

 The road map to calculating the masses of particles heavily 

depends on the science of chonomics derived in chapters 3-10.  

Also, in chapter 21 we see that we can have two place accuracy or 

more by the Neils Bohr method of mass calculations even in the 

calculation of massive particles, when compared to measured 

values, which is pretty good, and the calculated values follow the 

trends better than the measured values, and thus the calculated 

values appear to be more correct than the measured values without 

any Sommerfeld ellipses or relativistic correction factors.  That is a 

great tribute to the exactness of the measuring masses of the whole 

Peter Higgs et. al. scientific community.   Way to go, guys!  But let 

us give tribute to the Higher Powers that benevolently and 

consistently intelligently followed convention of fusing positrons, 

but not many electrons from pair production from nothing!    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


